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VATICAN PAVILION RISES: A unit of the Vatican
City pavilion at the 1958 Brussels International Expo-
sition rises on the fair grounds there. Known as the
"City of God,” the buildings will house one of the most
extensive exhibits in the exposition. The pavilion will
be a triangular structure costing about $1,500,000. It
will contain a church seating 2,500 persons, three ex-
hibit buildings, each three stories high, a restaurant,
a motion picture theater and an auditorium. Theme of
the exhibit will be “Man and God.”
Leadership Institute
Draws Bishops and
Laity to Paterson
PATERSON The Paterson Diocese willbe the scene
of one of the most important events in the history of its
laity when, on Feb. 1, representatives of archdioceses and
dioceses in the East will gather for the Mid-Atlantic Leader-
ship Institute, sponsored by the Paterson Diocesan Council
of P.athftlir Mon -
of Catholic Men.
The institute will be conducted
by the National Council of Catho-
lic Men at the invitation of Bish-
op McNulty, who will preside and
deliver the keynote address. Ses-
aions will be held at' the Alex-
ander Hamilton Hotel. More than
a dozen of the hierarchy of the
United States will be present
along with the lay representatives
of their Sees.
PLANS FOR THE Institute
have been laid by a committee of
the Paterson Diocesan Council of
Catholic men under the leader-
ship of Msgr. Joseph M. O’Sulli-
van, diocesan director.
narcunj, ILI
week that delegates may register
the morning of the institute.
Registration will also take plac*
for those coming from a distance
on Jan. 31, from 7 to 9:30 p m.
GENERAL THEME of the in-
stitute will be the ‘‘Lay Aposto-
late.” Its purpose is to develop
leaders to carry out the program
of Catholic Action outlined by
Pope Pius XII at the recent
World Congress of the Lay Apos-
tolate. The program will open at
9:30 a.m. and close with a ban-
quet at 6:30 p.m.
As set forth after a number
of preliminary meetings, the pro-
gram will consist of four work-
shop series, each of which will
be divided into six different
workshop sessions. Thus, through-
out the day, there will be 24
workshops. Delegates may attend
any they wish.
THE FOUR BASIC workshop
aeries are titled:
“Concepts of the Diocesan
Council”; “The Council and Its
Diocesan Relationship"; “The
Council in Action”; and “Tech-
niques of Good Organization.”
General chairman of the insti-
tute is William F. Johnson.
Officers of the Paterson Council
working with him and Msgr.
O’Sullivan are Michael Doody,
president; Robert Shelton, treas-
urer; and John Wegner, secretary.
Archbishops and Bishops who
will attend are: Archbishop Fran-
cis P. Keought of Baltimore;
Archbishop Boland of Newark;
Bishop George L. Leech of Harris-
burg; Bishop Lawrence J. Shehan
of Bridgeport; Bishop George W.
Ahr of Trenton; Bishop Walter P.
Kellenberg of Rockville Center;
Bishop Jerome D. Hannon of
Scranton; Auxiliary Bishop Ed-
ward J. Maginn of Albany; Auxil-
iary Bishop Martin W. Stanton of
Newark; and Auxiliary Bishop
Walter W. Curtis of Newark.
Ethiopia Names First
Minister to Vatican
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia
CRNS) Major Mesfin Bagashet
dm been named Ethiopia’s first
Minister to the Vatican. He for-
merly was Ethiopian Charge d’Af-
faires in Mexico. '
Diplomatic relations between
Ethiopia and the Holy See were
established in an agreement
signed early in 1957.
In Italy
Red Herring
In Hospitals
ROME* (NC)—ltalian commu-
nists have apparently launched a
campaign to oust religious from
positions in public hospitals and
have them replaced by persons
whom they can trust.
Recent provincial meetings of
communist doctors have charged
that both men and women reli-
gious lack the professional and
technical training to justify their
presence on hospital staffs, ac-
cording to L’ltalia, Milan news-
paper.
A request has been made, it
was reported, that religious be
dismissed from all state and city
hospitals and be replaced with
‘‘properly trained” civilian per-
sonnel.
L'ltalia also revealed that a
circular had been sent to various
provinces accusing hospital reli-
gious of using their position for
purposes of propaganda. It ac-
cused them of surrounding pa-
tients with “medieval suggestions
of religion” and of "concerning
themselves more with the spirit-
ual condition of the patients than
with their physical condition."
Cardinal’s Secretary
Hungary Reds Try
Msgr. Turcsanyi
VIENNA (NC) A sickly, gray-haired 65-year-old
priest is currently on trial before a communist court in
Budapest, accused of raiding a Red government office dur-
ing the 1956 Hungarian revolt.
He is Msgr. Egon Turcsanyi, secretary to Cardinal
Mindszenty, Primate of Hungary.
The communist regime has
charged him and 15 others with
raiding the Church Affairs bureau
and with distributing leaflets.
THE TRIAL 18 being held in a
gloomy hearing room behind
doors bearing hand-painted signs
saying “closed session.” Commu-
nist Judge Mathild Toth, who is
hearing the case, barred the
press and public frcm <he trial.
Judge Toth said she did not"
know whether even the sen-
tencing would be open to the
nor did she know when
sentencing would take place.
Barred from the early sessions
of his trial, the aging priest was
taken from his sick bed to appear
at the latest hearings. He was
brought to the trial room hand-
cuffed and under armed guard.
Walking slowly under the escort
of a single, gray-uniformed pris-
on guard, the priest looked a dec-
ade older than his 65 years. Pale
and gray, his face was covered
with several days growth of beard
and his eyes were blinking behind
his glasug.
Bishop Tang Newest Target
For Red Propaganda Guns
HONG KONG The Chinese communist regime,
which has been trying for years to discredit Bishop Dom-
inic Tang, S.J., acting head of the Canton Archdiocese, has
now staged two “public accusations” against him it was
reported here.
Meanwhile, the overall perse-
cution pattern continued to tight-
en. Other developments filtering
through the bamboo curtain were:
• The “Patriotic Association
of Chinese Catholics” in Canton
has deprived Canton priests of
their monthly stipend of $l3
each. The government has as-
signed the duty of collecting
rents from Church property to
the “patriotic" association.
• The Peiping Radio report-
ed that teachers “from now on
will be responsible for making
•ure that their pupils are brought
up as materialists" and that they
are able to "see the evil of re
Ugious superstition.”
• The Peking People's Dally
has admitteed that the Chinese
themselves remain skeptical about
Red government charges against
Bishop Ignatius Kung of Shanhai
Md the numerous priests and!
laymen in prison with him. All
were arrested in September. 1955,
in an effort to crush Catholic op-
position to certain parts of the
communist program. In the more
than two years since their arrest
they have neither been given a
court trial nor has any definite
sentence been announced.
DEMONSTRATIONS AGAINST
Bishop Dominic Tang were re-
portedly conducted by the Can-
ton Bureau of Religious Affairs
and the so-called patriotic asso-
ciation on Dec. 18 and 28.
On both dates, it was under-
stood, the 48-year-old Bishop
and a number of his priests were
ordered to present themselves to
the authorities. They were tak*n
both times before a large audi-
ence composed mainly of Catho-
|iics. Bishop Tang then was pub
I bcly accused of “crimes.”
The main speaker at the post-
Christmas demonstration was
John Fong Shek-mui, former
headmaster of the Sacred
Heart Catholic School in Can-
ton, according to these reports.
He is said to have accused the
Bishop of being in agreement
with Rome and not obeying the
government's mandates con-
cerning the Church.
Bishop Tang was specifically
accused of forbidding members
of the Legion of Mary to sign a
government-prepared document
describing the legion as a reac
tionary organization engaged in
espionage for the U.S.
IT WAS REPORTED that Bish
op Tang was further pilloried for
advising his flock to have noth
ing to do with the patriotic as-
sociation and for forbidding his
pfteMs to Join the communist
sponsored association.
Earlier reports disclosed that
none of the priests had Joined the
society despite heavy pressure
brought to boar upon them by
communist authorities.
At Director’s Consecration
Apostolic Delegate Notes
Importance of NCWC
WASHINGTON—An insight into
the workings and the importance
of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference was given here by the
Apostolic Delegate to the U. S.
on the occasion of the consecra-
tion of Most Rev. Howard J.
Carroll as Bishop of Altoona-
Johnstown, Pa.
Bishop Carroll had served as
NCWC general secretary since
1944 and had been connected’ with
the agency established by the
American Bishops for 19 years.
ARCHBISHOP Amleto Giovanni
Cicognani, the Apostolic Delegate,
called NCWC "a center of action,
a base of unity, a source of in-
formation, a means-'to undertake
wonderful initiatives and carry
them through.”
“What great good,” he said,
“what tremendous advantages
have come” to the Church in
America through the NCWC "no
one would be able to estimate.”
Its general secretary, he said,
is in fact "secretary of the Amer-
ican hierarchy.” The secretary,
he explained, "must be ready to
answer the requests of individ-
ual Bishops .
. ,
about legisla-
tion, education, family, press,
emigration, Catholic Action and
its organizations of men, women
and youth, and even the collect-
ing of funds ...to help the
needy.” '
The Archbishop spoke at a
luncheon following the consecra-
tion in St. Matthew's Cathedral
at which he officiated. Attending
the consecration were more than
50 members of the hierarchy, in-
cluding Cardinal Moopcy of De-
troit and Cardinal Stritch of Chi-
cago.
Co-consecrators were Bishop
John F. Deardefl of Pittsburgh
and Auxiliary Bishop Coleman F.
Carroll of Pittsburgh, a brother
of the new Bishop.
IN A SERMON at the conse-
cration, Archbishop Patrick
O’Boyle of Washington said that
a Bishop has a “superhuman
task,” but that he is given "su-
perhuman power with which to
accomplish it.”
"If the awfulnesa of the office
and the sablimity of his voca-.
tlon gives pause to a newly-,
consecrated Bishop.” he de-
clared, "let him take courage
and hope from the truth that
he is Christ’s minister. It is
Christ’s Priesthood and King-
ship in which he shares. The
Holy Spirit assists and guides
a Bishop in the exercise of his
office.”
Archbishop O’Boyle also
praised the work of NCWC. say.
ing that in the absence of such
an organization ‘‘it would have
been impossible for the Church
to cope” with the problems which
"almost literally exploded over-
night in the face of the Church"
in the 19405.
Not only does NCWC "provide
the Bishops with a forum for
mutual consultation and the pos-
sibility of studying problems na-
tional in scope,” he said, “but
it also provides a channel through
which the laity can accomplish j
their vitally important role ofi
sharing in the apostolate of the |
hierarchy.” *
1 f I
IN A RESPONSE at the lunch- J
eon, Bishop Carroll noted the |
"awesome responsibilities”facing I
every Bishop and said that
through the ceremony of conse-
cration the Church intends "to I
impress not only the Bishop-elect,
Ibut
all those present, with the
dignity of his state, the weight
of his burden and the continuing
and manifold urgency of his
need.”
CARDINALS AT CONSECRATION:Two Cardinals were present in St. Matthew's Cathedral, Washington, for the
consecration of Most Rev. Howard J. Carroll, former NCWC general secretary, as Bishop of Altoona-Johnstown,
Pa. Pictured are, left to right: Cardinal Stritch of Chicago; Cardinal Mooney of Detroit; Canon Rudolph Walz of
St. Ursus Cathedral, Solothurn, Switzerland; Bishop Carroll; Rev. Thomas B. Lappan of Pittsburgh, and Auxiliary
Bishop Coleman F. Carroll of Pittsburgh, brother of the new Bishop.
Cardinal’s Trip
Rapped , Praised
BANGKOK. Thailand Radio
broadcasts from two conflicting
ideological centers offered con-
trasting views of Cardinal Spell
man's annual Christmas trip to
visit American servicemen over-
seas in his capacity as Military
Vicar.
The Cardinal arrived here on
one of his last stops in (he Par
East prior to departing for Eu-
rope and a visit with the Pope
in Rome •
The Hapoi Radio in communist
North Vietnam attacked the Car-
dinal as "an advocate of Ameri-
can imperialism" shortly sfter the
Cardinal had completed a visit
to South Vietnam. The Reds
charged, that the Cardinal had
visited Saigon in an effort “to
strengthen the already-shaken m
fuence of the Americans"
But Vatican Radio, which is
giving daily reports of the Car-
dinal s tour, praised the "good
work ho has boon doing among
American troops."
The Cardinal la scheduled to
return to Now York Jan. U.
Name Msgr. Tanner
NCWC Secretary
WASHINGTON (NC)—Msgr. Paul F. Tanner has been
named general secretary of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference, succeeding Most Rev. Howard J. Carroll, who
has become Bishop of Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. Msgr. Tanner
has been assistant general secretary since 1945.
Rev. Francis T. Hurley has
been named assistant general
secretary. He has been assist-
ant director of the NCWCDepart-
ment of .Education.
The appointments were made
by the NCWC Administrative
Board of which Archbishop Fran-
cis P. Keough of Baltimore is
chairman.
MSGR. TANNER becomes the
fourth general secretary and the
first to come up through the
various offices of assistant de-
partment director, department
director, assistant general secre-
tary and general secretary. He
has been on the NCWC staff
since 1940, and observed the sil-
ver jubilee of his ordination to
the priesthood in 1956.
Born in Peoria, 11L, Jan. 15,
1905, Msgr. Tanner received his
elementary education in Milwau
kee parochial schools. He at-
tended Marquette Academy and
had studied for two years at Mar-
quete University when he entered
Kenrick Seminary, St. Louis. He
made his theological studies at
St. Francis Seminary, Milwaukee,
and was ordained to the priest-
hood, May 31, 1931,
Msgr. Tanner served In Mil-
waukee as secretary of Cath-
olic Action, director of the
Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine, and archdioeesan director
of youth activities before Join-
ing the NCWC staff.
Msgr. Tanner is also a mem
ber of the executive committee
of the National Catholic Commu-
nity Service, secretary to the
Bishops’ governing committee
for NCCS, a member of the
board of governors of the United
Service Organizations, and chair-
man of the operations policy
committee of USO.
FATHER HURLEY, a priest
of the San Francisco Archdio-
cese, joined the NCWC Depart-
ment of Education staff last
June.
He was born in San Francisco
30 years ago and is a graduate
of St. Joseph's College, Moun-
tain View, and St. Patrick’s
Seminary, Menlo Park, both in
California. He was ordained
June 16, 1991; served at Holy
Name. Church, San Francisco,
from 1991 to 1993; earned a mas
ter’s degree In sociology from
Catholic University of America
here after studies from 1993 to
1994, and taught for three years
at Sent High School, San Mateo,
Calif., before hts assignment to
NCWC. \
Holy Father Says
Hate Proves
Importance
Of Schools
VATICAN CITY—The importance of Catholic schools
can be judged “by the hatred displayed for them by the
Church’s enemies.”
Pope Pius XII made this statement in addressing 500
delegates to a national congress of religious assistants of
the young women’s organization
of Italian Catholic Action.
The Pope also repeated the re-
marks he made during last year's
World Congress of the Lay
Apostolate when he said that
Catholic Action organizations do
not “constitute the only effective
method for the information of ar-
dent souls.”
THE HOLY FATHER spent a
busy New Year's period. Among
other things he:
• Granted the first audience
of the new year to representatives
of Rome's communal administra-
tion, extending his gratitude for
the good wishes which had been
extended to him.
• Gave his New Year’s bless-
ing to 20,000 persons gathered to
greet him in St. Peter’s Square.
The 81-year-old Pontiff seemed in
excellent health and stood at the
window of his private study for
several minutes, seemingly enjoy-
ing the cheers and shouts of the
crowd.
• Gave an audience in the
Hall of Benedictions to 7,000
American and European pilgrims,
addressing each group in its own
language.
• Hailed aviation’s contribu-
tion to “harmonious union”
among nations in an address to
journalists taking part in a
round-the-world flight inaugurat-
ing a regular service by Aus-
tralia's Quantas Airline.
THE HOLY FATHER, in his
address on schools, said that
“you must share above all the
conviction that the Church deep-
ly loves her institutes of instruc-
tion and education. We wish to
repeat this to you so that no one
may doubt the supreme charac-
ter of the work you perform nor
think that you could renounce it
lor at least dedicate less time and
Ieffort to it.
“A sign of this Importance
can be found In the hatred dis-
played for (these institutions)
hy the enemies of the Church,
who seek to impede their action
and forget that, although the
state is bound hy the duty to
render instruction and educa
tion accessible to all, it does
net hare the right to impose
a determined type of educa-
tion on families.
‘‘Some people find it strange
that so many Catholic fam'ilies
should fear, and unfortunately
for good reasons, that their chil-
dren will fall into the hands of
teachers without faith and Chris-
tian culture, and therefore in-
capable of giving a Christian ed-
ucation to their students.
"IT WILL BE USEFUL to re
call what we have said on various
occasions about the difference*
that exist between unity of ac-
tion on the part of Catholics
which seems to be more urgent
every day —and the uniqueness
of Catholic Action. The latter has
its own structural character, its
ranks, its methods and its press.
And every one is aware of the
influence it has had and still has
on the effectiveness of the apos-
tolic action of the Church,
marked In these times by more
numerous and more profound de-
mands on the faithful.
“But it does not constitute
the one and only action of
Catholics, and it cannot be said
that it constitutes the only ef-
fective method for the forma-
tion of ardent souls.
“Other forms blessed, ap-
proved and encouraged by the
Church might be developed
and extended to new activities.
You will thereby have occasion to
show whether you are capable of
respecting and loving everything
that flourishes within the
Church."
IN HIS TALK to the aviation
journalists, the Pope cautioned
that “material progress of itself
is never a sufficient source of
genuine peace,” even though the
airlines have helped link the
world.
Such a peace, he said, “must
strike its roots deep down into
the souls of men who, for all the
yet undiscovered magnitude of
their potentialities, humbly ac-
knowledge their common depend-
ence on the one 'God and Father
of all, who is above all, and
throughout all, and in us all'
(Eph. 4,6).
“That peace Is i&.the air to-
day, borne by the message of
the angels to men of good wilt
God grant that all may hearken
to it."
He told the group that he saw
lin their journey “one more step
toward closing the gap that sep-
arates peoples in a world whose
smallness is made more manifest
year by year."
Press Gronp OK
Given by Vatican
VATICAN CITY (NC)—Tern
porary "experimental'’ approval
has been given by the Vatican
Secretariate o( State to the sta-
tutes of the newly organized In
ternational Federation of Editors
of Catholic Newspapers and Pub-
lications.
The federation was created dur-
ing the fifth World Congress of
the Catholic Press in Vienna last
October and replaces the formei
permanent International Com-
mission of Directors of Catholic
Newspapers.
The president of the federa
lion, P. Wenger of France, has
called a meeting for editors of
Catholic publications in prepara-
tion for the Brussels internation-
al exposition, to open in April.
Purpose of the meeting will be to
discuss problems that the Oath
olic press faces on the interna-
tional level.
Floyd Anderson, managing edi-
tor of The Advocate, and secre-
tary of the Catholic Press Associa-
tion, was named to the federa-
tion's board of directors at the
Vienna congress.
Venezuela
Jails Priests
I PORTOF-SPAIN, Trinidad
Venezuela has arrested a priest
and other newspaper editors and
publishers for refusing to publish
front-page condemnations of the
recent Maracay rebellion by offi-
cers of the Venezuelan air force.
The priest arrested was Rev.
Jesus Harnandez Chapellin, di-
rector of the influential Catholic
daily, La Religion.
The arrest of four other priests
was also reported.
Reports reaching here said that
troops had fired on a crowd that
had gathered in Caracas, the capi-
tal, to protest the arrest of Fa-
ther Hernandei. Several persons
were reported killed.
Venezuela also attempted to
arrest Dr. Rafael Caldera, chief
of the Christian Democratic
Party, but he took refuge with
Archbishop Raffaeie Form, Apos-
tolic Nuncio to Venezuela.
Dr. Caldera had been arrested
once before, being jailed in Sep-
tember after foreign press re-
portd*liad told of his popularity.
He was released on Christmas
Eve and ordered to leave the
country.
Father Harnandez was the first
priest to be arrested during the
nine-year rule by Gen. Marcos
Peres Jimenez But many Cath-
olic civic leaders and trade union-
ists have been imprisoned by the
government.
Father Hernandez, through La
Religion, has widely publicised
and commented on the pastoral
letter by Archbishop Rafael Arias
of Caracas supporting unionism
against political Intervention. The
, letter also deplored unjust social
I conditions.
OFF TO THE MISSIONS: Nine Passionaries received a solemn send-off Jan. 5 as the prepared to de-
part for anew mission field, the Prelacy Nullius of Cotobato. Mindanao. Philippine Islands. Archbishop Boland
was celebrant of the Pontifical Mass observing their departure. Left to right, Rev. Crispin Lynch, C.P., Rev.
Leonard Amhrein, C.P., Rev. Hilarion Walters, C. P., Rev. Quentin Olwell. C.P., superior of the new mission. Rev.
Paschal Smith. C.P., Auxiliary Bishop Walter W. Curtia, Archbishop Boland, Rev. Reginald Arliss, C.P., Auxiliary
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, Rev. Jerome Does, C.P., Very Rev Ernest Welch, C.P., Provincial; Rev. Lawrence
Muliin, C.P., and Rev. Anthony Mahoney, C.P.
People in the Week's News
Bartolomeo Migone has been
named Italy’s ambassador to the
Holy Sea.
ley. Joseph Erneweln, S.FJW,,
of Canada, has been named ro-
gional superior of tha Scarboro
Foreign Mission Society in Brit-
ish Guiana.
ley. J. F. Westermann, S. J.,
has boon named Provincial of the
Netherlands Province of the So-
ciety of Jesus.
Cardinal Mimmi, only recently
appointed Secretary of the Sacred
Consistorial Congregation, has
now been made a member of the
Supreme Sacred Congregation of
the Holy Office.
Coasalo Garcia, India’s only na-
tive-born canonized saint, was
honored during a four-day cele-
bration marking the fourth cen-
tenary of his birth.
Judge Ronald N. Davies, who
presided at the widely publicized
Little Rock school segregation
litigation, hak been named Catho-
lic Man of the Year by View
magazine, monthly published in
Yonkers by Capuchin Fathers.
Justice Harold A. Stevens of
the New York Supreme Court, a
convert, has become the first Ne-
gro to be an associate justice of
the New York State Appellate Di-
vision.
Rev. James Pfeifer of San An-
tonio, a faculty member ol the
Oblate Fathers’ international
seminary in Rome, has been
named vice secretary of the Pon-
tifical Society of St. Peter the
Apostle for Native Clergy.
Bishop Karol Pekala of Tar-
now, Poland, sailed from New
York after a two-month tour of
the U.S. and Canada.
Rev. John Sullivan, S.J., whose
beatification cause is now in proc-
ess, is the subject of a film being
made by Irish Film Makers in
Dublin.
Rev. Ferdinand Arellano, 8J„
vice provincial of the Jesuit vice
province of Ahmedabad, India,
has been named provincial for
Jesuits in Venezuela.
Rev. Edward A. Bradley, gj„
of Xavier University, is on his
way to the South Pole area to
take up duties with a U.S. Navy
scientific expedition there.
Bishops
...
M»gr. Francesco Ferreira of
theArchdiocese of Durango, Mex-
ico, hat beeh named Auxiliary
Bishop of that See.
Auxiliary Bishop Oscar de Oli-
veira of Pouso Alegre, Brasil, has
been named Coadjutor of that
See with right of succession.
Coadjutor Bishop Johannes M,
Hanssen of Roermond, The Neth-
erlands, has become Bishop of
that archdiocese, succeeding
Archbishop Josephus H. Lem-
mens, who retired for reasons of
health.
Bishop Frans Hengtbach has
been installed as Bishop of the
newly-created Diocese of Essen
in Germany.
Bev. Vincent Fare, Vicar Gen-
eral of Quimper, France, has
been named Auxiliary Bishop for
that diocese.
DUd...
Bev. H. Geurtjens, M.S.C., of
the Netherlands, 82, whose ethno-
logical studies while a mission-
ary in New Guinea brought him
scientific renown.
Sir George Justin Lynskey, 60,
judge of the British High Court
Bev. Johannes Klasaen of Den-
mark, 94, director of the famed
Trier Cathedral Choir.
Archbishop Joao Evangelista de
Lim Vidal, 83, Bishop of Aveiro,
Portugal.
FLORAL GIFT: Pope Pius pats shoulder of one of six little boys who brought him
a bouquet of white carnations as a Christmas gift from the Italian Children’s Cath-
olic Action. The boys, who acted as representatives of some 400,000 Catholic chil-
dren, also gave the Pontiff candles for his Midnight Mass.
Places in the News
Cardinal de Barros Camara of
Rio. de Janeiro ha* .urged Bratil
not to accept Soviet offer* to re-
new trade relations.
To insure adequate religious
services for the French army sta-
tioned in North Africa, about 30
priests were. flewn-4here from
Paris during the Christmas holi-
days.
A Social Institute for farmers
and laborers has been held in £1
Salvador.
The Greek Orthodox Church
theology faculty of the Univer-
sity of Athens has sent a mes-
sage to the Holy See asking that
the Byzantine Rite Exarchate
Apostolic of Greece, be left va-
cant.
Five Chinese youths studying
in England' for the Salesian
Order recorded a Christmas serv-
ice which was broadcast into
communist China.
A five-day conference of Aus-
tralian and New Zealand priests
will be held in Sydney starting
Jan. 20.
A complete census of the Cath-
olic population of the Wilmington,
Del., Diocese will be taken Mar.
1«. - ' ‘ ■
Ecclesia, official organ of Span-
ish Catholic Action, has described'
American Catholic relief work in
Spain as “a fabulous charitable
and social work.”
A "European Village” for aged
displaced persons will be con-
structed near Brussels by Rev.
Dominic Plre, 0.P., leader of the
Aid to Displaced Persons Move-
ment.
An appeal for a wider lay apos-
tolate movement has been issued
by Church officials in Formosa
because of the rapid increase in
the number of Catholics there.
In Germany. Catholics in the
Cologne Archdiocese are conduct-
■ Me,
■■■■■. a
ing a fund drive to efect a parish
church and a child care 'tenter in
Tokyo, and in Muenster they'Trre-.
contributing money to support the
1,943 mission schools in the South
African Diocese of Marianhlll.
Bishop Jorge Kemerer of Posa-
das in Northeast Argentina - has
issued a- pastoral letter stressing
the need for more vocations. ---
A prayer for the “reign of
peace, justice and brotherly love”
concluded a New Year’s pastoral
letter issued on behalf of the
Bishops of Hungary.
Catholic Family Day will be
observed in New York on Jan. 12,
Feast of the Holy Family, by
proclamation of Cardinal Spell-
man.
St. John’s Offers
Marian Course
BROOKLYN Msgr. George
W. Shea, professor of aacred the-
ology at Immaculate Conception
Seminary, Darlington, will be one
of the lecturera at a Mariological
Institute to be inaugurated at St.
John’a University here In Febru-
ary.
The Institute will offer a com-
plete course of atudy In Mariolo-
gy and is being held in connec-
tion with the 100th anniversary of
the apparitions of Opr Lady at
Lourdes. It will be open to grad-
uate and undergraduate students
and offer three credits toward
advanced degrees and two on the
baccalaureate level.
The Institute will cover Mary’s
singular mission, her preroga-
tives and the principles underly-
ing Marian devotion.
Religious News
Editor Dies
NEW YORK (RNS) Louis
Minsky, managing editor of Reli-
gious News Service, died sudden-
ly at his home in Kew Gardens,
at the age of 48.
A,native of South sea, England,
Mr. Minsky had headed the agen-
cy ever since it was organized in
1933 as an affiliated but inde-
pendently operated organization
of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews.
The only intercreedal religious
news agency in the world, Reli-
gious News Service was inaugu-
rated to serve Protestant, Catho-
lic and Jewish periodicals, as well
as to assist 'secular
in the coverage of religious news.
BOrn June 4, 1909, Mr. Minsky
came to the United States m his
youth and- after, finishing his
schooling here served as New
York correspondent for various
British publications and as spe-
cial writer on religious topics for
American magazines and news-
papers.
Among those paying tribute to
Mr, Minsky were America, na-
tional weekly magazine published
by the Jesuits, and The Tablet,
Brooklyn Catholic newspaper.
Both hailed his pioneering work
and his objective news reporting.
His death was termed a great
loss to religious journalism.
Name Dr. Ellis Brown
Chetnical Chairman
SOUTH ORANGE Dr. Ellis
V. Brown, director of research at
Seton mil University, has been
elected chairman of the north
Jersey section of the American
Chemical Society.
Second largest subdivision in
the society, the unit has 80,000
members. In New Jersey the sec-
tion provides advanced scientific
lectures for it* members together
with meetings open tn-tii* public.
Sees Working Wives
As Spiritual Malady
PHILADELPHIA Mothers who work are contribut-
ing to a serious social and spiritual malady “the degen-
eration of the dignity, function and nature of woman"—ac-
cording to Rev. Jerome L. Toner, 0.5.8., of St. Martin’s
College, Olympia, Wash.
Speaking at th# Catholic Eco-
nomic Association convention
hare, ho charted that mother
hood and the family are danger
ouely devalued in America. This
is due, ho said, because mage
end more wives and mothers era
working outside the home.
Since IMO, he laid, the number
of working married women be-
tween 34 and 44 has doubled and
the number between 40 and 94
has tripled. Some 54M0.000 moth-
ers with children under IT are
part of the work force. This
trend, he charged, is tending to
"domesticate" and "(smlniasM
mao while having the reverse
effect on women
HE NOTED, however, that
"economic necessity is the chief
cause that forces the vast major-
ity of married women to work
outside of the home." The neces-
sity, he said, is almost absolute
in the case of widows, separated,
divorced and deserted mothers.
For these, he said, "facilities
and funds for the care et chil-
dren ...are economically and
spiritually necessary.
-
Assis-
tance must be given, be de-
clared. "If lbs (sadly ... la to
be preperty preserved."
Father Toner, however, scored
those wives and mothers who
work outside the home without
necessity. They "should piece
the good of the children, family
end society before
their personal freedom, satisfac
Uen, and glory," Father Toner
said.
Court Test Faces
Fordham Again
NEW YORK (RNS) Justice
Charles D. Bceitel of the Appel-
late Division issued an order re-
quiring the city to show cause
why it should not be stayed from
acquirtngand reselling land in
the proposed $205,000,000 Lin-
coln Square redevelopment proj-
ect.
The order is also directed at
those developer* who intend to
buy at mark-down price* some of
the land in the 13-block area.
Among these is Fordham Univer-
sity.
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Bishop Wright Scores Indifference
To Holy Father’s Social Teachings
WASHmGTON (RNS) Bishop John J. Wright of
l!riiMa nl’|Warned ( here that American Catholicsflagging in their acceptance of the teachings of Pope
Pius XII concerning the need for law and order in the in-
ternational community. He urged Catholic educators to
Improve their teaching methods
■o that the Church’s social philos-
ophy will be better understood.
Bishop Wright addressed the
American Catholic Sociological
Society in its 19th annual conven-
tion at Trinity College. He is hon-
orary president of the society.
HE SCORED the “indifference
to the Pope’s social teachings”
which he said is observed among
American Catholics "whenever it
runs counter to our personal, par-
tisan or national prejudices.”
"It Is curious, but nonethe-
less a fact,” said Bishop
Wright, “that the generality of
Catholic peoples within the var-
ious nations, however progres-
sive they otherwise think them-
selves to be, too frequently lag
behind the Holy See, conserva-
tive though it is supposed to be,
on social questions.”
"This moral and cultural lag—-
to characterize it charitably—is
due to various historical, sociolog-
ical and psychological reasons.”
Citing examples, he said it is
“notorious that the Catholics of
France paid scant attention to
the labor-management principles
taught by Pope Leo XIII.”
“It is also notorious,” he de-
clared, “that Spanish Catholics,
otherwise so orthodox, have
lagged behind the social and eco-
nomic teachings of the modern
Popes.”
-Bishop Wright said that in Eng-
land “the Catholics frequently
prove far more conservative than
the Holy See in what pertains to
the relations with non-Catholic
groups, even in areas where the
Holy See itself has given a clear
example of collaboration for de-
sirable social goals.”
IN THE U.S., he asserted, the
Catholic laity-“has lagged far be-
hind the Holy See in understand-
ing the reality and nature of the
international human community
as well as the necessity for its
world-wide organization.”
The Bishop said the Pope’s
statements favoring participa-
tion in the United Nations and
support of its efforts to achieve
world disarmament are little
known among the American
laity. He cited as evidence of
the “indifference” to these
teachings "the small number of
Catholics who participate in
peace organizations.”
Bishop Wright said a study
should be made as to why Catho-
lics who join groups that seek
limitation of national sovereignty
in faVor of adoption of interna-
tional law shoald be character-
ized as "fellow travelers” or "re-
garded as tinged with ‘pink-
ness’.”
He urged Catholic educators to
improve their methods of teach-
ing the social principles enunciat-
ed by the modern Popes. He sug-
gested that instead of “parrot-
ing” the Pope’s allocutions by
quoting long paragraphs verba-
tim, emphasis should be placed
on creating an understanding of
“the major preoccupations of the
Holy See.”
HE TOLD THE sociologists that
it has been his observation that
■when such an understanding is
given Catholic college students,
they are far more ready to fol-
low Papal teachings in the eco-
nomic and social field than are
members of the older generation.
Bishop Wright added a plea
for more positive emphasis on
Catholic social relations with
non-Catholics and agnostics.
“I think everyone on the whole
globe knows by now that we op-
pose atheist materialism and
Marxist social dialectic, and that
we bitterly regret the religious
divisions which occurred in Chris-
tendom in the 16th century,” he
said. "They also know that we
oppose euthanasia, suicide, birth
control, and disrespect to moth-
er.
“But how many Of them know
what we are for? A generation
desperate for goals and ideals
might listen to us more respect-
fully if, instead of asking them to
join us in the barricades of fight-
ing against the things we oppose,
we invited them to share the
ideals and goals we favor."
Bishop Wright also urged Amer-
ican Catholics to drop their “par-
tisanship and localism” in favor
ot the Pope’s teachings of “mag-
nanimity, tolerance, patience, and
love toward all of humanity.”
Appeal to Workers
COLOGNE, Germany (NC)—The
German Catholic Worker move-
ment has called for a more com-
plete practice of religion on the
part of Catholic workers.
800TH ANNIVERSARY:
Vatican City Post Office
has issued anew series
of postage stamps mark-
ing the 800th anniver-
sary of the foundation of
the Shrine of Our Lady
at Mariazell, Austria.
Four denominations show
the main altar. Bottom
stamp shows the shrine
church.
Wall Street Training Aids
JerseyMaryknoller inChile
SANTIAGO, Chile—Even a Wall Street background can be
helpful in the missions, exhibit “A” being Brother Bede Horgan
of Jersey City, now in charge of all material aspects of the
Maryknoll missions in Chile.
Before entering Maryknoll in 1947, he worked in one of
the Street’s big financial houses, learning the ins and outs of
international high finance. During World War 11, he served as
a civilian expert investigating improper practices in interna-
tional matters. Later he joined the Navy and rose to the rank
of lieutenant commander.
Now if a missioner has to leave Chile suddenly, he secs
Brother Bede, who takes care of all tickets and travel permits.
If h new parish is needed in some area, Brother Bede arranges
for land titles and building permits. If the local money market
is fluctuating more than usual, Brother Bede takes care of the
exchange of U. S. dollars for missionary use.
“All my former experience comes in handy here," he says,
"with the exception of how to man heavy artillery."
But His Opinions Are Challenged
Charges Lack of Scholarship
In Catholic Higher Education
WASHINGTON Catholic homes must show the way
in renewing respect for culture and scholarship If Catholic
colleges are to progress toward their traditipnal position
of leadership. ,
Rev. John J. Cavanaugh, C.S.C., former president of
Notre Dame University and now
director of the Notre Dame Foun-
dation, laid down that challenge
in an address to the John Carroll
Society here, saying that scholar-
ship was sadly lacking in Catholic
schools of higher learning.
HIS OPINIONS, however, were
immediately questioned by two
Jesuit educators at a provincial
meeting at Xavier University in
Cincinnati. Rev. James F. Ma-
guire, S.J., president of Loyola
University of Chicago and Rev.
Celestine Steiner, S.J., president
of the University of Detroit, said
that Catholic colleges are by no
means indifferent to scholarship
and research.
They assert that Catholic insti-
tutions are pressing ahead in
these fields and are held back
primarily only by lack of space
and facilities for research—and
lack of funds for such facilities.
GIVING Father Cavanaugh the
floor first, he cited what he call;
ed the “humiliating evidence’’ of'
studies showing an absence of
Catholic representation in schol-
arship, science, business and
other fields “where culture and
intellectual achievement are con-
cerned."
"Is it because we have spread
ourselves too thin, opened up col-
leges and even universities with-
out sufficient, first-rate teaching
personnel?” he asked. “Is it be-
cause our teaching methods are
too didactic, catechetical; that
without adequate research pro-
grams, we do not stimulate in
students the spirit of critical stu-
dy and excite them to lifelong
adventures of imaginative work
in the sciences and arts?"
AFTER POSING these ques-
tions for educators, he pointed
out that Catholic schools can only
do part of the job. "We need in
the homes a renaissance of res-
pect for culture and scholarship,"
Father Cavanaugh said.
“Fathers and mothers have
to recognise the terms upon
which excellence Is developed,
that It comes only through hab-
its of hard work, of serious
reading developed very early In
the child."
Father Cavanaugh, a member
of the Ford Foundation's adult
education board, also revealed
that "not a single Catholic pro-
gram of liberal adult education
has, so far as I can remember,
received a dime of the $29,909,-
000 dispensed for adult eucation
by the Foundation in the last six
years.
“This has been due,” he said,
“not to bigotry, but to the fact
that there has not been one re-
quest made which meets the rea-
sonable conditions that the Fund
lays down." ;
(In Chicago. Peter Fitzpatrick,
chairman of the board of direc-
tors of Adult Education Centers,
a Catholic program, said that
such programs are not eligible to
receive Ford Foundation grants
because “at least up to April.
I98«, the fund as a matter of
policy made no grants to pro-
grams operating under religious
auspices. This policy may not be
due to bigotry, hut it is difficult
to see how it is reasonable
I (“If Father Cavanough'a re-
marks mean that the fund has
adopted- a more objective evalu-
ation of church-sponsored educa-
tion programs, the adult educa-
tion movement has good reason
to rejoice. If not, then it is hard
to understand how Catholic pro-
grams . . . can be criticized for
not receiving grants-ln-aid from
the fund since they are automa-
tically excluded as a matter of
policy,”)
THE LEVEL of Catholic high-
er education, Father Cavanaugh
said, will be improved only by
raising quality of faculty mem-
bers who "must receive salaries
commensurate with their ex-
traordinary abilities and the im-
portance of the teaching career."
The quality of students must
also be improved, he maintain-
ed. "Admission standards must
open up opportunity only for
the boy of intelligence and
character who is disposed to
exchange hard, constant work
...
for the development of his
mind.”
Father Cavanaugh noted that
recent Soviet strides in science
and engineering will place "ex
trerae pressure” upon all Amer
ican education, but particularly
upon the Catholic educational
system.”
•IN REBUTTAL, Father Ma
guire said: “The only problem
with us is physical space."
Father Steiner said that "I
see no point in singling out
Catholic education for charges
of mediocrity. Actually, there
is a general awareness of de-
ficiency in our total education,
at all levels.” He also said that
Catholic schools are "striving
day and night” to improve re-
search standards.
Father Maguire, turning to the
charge that Catholic educators
may have spread themselves too
thin, opening up institutions with
out sufficient first-rate person-
nel, said the Church could have
taken a different approach 40 or
50 years ago. That would have
involved concentrating on a
small number of schools, he said,
drawing to them all available,
competent scholars.
But if that choice had been
made, he contended, their “serv-
ice to the nation by 1057 would
be definitely less."
FATHER STEINER cited the
"substitution of sociology lor
theology" in the school curricul
um as a basic cause of American
education weakness
“Instead of discipline and
rrratlveneas," be said, “there
has been emphasis on adjust
ments. belongingness and self
expression."
“The fundamental weakness
that has led to whatever inferior-
ity we suffer in the field of
science." he said, “is softness of
character, which in turn is a con
sequence of our national philos
ophy of education."
AlbO TAKING
exception to Fa-
ther Cavanaugh’s view was Very
Rev. Robert J, Slavin, OP, pres-
ident of Providence College.
"There is no distinct Catholic
problem unless it he at the college
level, where we have ceocentral
ed on teaching rather than on re
search," he said. “1, for one,
think that this concentration on
teaching is the primary role ol
the college, with research a sec-
onadry role.”
But Father Slavin said that
at the university level he would
“reverse the process and have
research the primary consider-
ation.”
Observing that there always is
room for improvement in the'
teaching field, he said that he
“would like to see less and less
spoon feeding and more emphasis
on independent study ~. less lec-
turing at the college level and
more discussion, less of the ready
answer and more of the inquiring I
mind.”
Father Slavin, noting the
charge that "We have not pro-
duced leaders," asked: “What is
leadership and where should it be
exercised? If a man can govern]
himself, is he not a leader? If his
education has set his mind on the
pursuit of truth, a pursuit that)
extends beyond a lifetime, has]
this not been a successful educa-J
tion?" • ,|
Jesuits Ask Private Colleges
Be Included in Federal Aid
' WASHINGTON (RNS) The presidents of"28 Jesuit
colleges and universities asked here that the nation’s
private institutions of learning be included in any program
of federal aid to education designed to increase this nation’s
scientific talent.
The educators, following a two-
day meeting at Georgetown Uni-
versity, announced establishment
of a national Jesuit Commission
on Research to coordinate scien-
tific research at all Jesuit insti-
tutions. They also announced
that immediate expansion plans
of the Jesuit institutions will see
the erection of $102,000,000 of
new buildings to help keep pace
with growing enrollments.
Rev. Edward B. Rooney, S.J.,
of New York, president of the
Jesuit Education Association, in
a summarizing statement, said
that if the objectives of increas-
ing teaching of science and
mahematics can be attained only
through federal aid, “then that
aid should be made available on
an across-the-board basis, for all
students and for all institutions."
“WHERE BECAUSE of state
constitutional provisions such
board distribution is
precluded, provision should be
made for direct grants by the
federal government to individ-
uals and institutions affected,”
Father Rooney suggested.
“Unless such provision is
made,” he warned, "the program
would not achieve its purpose,
because it would bypass a very
large pool of individual talent
and of educational facilities.”
President Eisenhowter has in
dicated that he -will ask Congress
to approve a $1,600,000,000 pro-
gram of federal aid to education.
Unlike his proposals of the labt
two years which would have re-
stricted federal aid to school con-
struction only, the new program
will propose grants to the states
to finance scholarships and aid
prospective teachers of science
and mathematics as well as to ex-
pand teaching facilities in both
secondary schools and colleges.
THE JESUIT presidents at a
joint press conference suggested
that private institutions match
50-50, or on whatever other basis
might be required, contributions
the federal government makes.
They would thus assume the bur-
den of raising privately match-
ing funds equal to what the states
put up for public schools.
They said that in asking for
a fair share of federal aid to
private institutions, they were
speaking only of the college
and university level which they
represent. Questions of policy
concerning participation of
Catholic high schools in any
federal aid program will be
discussed at the meeting of
the National Catholic Educa-
tion Association in April,
Father Rooney said the new
Jesuit Commission on Research
will have headquarter! at the
University of Detroit. He said
it will make more readily avail-
able both to government and
private industry the research
facilities of colleges and univer-
sities operated ty Jesuits in
America. The institutions have
an enrollment of 110,000 students
and 9,000 faculty members.
Prof. Ralph E. Trese, deputy
director of the University of De-
troit Research Institute, will
serve as executive secretary of
the newly-created commission.
IN A FURTHER statement,
entitled “The Current Role of
Jesuit Higher Education,” the
college presidents asserted that
“the basic response of education
(to the Soviet space satellites)
lies not in a program of better
ballistics despite its impor-
tance —but in one that produces
better men.”
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1957 in Archdiocese of Newark and Diocese of Paterson
By William F. Judkins Jr.
NEWARK The year 1957 was a flourishing one for
the Church in both the Archdiocese of Newark and the
Diocese of Paterson. Both ecclesiastical and lay activities
exhibited a dynamic leadership with a resultant common
keynote progress.-
The two major stories of the
year were standouts in each dio-
Cese:
In the Archdiocese of Newark,
the year’s news was dominated
by the Auxiliaries to the Arch-
bishop of Newark. The continued
story involved the elevation of
one Auxiliary Bishop to his own
See, and the naming and conse-
cration of two new Auxiliaries,
the first time Newark has had
more than one.
IN THE DIOCESE of Paterson,
the big story was Bishop McNul-
ty’s expansion of Catholic second-
ary education with the construc-
tion of three new diocesan high
schools and an addition tea
fourth.
Scarcely had the year begun
than Auxiliary Bishop Justin J.
McCarthy of Newark was named
Bishop of Camden, succeeding the
late Bishop Bartholomew J. Eus-
tace.
On July 6, the announcement
was made that Newark would
have as Auxiliaries Bishops Mar-
tin W. Stanton and Walter W.
Curtjs. They were consecrated in
Sacred Heart Cathedral on Sept.
24 by Archbishop Boland.
In Paterson, Bishop McNulty
proceeded with the construction
of De Paul Catholic Regional High
School, Wayne; Our Lady of the
Lake Catholic Regional High
School, Lake Mohawk; and Mor-
ris Catholic Regional High School,
Denville. In addition there was a
substantial addition to Pope Pius
XII High School,' Passaic.
Two of the high schools were
under way with classes. After
starting in rooms provided at
Holy Spirit School, Pequannock,
De Paul took possession of its
new building Dec. 1. Our Lady of
the Lake Catholic Regional High
School, Lake Mohawk, its classes
having started at St. Joseph’s,
Newton, occupied its own build-
ing Jan. 6, 1958, and dedication
is set for Feb. 2. The building for
Morris Catholic Regional High
School is rapidly nearing comple-
tion and will be ready shortly.
In secondary education, the big
news in Newark Archdiocese was
the opening of classes in Essex
Catholic High School in the beau-
tiful building formerly occupied
by the Mutual Benefit Insurance
building. Eventually, 2,500 boys
will be accommodated there.
THIS IS WHAT happened in
Catholic North Jersey in 1957:
January
Construction was started on
Morris Catholic Regional High
School, Denville, one of three
new Paterson diocesan schools.
Jtev. Perry G. De Witt, pastor
of Christ the King, Hillside, died
Jan. 10.
The golden jubilee of the
foundation of Assumption parish,
Roselle Park, was observed Jan.
27.
The new convent in Annuncia-
tion parish, .Paramus, was dedi-
cated Jan. 26 by Archbishop Bo-
land.
St. James Hospital, Newark,
disclosed plans for the erection
of anew $3,000,000 building.
The New Jersey Supreme
Court by unanimous decision
sustained legality of leases be-
tween Jersey City and the
Seton Hall College of Medicine
and Dentistry, involving use of
space in the Jersey City medi-
cal Center.
Ground was broken for anew
school and parish center in Im-
maculate Heart of Mary parish,
Mahwah.
Auxiliary Bishop Justin J. Mc-
Carthy of Newark was named
Bishop of Camden.
February „
The Verona Fathers established
a residence in Montclair. It was
the Order’s first foundation in
the East.
The new building of Marylawn
High School, South Orange, was
dedicated by Archbishop Boland,
Feb. 2.
Bender Memorial Academy,
Elizabeth, had topped all other
schools in the Advocate 1956
School Subscription Crusade.
Automobile dealers were or-
dered to remain closed Sundays
by a unanimous ruling of the
New Jersey Supreme Court.
The new st. virgilius Church,
Morris Plains, was dedicated by
Bishop McNulty Feb.. 9.
Three burlesque houses closed
their doors as a result of ordi-
nances in Newark and Union
City.
Ground was broken for anew
school and parish center in St.
Anthony’s parish, Northvale.
The following parishes re-
ceived aew pastors by appoint-
ment of Archbishop Boland:
Our Lady of the Lake, Verona,
Rev. Francis C. Carey; Christ
the King, Hillside, Rev. J.
Emmet Knox; and Our Lady
of the Blessed Sacrament,
Roseland, Rev. John F.
Pagach.
Mar)ch
The new gymnasium-auditorium
of St. John the Evangelist par-
ish, Leonia, named Peter Kramer
Hall in memory of a former pas-
tor, was blessed Mar. 9.
Establishment of the Dio-
cesan Development Fund “to
promote the works of religion,
charity and education in the
Diocese of Paterson” was an-
nounced by Bishop McNulty.
Bishop McCarthy was installed
as second Bishop of Camden,
Mar. 19, in Immaculate Concep-
tion Cathedral.
Msgr. Edward G. Murphy, pas-
tor, St. Joseph’s, Roselle, died
Mar. 7.
Knights of Columbus Councils
observed the diamond jubilee of
the foundation of the order.
Approximately 30,000 persons
representing 56 Irish organization
marched in the annual Newark
St. Patrick’s Day parade.
The new school in Assumption
parish, Morristown, was dedicat-
ed by Bishop McNulty Mar. 17.
St. Michael’s Hospital, Newark,
received $106,100 from the Ford
Foundation.
Seton Hall College of Medicine
and Dentistry l was awarded a
grant of $600,000 by the Ford
Foundation.
Rev. Matthew J. Sharkey, pas-
tor of St. Mary’s, Dover, died
Mar. 24. ;
The new convent at Holy
Name Hospital, TeOneck, was
blessed by Archbishop Boland
Mar. 25.
April
The cornerstone of the new
Bergen Catholic High School,
Oradell, was laid by Archbishop
Boland, Apr. 9.
Ground was broken for anew
school in Our Lady of Libera
parish, West New York, Apr. 7.
Plans . for establishment of
an archdiocesan Federation of
Sodalities were announced by
Rev. Leo L. Mahoney, archdi-
ocesan director.
Rev. William N. Bradley, pas-
tor, St. Joseph's, Newark, died
Apr. 10.
Archbishop Boland dedicated
the new St. Michael's rectory,
Cranford, Apr. 7.
The 90th anniversary of the
foundation of St. Michael’s
parish, Jersey City, was observed
Apr. 14.
Dr. John C. H. Wu, professor
of law at Seton Hall Law
School, was named a judge of the
Permanent Court of Arbitration,
The Hague, Holland.
Apr. 28 was "Stay at Home
Sunday,” official date for launch-
ing the Paterson Dioceshn De-
velopment Fund.
May
It was jubilee time for priests
of Newark and Paterson. Head-
ing the list of jubilarlans with 60
years in the priesthood was
M»gr. Thomas F. Monaghan,
pastor, St. Paul's, Jersey City.
The new convent in Holy Name,
East Orange, was dedicated by
Archbishop Boland May 6.
Three Paterson missions were
elevated to partakes by Bishop
McNulty, and their administra-
tors were named pastors. They
were: St. Catherine of Siena,
Mountain Lakes, Rev. David W.
McCarthy; St. Lawrence the
Martyr. Chester, Rev. Nicholas
NegoU; Christ the King, New
Wrnon, Rev. James L. Fallon.
New pastors assigned by Bish-
op McNulty were: St. Mary's,
Wharton. Rev. Joseph J. Duffy,
and Our Lady of the Lake, Mt.
Arlington, Rev. Francis P. Mc-
OSftlL
Seton
/
Hall University awarded
an honorary doctorate to Ngo
Dinh Diem, Catholic president of
Vietnam.
A class of 39 young priests of
Immaculate Conception Semina-
ry were ordained in the Newark.
Paterson and Trenton cathedrals
on May 23.
The 100th anniversary of the
death of the late Dean McNulty
was observed in Paterson May
30.
Ground for the new addition to
St. Vincent's Hospital, Montclair,
was broken May It, with Arch-
bishop Boland officiating.
Mother M. Aquinas, Superior
General of the Sisters of St. Dorn
inir of Caldwell, died May 10.
The new St, Michael's Church,
Netceng. was dedicated hy.Bish
op McJSulty May It
Msgr. Anthony J. Ferretti. pas-
tor, Epiphany Church, died May
I*. At M, he was the okteat priest
in the Archdiocese of Newark.
June
The cornerstone of the new
1 auditorium • gymnasium of Oak
Knoll School, Summit, waa laid
by Archbishop Boland June 4.
Bishop Justin J. McCarthy of
Trenton, and John M. Nolan,
K-C.S.G., of Paterson, were hon-
ored by the New Jersey Catholic
War Veterans.
Constructed by men and friends
of St. Joseph’s parish, Mendham,
the new parish center and school
was dedicated by Bishop McNul-
ty June 9.
Rev. Juniper B. Carol, 0.F.M.,
of St. Bonaventure’s Monastery,
Paterson, was named recipient of
the 1957 Marian Library Medal of
the University of D'ayton.
The church and rectory in Holy
Family Mission, Tremley Point,
Linden, were blessed by Arch-
bishop Boland June 16.
An 11-acre tract of land was
purchased from the Borough of
Mountain Lakes as the site for
future buildings of St. Catherine
of Siena parish.
Archbishop Boland named
six new pastors: Our Lady of
Sorrows, South Orange, Msgr.
John H. Byrne; St. Joseph’s,
Roselle, Msgr. James J. Car-
berry; Epiphany, Cliffside
Park, Rev. William S. Sessel-
man; St. Joseph’s, Newark,
Rev. Maurice L. McManus; St.
Mary’s, Jersey City, Rev. Jo-
seph L. Donnelly; and Our
Lady of Victories, Harrington
Park, Rev. Anthony J. Connell.
Msgr. James A-. Mackinson,
pastor, St. John’s, Jersey City,
died June 19.
July
Announcement was made of
the elevation to the episcopacy
of Msgr. Martin W. Stanton and
Msgr. Walter W. Curtis, as Aux-
iliaryBishops to the Archbishop
of Newark.
The sixth annual rally of the
Third Order of St. Francis in Pat-
erson and Newark was held in
Passaic, July 7.
Sister M. Dolorita, 0.P., was
elected Mother General of the
Sisters of St. Dominic of Cald-
well. Elected first councilor and
vicaress was Sister M. Alouise,
O.P.
A record $1,092,891.60 was do-
nated to the missions in 1956 by
Catholics of thq Archdiocese of
Newark.
Very Rev. Thomas Bargagli,
0.F.M., Cap., pastor of Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel, Orarige, was
named to his second term as Pro-
vincial of the Capuchin Fathers,
Italian-American Custodia.
The Carmel, retreat house con-
ducted by the Carmelite Fathers
at Oakland, was dedicated by
Archbishop Boland, July 21.
Msgr. JohffTT Gormley, pastor,
St. Rose of Lima, Newark, died
July 26.
August
Brother Francis I. Offer, F.S.
C.H., was named principal of the
new Essex Catholic High School
in Newark.
Formerly a pastor at St. Mi-
chael's Monastery Church, Union
City, and business manager of
The Sign, Rev. Bertin Donahue,
C.P., died Aug. 4.
Rev. Bernard M. Huebschmann
died Aug. 11 in Baltimore. He
was-formerly chaplain at St. Jo-
seph’s School for the Blind, Jer-
sey City.
All Souls Hospital, Morristown,
was receiving bids for a new six-
story addition.
Rev. Lambert Kennedy,
O.F.M., Conv., was named new
pastor at St. Joseph’s, Hobo-
ken. Reappointed pastar of St.
Francis, Hoboken, was Rev.
Crispin Fuiao, O.F.M.,Conv.
September
St. Joseph's Hospital, Paterson,
celebrated its 90th anniversary on
Sept. 8.
The new building of Immacu-
late Conception High School for
girls w« dedicated by Archbish-
op Boland Sept 8.
St. Boniface parish, Paterson,
celebrated the consecration of the
church. Bishop McNulty offered a
Pontifical Mass on Sept. IS.
Archbishop Boland laid tlTe cor-
nerstone of the new school build-
ing in St. Augustine's parish. Un-
ion City, Sept.
The new school in St. Francis
of Sales parish, Lodi, was dedi-
cated by Archbishop Boland Sept.
8.
With Bishop McNulty officiat-
ing, ground was broken Sept. 22
for the new addition to Ail Souls
Hospital, Morristown.
On Sept. 16 the first class start-
ed its training program at the
headquarters of the Association
for International Development,
Paterson, a lay missionary or-
ganisation.
Auxiliary Bishops Martin W.
Stanton and Walter W. Curtis
were consecrated la Sacred
Heart Cathedral, Newark, on
Sept, 24.
Completion of an extensive re-
modeling program at St. Mi-
chael's Church, Newark, was cel-
ebrated Sept. 29, withva Mass of
Thanksgiving at which Archbish-
op Boland presided.
October
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel parish
observed its SOth anniversary Oct.
t
Msgr. Peter Kurt celebrated the
Mth anniversary of his pastorate
at St. Venantius Church, Orange.
Approximately iM.soe men
leak part in Holy Name raltiee
in the Archdiocese of Newark
and the Dtneeaepf Paterson.
Archbishop Boland blessed Uw
new addition to the Home for the
Aged of the Little Sisters of the
Poor on Oct. 7. ,
Rev. John J. Endler, C.P., not-
ed Passionist preacher, died Oct.
1.
More than 145,000 enrolled In
the colleges, high schools and
grammar schools of the Archdio-
cese of Newark during the 1956-57
academic year.
Bishop McNulty dedicated the
new rectory in 9t. Vincent de
Paul parish, Stirling, Oct. 19.
Parishes receiving new pas-
tors were St. John’s, Jersey
City, Rev. John J. Kinsler; St.
Rose of Lima, Newark, Rev.
Aloysius S. Carney; St. James,
Springfield, Rev. John A. Far-
rell; Guardian Angel, Allen-
dale, Rev. James F. X. Stock-
hammer; and St. Lawrence,
Weehawken, Rev. Edward J. A.
Kane.
The new Dinneen Hall of St.
Peter’s College was dedicated
Oct. 20 by Auxiliary Bishop Cur-
tis.
Archbishop Boland and Bishop
McNulty presided at Mission Son-
day services in Newark and Pat-
erson on Oct. 20.
An independent Curia of the Le-
gion of Mary was organized in
the Archdiocese of'Newark.
Three new altars in Christ the
King Church, Jersey City, were
dedicated Oct. 27.
Bergen Catholic High School,
Oradell, was dedicated by Arch-
bishop Boland, Oct. 26.
Rev. Herbert McDevitt, C.P.,
died Oct. 19. He was one of the
original staff members of The
Sign.
A bronze statue of the late Bish-
op Thomas H. McLaughlin, first
Bishop of Paterson, was unveiled
on the grounds of the Cathedral
of St. John the Baptist.
November
Sacred Heart Church, Bloom-
field, was consecrated by Arch-
bishop Boland on Nov. 5.
The new power plant of St.
Elizabeth's Hospital was blessed
by Archbishop Boland, Nov. 2.
Dr. Maximilian F. Hubach was
named medical director of St.
Vincent’s Hospital, Montclair.
■Ground was broken Nov. 3 for
the new Our Lady of Fatima
Church, Newark, for Portuguese-
speaking Catholics.
The 50th anniversary of St. Mi-
chael’s parish, Bayonne, was ob-
served Nov. 3, with Archbishop
Boland presiding at the Mass of
Thanksgiving.
The new school and convent in
Holy Trinity parish, Hackensack,
were dedicatedby Archbishop Bo-
land, Nov. 17.
Archbishop Boland dedicated
the new church and auditorium
in Immaculate Heart of Mary
parish, Maplewood, on Nov. 16.
Parishioners of Holy Family,
Union City, celebrated the 100th
anniversary of the parish Nov.
16, with Archbishop Boland pre-
siding at the Thanksgiving Mass.
Rev. Hubert Arliss, C.P., was
appointed pastor of St. Joseph’s,
Union City.
The 20th annual Congress of
Fraternities of the Third Order
of St. Francis in the Diocese of
Paterson was held Nov. 17.
Very Rev. Robert I. Gannon,
S.J., was preacher at the third
annual Holy Hour ofjthe Arch-
diocesan Council of\ Catholic
Men. \
Citizens of Paramus, in a ref-
erendum Nov. 5, voted strong
curbs on Sunday shopping in that
community.
Rev. Maurice L. McManus, pas-
tor, St. Joseph’s, Newark, died
Nov. 17.
The “Polonia Restituta,” deco-
ration of the Polish government in
exile, was awarded to Msgr.
Francis P. Kowalczyk, pastor,
Holy Rosary, Passaic.
Rev. Richard M. McDermott,
0.P., St. Antoninus, Newark, died
Nov. 28.
December
De Paul High School, Wayne,
first of the three new regional
High Schools in the Diocese of
Paterson, was dedicated Dec. 8.
by Bishop McNulty.
Auxiliary Bishop Stanton dedi-
cated the new headquarters of El
Centro Catolico for the Spanish-
speaking citizens of Jersey City.
The new St. Thomas Aquinas
Church, Newark, was dedicated
by Archbishop Boland Dec. 1.
Archbishop Boland designated
Dec. 15 as “Sodality Sunday.” On
that day the first archdiocesan
Congress of Sodalities was held
in Barringer High School, New-
ark, with a Holy Hour following
in Sacred Heart Cathedral.
Rev. WalterRolbiecki, T.0.5.F.,
assistant chaplain at the Felician
Motherhouse, Lodi, died Dec. 9.
St. Margaret’s School, first in
the Little Ferry parish, was dedi-
cated by Archbishop Boland in
ceremonies held on Dec. 22.
Anew church and school in
Our Lady of Sorrows parish, Gar-
field, was dedicated by Archbish-
op Boland Dec. 22.
Rev. Luke Mooaeburger, 0.5.8.,
S{. Mary’s Priory, Newark, cele-
brated his 60th anniversary in the
priesthood Dec. 28.
Rev. George J.'Crone, pastor,
Our Lady of Lourdes, Paterson,
died Dec, 19j
The 1958 edition of the Direc-
tory and Almanac of the Arch-
diocese of Newark was published
by the CYO Press.
AID Director Speaker
For Newman Alumni
SOUTH ORANGE Gerald
Mische, director of the newly or-
ganized Association for Interna-
tional Development (AID) @vill
be the guest speaker at the Jan.
17 meeting of the New Jersey
Newman Alumni Club.
The meeting will be held in the
new residence building of Seton
Hall University and is open te
all' those interested in the work
of the lay apostolate.
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Expert Says Cause and Cure
Of Alcoholism Lies in Family
WASHINGTON (NC) _ The
family of an alcoholic often
needs help as badly as the al-
coholic himself, according to
Denis McGenty, director of the
New York City Alcoholism In-
formation Center of the Na-
tional Council on Alcoholism.
He contended that the chief
cause of drinking lies in bad
family relationships.
“We must counsel the ‘alco-
holic family’ or the ‘alcoholic
marriage’—not just the alco-
holic, ’ he told members of the
American Catholic Sociological
Society during their three-day
convention.
Also speaking at the conven-
tion was Rev. Charles J. D.
Corcoran, 0.P., professor of
psychology at the Dominican
House of Studies, River Forest,
111. He called for husbands and
wives to resume their tradi-
tional roles as the first step
toward restoration of the fam-
ily.
MR. McGENTY declared that
“the alcoholic is born an es-
sentially normal person. Ef-
forts still being pursued have
so far not been able to demon-
strate that alcoholism results
from some constitutional fac-
tor.”
All alcoholics do, however,
reveal one common character-
istic, “a deep underlying sense
of inadequacy.” He attributed
this to the fact that “very early
in life unfortunate family rela-
tionships, specifically parent-
child relationships, mark .the
alcoholic with a deep persist-
ent sense of rejection, so that
ever after he is painfully in-
secure.”
“Alcohol and alcoholism is to
the alcoholic a solution to his
problem before it is a cause,"
he said.
“The single family attitude
most obstructive to recovery,”
he declared, “is the tendency
to verbalize an acceptance and
understanding of alcoholism as
a disease, while emotionally
rejecting the alcoholic as
‘weakwilled’ and deliberate in
his drinking.” *
FATHER CORCORAN said
that “the restoration of the
family cannot begin without
. . . specialized education of
the mother for her specialized
role as educator.”
"The educational needs of a
woman differ from the educa-
tional needs of a man all along
the line. Men and women can-
not be coeducated, nor can they
be given identical roles in the
education of others.”
He maintained that “in
America the Church and its
agencies have been guilty of
assuming functions best left to
the family” in the fields of in-
tellectual and spiritual train-
ing of chidlren. This has been
necessary, however, he said,
because of the inability of the
family to fulfill its duties prop-
erly.
If the family is to resume its
proper functions, Father Cor-
coran concluded, mothers and
fathers must recognize and per-
form their traditional roles.
Report on the
U.S. Hierarchy
DR. JOHN D. DONOVAN, pro-
fessor of sociology at Boston Col-
lege, reported to the group that
the American hierarchy is now
largely native-born and repre-
sents practically all classes of
American life. Only 4% of the
American hierarchy in 1957 was
foreign-born, he said, compared
with 65% in 1897 and 23% in
1927.
In a paper on “The American
Catholic Hierarchy—A Social
Profile,” he reported that the
average American Bishop is a
second or third generation
American. “But the odds are
heavy,” he said, “that his pa-
ternal or maternal grandpar-
ents came either from Ireland
or Germany.”
The sociologist reported that
chances are two out of three that
the Bishop received his elemen-
tary education in the Catholic
schools and even higher that he
attended a Catholic high school.
One out of three has received at
least part of his seminary educa-
tion in Rome.
On the average they were ele-
vated to the hierarchy at 47, 20
years after ordination.
Of the fathers of the members
of the hierarchy, 65% had only
a grade school education. Seven-
teen percent of the fathers were
unskilled laborers, 11% were
skilled laborers, 9% were farm-
ers, 27% were small business-
men. Only 5% were professional
men and 11% held executive
jobs.
Dr. Donovan was elected presi-
dent of the society at the conven-
tion. Sister Mary Edward of the
College of St. Catherine, St. Paul,
Minn., and Dr. Bela Korvig of
Marquette University, Milwaukee,
were elected as vice presidents.
OVERSEAS IDEA EXCHANGE: Irish Brothers working with the deaf get a run-
down on Newark’s program from Rev. John P. Hourihan (third from left), Newark
archdiocesan director of the Apostolate for the Deaf. With Father Hourihan at St.
Joseph’s Deaf School, Cabra, Ireland, are, from left, Brother Reardon, headmaster
of St. Joseph’s; Brother Esmond, superior of the Christian Brothers community at
Cabra, and Brother Allen, who has been teaching the deaf for 49 years. The Broth-
ers show obvious interest as Father Hourihan explains Newark’s syllabus for teach-
ing catechism to deaf children. Father Hourihan left Dec. 13 for a tour of Ireland.
Seton Medical School:
Gives Post-Graduate
Medical Courses
ELIZABETH A second course in a regional pro-
gram of post-graduate medical education given by Seton
Hall College of Medicine and Dentistry began Jan. 8 at St.
Elizabeth’s Hospital here. The first series of lectures was
given at Elizabeth General Hospital last month, and the
third series will follow later at
Alexian Brothers Hospital.
The course is titled “Recent
Advances in Obstretrics.” The
Jan. 8 speaker was Dr. Alan F.
Guttmacher, director of obstret-
rics and gynecology at Mt. Sinai
Hospital, New York. He spoke
on “Prenatal Care and Nutri-
tion."
Other lecturers are: Jan. 15,
Dr. Paul A. Bowers, Jefferson
Medical Center, Philadelphia,
“Psychosomatic Aspects of Ob-
stretics;” Jan. 22, Dr. Virginia
Apgar, Columbia University, Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons,
New York, "Analgesia and
Anesthesia in Obstretics,” and
"Resuscitation of Newborn’’; and
Jan. 29 Dr. Curtis L. Mcndelson
Cornel Medical College, New
York, “Pregnancy in Cardiacs.”
Interns, residents and practic-
ing physicians are eligible to at-
tend the courses. Dr. Frank S.
Forte, assistant dean and director
of post-graduate work at the Se-
ton Hall College of Medicine and
Dentistry, states that other hos-
pital groups in various counties
of the state will soon have their
own lecture courses.
Fourth Degree K.C.
Defends Fr. Halton
NEW YORK Charles Carroll General Assembly,
Fourth Degree, Knights of Columbus, has passed unani-
mously a resolution supporting “the ecclesiastical author-
ities” of Trenton and Rev. Hugh Halton, 0. P., in the con-
troversy with Princeton University.
Father Halton, chaplain for.
Catholic students at Princeton,
has been denied the privileges of'
the university campus following
his attacks on certain faculty
members.
He declared that certain facul-
ty members had been inculcating
militantly anti-religious doctrines
in their courses. Since calling this
forcibly to its attention, Fathpr
Halton has been at complete odds
with the university’s administra-
tion.
The issue came to a head when
he was denied the privileges of
the campus and his removal as
chaplain was requested of Bishop
Ahr of Trenton. Bishop Ahr has
not acceded to the request, but
has supported Father Halton com-
pletely.
In its resolution, Charles Car-
roll General Assembly went on
record as “condemning the inde-
cent and discourteous treatment
accorded to Rev. Hugh Halton,
0.P., by the president of Prince-
ton University,” and further re-
solved that “this body requests
the offenders against decency and
fair play to restore all withdrawn
privileges and courtesies former-
ly accorded to Father Halton."
Greenville Council, Jersey City
—The annual Communion break-
fast will be held Jan. 19. at the
CYO Center after 8 a m. Mass in
St. Paul's Church. Speakers will
be Robert Morris, counsel for the
U.S. Senate Internal Security Sub-
committee. and Rev. John Oester-
reichcr, director of the Institute
of Judaeo-Christian studies at Se t
ton Hall University.
Carroll Council, Union City j
Forthcoming events include the!
first and second degree, Jan 16
and 30; the “Carroll Capers,"
Feb. 7 and 8; the annual Commu-
nion breakfast, Mar. 30, and the
third degree, Apr. 11.
Peres Council, Passaic More
than 100 children of members
were entertained at the recent j
Christmas party. Both children I
and parents were giving gifts.
Request Address
Forms of Aliens
NEWARK Aliens living in
New Jersey who have not yet
filled out Alien Address Report
Forms have been urged to do so
before Jan. 31 by E. P. Bouchard,
district director of the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service.
The forms arc available at all
post offices and at the Immigra-
tion Service office in Newark.
The law requires that all non-
citizens, except those in the dip-
lomatic service and those here
temporarily as farm workers,
report their addresses to the gov-
ernment each January.
In the case of alien children
under 14, the form must be filled
out by the parent or legal
guardian.
Blue Army Director
Goes to Fatima
WASHINGTON, N. J _ Dr
Marko Zuzic, director of the Inter-
national relations department of
the Blue Army Center in America
(Ave Maria Institute), left Jan. 5
for Fatima, Portugal, to attend
a Solemn Requiem Mass for the
late Bishop Jose Alves Correia
da Silva.
Paterson Holy Name
To Attend Vespers
PATERSON Holy Name men of the Diocese of Pat-
erson will attend the annual Vespers service at 3:30 pm,
Jan. 12, in the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist.
Bishop McNulty will be celebrant and will also address
the members. Sunday will be Father and Son Day for the
Holy Name men and the service
will have as its theme, “A Dsy
of Prayer for Peace."
After the ceremony the hoys
and young men of the organiza-
tion will approach the throne and
receive Bishop McNulty's bless-
ing individually.
Midnight Mast Held
For Circus People
PARlS—There was an unusual
Midnight Mass here onChristmas
—it was celebrated in the main
ring of the Palace of Sports and
was attended by circus people in
their workaday costumes.
The entertainers came to the
Mass immediately after the last
performanceof the evening. Cele
brant of the Mean was Auxiliary
Bishop Andre Leclerc.
Holy Name Medal
To Seattle Man
NEW YORK (NC)-A Seattle
businessman who served two
terms as president of his archdio-
cese’s Union of Holy Name Soci-
eties has been named ISSB recipi-
ent of the society's highest na-
tional award for laymen.
He is Joseph J. Wilson. 47, of
St. Peters parish, Seattle, who
will be presented the VercelU
Medal on Jan. 12 in recognition
of "outstanding service to the so
iciety."
I Conferral of the award, present-
ed annually since 1947, will take
place at a Holy Hour in St
James Cathedral in Seattle. Arch
bishop Thomas A. Connolly of Se-
attle will preside.
Wyckoff Third Order
Elects New Officers
WYCKOFF Peter Blair has
been elected prefect of St. Eliza-
beth’s Fraternity, Third Order of
St. Francis. •• +•<
Other officers are: John King,
vice prefect; Thaddeus Peters;
master of novices; Mrs. Patsy
Diorio, mistress of povices; Mrs.
Peter Blair, recording secretary;
and Mrs. Edward Watson, treas-
urer.
The director is Rev. Benignus
I Harkins, 0.F.M., pastor of St.
I Elizabeth’s.
Enumerates Dangers
Of Mixed Marriages
WASHINGTON (NC) A course on courtship and
marriage in Catholic high schools was suggested here as
a means of cutting down on the large number of mixed
marriages.
At the 19th annual meeting of the American Catholic
Sociological Society, Msgr. Louis
F. Miltenberger, vocational direc-
tor of the Washington Archdio-
cese, cited statistics on the num-
ber of mixed marriages and pro-
posed remedies for the problem.
“The national figures for 1956
show that
. . , one out of every
four marriages across the coun-
try was of a Catholic with a non-
Catholic,” he said.
STUDIES IN Michigan, Mary-
land and Washington, D.C., cov-
ering approximately 25,000 fami-
lies, found that the divorce rate
is three times higher in mixed
marriages than in marriages
where both parties are of the
same faith, he declared.
Msgr. Miltenberger said the
same study showed “that about
7% of the divorces occurred
when the father was a Protest-
ant and the mother a Catholic.”
This figure increased to about
21%, he added, when the moth-
er was a Protestant.
He said that a study made in
the Midwest revealed that “when
a Catholic married a member of
a Protestant denomination, only
34% of the children were practic-
ing members of either religion.**
To keep the number of mixed
marriages from increasing, Msgr.
Miltenberger said, "we must
have a uniform course in all our
Catholic high schools on the
whole problem of courtship, mar-
riage and their responsibilities.”
Among other remedies he sug-
gested were the following:
• An active mothers’ club in
the parish to help bring the non-
Catholic marriage partner into
the Church.
• Young adult clubs for per-
sons between 18 and 30. Msgr.
Miltenberger said these are good
“shopping centers” for Catholic
young men and women, and in-
variably result in an increase in
Catholic marriages.
• A CYO program in every
parish. Msgr. Miltenberger said
such a program should be prop-
erly supervised and “non-Catho-
lics should not be allowed in.”
• Retreats for parents of high
school students in which a priest
would stress the obligations the
parents have of looking out for
the company their sons or daugh-
ters keep.
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'Buying A
Aid? *
... Don't
NOT UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN
AND HEARD WITH OURSI
Helping you HEAR is our business! Yes! Our
only business! We study for it! We plan for
it! Because, your Hearing Problem is an
INDIVIDUAL one *
. . demanding personal
study! Don't take chances with your Hearing!
Come in and discuss it with us. If you cannot
come in, write or phone for FREE home
demonstration. No obligation!
ACOUSTICON
Hearing Aid Centers
"New Jersey'* Most Dependable
Hearing Aid Organization"
YES! YOU CAN BUY ON TIME
Fly KIM
to the shrines
of Europe
Now is an ideal timeto make plans for
a KLM tour of Europe’s sacred shrines.
Forthcomingceremonies at Lourdes will
commemorate the 100th Anniversaryof
the appearances of Our Lady to
Ste. Bernadette. You will assist at Mass
in the Miraculous Grotto, witness the
inspiringProcession of the Blessed
Sacrament and the Blessing of the Sick,
take part in the moving pageantry of
the Torchlight Procession.
Inaddition to the 1958 Lourdes
Centennial,KLM takes you to the
historic Catholic centers of Rome —and
to “Civitas Dei," the pavilion of the Holy See
and universal Catholicism at the Brussels
International Exposition. Truly, the
world’s most revered shrines are
brought conveniently close to you by KLM.
You will enjoy your trip on KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines. Courtesy,quiet efficiency,
and delightfulDutch hospitality are
traditional with the Flying Dutchmen
of KLM. Plan now for your swift,
comfortable Royal Dutch pilgrimage to the
shrines of Europe. See your travel agent
or mail the coupon below.
Worldt Firtl Airlino
Flu KLM - “I*'* a Trent to to Dutch
"
r
Hi*’
KLM
aorai DUTCH
.
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KIM tOYAI DUTCH A HUMS, Taor Da*. M-t»
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Plmm Mod full Information
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CUSTOM BUILT
ARTCRAFT
GARAGES
• Completely Erected
# Immediotely Erected Anywhere
SIZI lA'xlO*
CINDER BLOCK
WOOD ASBESTOS AND
BRICK GARAGES
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FULL PRICE
Include* all labor
and Material*
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BIG 1958
GIFTS
FREE AT BARTONI
,-for Her
BLACK VELOUR JEWEL CASE
Contains Genuine Culture
3 Strand Pearl Bracelet
set with Sparkling Stones
or
Tor Him
BARTON TREASURE CHEST
Contains Pen & Pencil, Fine Cuff Links,
Tie Bar and Money Clip
GENUINE 24 KT. GOLD PLATED
•With Every NEW $2500 Account
->
MONEY SAVED BY THE 15th
OF EVERY MONTH EARNS
DIVIDENDS FROM THE
Ist
CURRENT DIVIDEND
3X*
COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
SAVINGS INSURED UP TO $lO,OOO
BARTON
THI No. 1 SAVINGS INSTITUTION
lmrm—4 llrtf. o«<r
1166
aymond ilvd.
NEWARK
0««e* Om « W#4***4mi »• % EM,
Breed S». o«<f
BROAD STREKT
MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK FOR YOU
Invest it wisely through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
arjd you
will receive
A good rat* ot int*r**t *n J Am murtt 4*p«nd*Mo income
ytm invottmoat. • m long at yon Ihr*.
A romombranc* in th* prayon and Mattes of our
S.V.D. missionaries In Japan and th* Philippine*.
NO LOSS HO WORRY NO CAM
REV. FATHER RALPH s v and CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES
316 N MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
EveryFamilyaHolyFamily
Thi* year the feast of the Holy Family has
a special significance. With our shocking divorce
rate in this country, and our mounting crime
waves that seem to be growing in number and
intensity, the unpleasant truth cannot escape us
that there is something radically wrong in our
homes, and our concern for the sanctity of mar-
riage.
In this day and age, when we place ao much
stress and importance on a college education and
a degree, people seem to have forgotten that the
finest institution of learning is the home, and
that the most qualified teachers are a good
father and mother. One of the saddest facets of
life in this hectic age is the fact that we have too
many part-time parents. Many of our homes are
little more than dormitories and boarding houses.
Father is busy at work every day, and when he
comes home he is often tired and sometimes
grouchy nobody can get near him. He has
little inclination to spend any time with his chil-
dren. He eats his evening meal, sneaks in a
shortnap in his favorite arm-efaair, and then goea
out to his favorite tavern 8r bowling alley. This
happens a few times every week.
In many instances mother is a B-to-5 operator
in some office, store or restaurant, and when
spe gets home she is just as tired as father. Often
she brings home the evening meal, wrapped up in
waxed paper. She picked up the entire menu at
the delicatessen store on the way home. If she
gives any time or attention to her children, it
meant real sacrifice, because she is fatigued to
the marrow of her bones.
*
In the meantime, the children are left to the
tender mercies of grandma, a maiden aunt, or
a baby-sitter (a very important figure in this
century). The love, attention, and care that chil-
dren should receive from their parents is often-
times very shabby or completely lacking. The
day nursery, the kindergarten, and the grade
school occupy the children’s time until three
in the afternoon, and after that they are out in
the street, or under the “watchful” eye of the
substitute parents just mentioned. They are a far
cry from the real thing.
Asa direct result of the difficult circum-
stances under which families are raised, there is
little time when all members are together. Every-
body has a date or engagement, everybody dashes
out. And there are times when the young chil-
dren are left at home with grandma and the fam-
ily cat.
For many years Father Peyton has been
preaching that the “family that prays together
stays together.” In every town and city there are
families that follow this salutary advice, and per-
severe in their custom of family prayer. But un-
fortunately they constitute a small minority.
Everybody else is too busy.
Every so often, when we read the shocking
report of a violent crime committed by a juve-
nile, we learn that the parenta of the child are
separated or divorced.
The sanctity and dignity of marriage are
shamefully abused and mistreated. And the great-
est scandal is given by prominent, wealthy enter-
tainers, who marry, divorce one another, and re-
marry with sickening regularity.
The Holy Family reminds us that father,
mother and children all have a definite place in
the family and sharply outlined duties. When
any member of the family ahirks these duties,
the unity and peace of the family are shaken
or destroyed.
We spend huge sums of money on schools,
colleges and universities. We call the lack of
competent teachers and adequate facilities the
great tragedy of the century. This is hardly true.
When the marriage contract is considered
nothing more than a scrap of paper, when divorce
becomes a sordid habit, when father is a play-
boy or an alcoholic, when mother is a social
climber and eager-beaver, the children are the
unfortunate victims of such a shoddy regime.
And that would seem to be a far more serious
tragedy than the lack of a degree or a college
education.
Paeeionists Go'
To Philippines
An event of extraordinary significance took
place in St. Michael’s Monastery Church, Union
City, last Sunday. During a solemn Pontifical
Mass celebrated by Most Rev. Thomas A. Boland,
S.tJ)., Archbishop of Newark, nine priests of the
Congregation of the Passion received commissions
to go to the Philippine Islands as missionaries.
In commissioning these apostolic priests
Very Rev. Ernest Welch, C.P., Provincial of the
Congregation of the Passion, stated that they were
responding to the call which Pope Pius XII made
in his momentous encyclical of Apr. 21, 1951,
“for great legions of apostles similar to those
which the Church knew at her dawn."
It is not the first time that a group of priests
has left St. Michael’s Monastery for the foreign
missions.
Since Passionist missionaries first went to
China some 35 years ago, many a departure
ceremony was held for groups which followed.
Passionist achievements in China are a
glorious contribution to Catholic history. Church-
es, schools and charitable institutions were
erected. Thousands of Chinese were converted
to the Faith and some of these became priests
and Sisters.
More glorious than these successes is the
record of the missionaries’ struggle with the
enemies of God and religion. Torn from their
people, arrested and imprisoned, they remained
loyal to Christ and His Church in the face of
the fiercest persecution. They finally left China
only because it was Impossible for them to re-
main.
Seven of the nine priests now going to the
Diocese of Cotabato on the Island of Mindinao
are former Chinese missionaries. They will now
labor in a land which is predominantly Catholic
but woefully lacking in priests. In many places
one priest is responsible for the spiritual care
of more than 10,000 Catholics.
The task of the missionaries who are now
leaving their families, their homes and their
country to serve in a land on the other side of
the world is enormous. We ask our readers to
priy that God bless them and give them an
abundant harvest of spiritual fruits.
Other Passionist missionaries are serving in
Jamaica, B.WJ., and in the southern missions
of our own country.
The Congregation of the Passion has nobly
responded to tho plea of the Holy Father “to
share his anxieties’’ in order that he “might not
be crushed by the weight of his pastoral duties.”
It’has manifested great spiritual vitality. May it
rejoice in this assurance of His Holiness: “A
Christian community which gives its sons and
daughters to the Church will never die."
The Time Is Now
How will the 88th Congress, now reaasem-
bled for its second and final sesaion, conduct it-
self in the crucial months ahead? How will the
nation’s lawmakers measure up to their grave res-
ponsibilities, what steps will they take to meet
the dire emergency which now confronts our
land?
According to some forecasts, tiie prospects
are not encouraging. Several Washington corret
pondents and other observers have predicted that
the present session will be marked by bitter parti-
san strife, by Jockeying and maneuvering for
political advantage at the polls.
hope with aU our hearts that these pre
dictionY'will prove dead wrong. U ever there was
a time there is no time for politics as usual,
that time Is now. If ever our Congressmen needed
to remember that they are in Washington not just
as representatives of a political party but first
and foremost as representatives of the people,
that tiipe is now. If ever our lawmakers needed
to realise that the common good, national securi-
ty and welfare, must take precedence over self-
serving and party-serving, that time is now.
And if ever our elected representatives need-
ed our prayers, that time is now. Let us pray that
God sharpen and broaden their vision, that He
strengthen their character, that He inspire them
to selfless dedication to the national interest; that
He fit them, each and every one, for inclusion in
some futdre edition of a book called "Profiles
in Courage.”
Goals to Be Reached
The continued intereit and support of the
American people must be very heartening to
the officials of the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis. When the Salk vaccine was
discovered and used so successfully, it might
have been expected that the people’s enthusiasm
would lessen and their support drop off. How-
ever, tfee fight against polio has received increas-
ing support.
A look at some of the facts will indicate
why the Foundation still needs our, help. The
discovery of the vaccine by Dr. Salk was only
one goal reached. Striving toward the others
must continue. For instance, many people still
need to be convinced of the necessity of the
vaccine for them. While 80,000,000 have been
vaccinated, 3fi.000.000 under 40 have not been,
and another 35,000,000 have started but not com-
pleted the recommended series of three shots.
The 1958 slogan, “Survival Is Not Enough,"
points out another goal. There are some 100,000
polio victims who still need the help of the
Foundation in carrying out a rehabilitation pro-
gram. We agree that "we cannot desert the
battlefield, leaving the polio wounded behind."
We salute the National Foundation on its
20th anniversary. Probably never in medical
history has there been a more effective voluntary
health
agency, It has been, indeed, an insthiment
of God in bringing help to those stricken with
polio. It has been God’s .answer to the cries of
those who have fallen victims of this dread virus
disease. Our great debt of gratitude can be best
expressed in continued financial support of the
March of Dimes.
Training Is Necessary
“To acquire necessary competence, it is
obviously necessary to accept the effort demanded
by serious training. Such training, whose necessity
for teachers no one doubts, is equally necessary
for every lay apostle ..."
These words were spoken by Pope Pius XII to
the Second World Congress of the Lay Apostolate
back in October. He was restating a very obvious
fact It is not enough to want to do; one must also
know how.
The very importance of the work the laity are
asked to assume, under the direction of the hier-
archy, makes training an absolute necessity. Good
will and interest are essential qualifications, but
without training the apostolate of the lay person
will be ineffective. What he must do and how it
is to be done is, at least, as equally Important as
his awareness that something must be done.
Enthusiasm for the apostolate is to be de-
sired. bqt without training, any hope of real sue-
ceea is impossible. The untrained can db much
harm. A realistic approach to the work of the lay
apostolate demands that the apostle seek the
knowledge and skill which will make hia mission
• productive one.
Diocesan federations of lay organisations,
such as the Councils of Men, Women and Youth,
are sources whence lay leadership should spring.
Bishops have a right to expect that those who
are to participate in their apostolic mission
not only band themselves together into groups
under the Bishop's direction, but that they will
take the time necessary to prepare themselves to
become his active collaborators.
The men of the Archdiocese of Newark and
the Dioccae of Pateraon will have an excellent
opportunity to prepare themaelves ai lay leaden.
The mid-Atlantic atatea ieadenhip lnatitute of the
National Council of Catholic Men will be held
Feb. 1 In Pateraon. Delegate* from Brooklyn.
Scranton, Trenton and Waahington. D. C., aa well
aa Newark and Pateraon, are Invited to attend
the initltute.
Martin H. Work, NCCM executive director,
deacribes the purpoae of the lnatitute aa a
"formation of Catholic men aa lay apoatlea ao
that they might become more reaponalble and ef-
fective leadera In their organisation* and ceun
elle.”
The officer* and membera of our Catholic
»“ • iroupa are urged to atrongly aupport and
attend the aeaetona of the lnatitute. Only by
participating la each training couraea can they
eapect to activate and carry nut uaeful programs
of Catholic Action.
Mankind’s Hope
Not the End of the 'Line'
By Louis Francis Budenz
• The metamorphosis of the
Daily Worker into the weekly
Worker can be viewed by us with
due restraint. There are those
who see in this a death blow to
Red influence in the United
States, but they
will soon have
to take another
think, as so
many had to do
regarding Sov-
iet science.
The Daily
Worker, it is
true, has been
the telegraphic
agency of direc-
tives for the conspiracy in this
country. For this
Moscow-created
thinking to go out once a day is
more efficacious for the Reds
than once a week, even though
this weekly instruction is bolster-
ed by personal communication.
The vital thing for us, however,
is that the directives are going
out at all, that here in this na-
tion so many leading citizens and
journals can still be quoted by
communists as supporting the
communist line, without,
of
course, acknowledging the origin
of tl|«ir suggestions.
ON THE VERY day when the
change from the Daily Worker
to the weekly Worker was hinted
at, the New York Times editor-
ally could say: “One of the
things that has gone terribly
wrong with us in recent years
is the failure or refusal to face
the realities of the dangerous
world in which we live. We have
underestimated the Russians, the
communist Chinese, the Nasser
Egyptians, and other opponents
of our free way of life . We
have lived in a state of pam-
pered luxury while our enemies
gathered strength against us."
This sad state of affairs can
be recorded precisely because
the people have beeu kept in
the dark as to what Is the com-
munist line and on many occa-
sion have had it recommend-
ed to them by men and
who should have known better.
The whole present Red ontcrv
that “Dulles must go" Is based
on the Soviet determination to
push us Into anew Munich, as
was clearly spelled out In the
Dec. 24 Dally Worker.
It is being made the occasion,
as that iasue stresses,
for a push
on Congress to bait the U. S. to
swallow Nikita Khrushchev's
"peace" bait. To this end, the
Daily Worker urged: “Now is the
time to speak and act' in favor
of genuine East-West talks."
Those are necessary talks which
Khrushchev is proposing on the
terms Khrushchev is suggesting,
and of which the Dally Worker
headlines: “Worldwide Opinion
Leaning to Soviet Summit Parley
Plan."
'
ON DEC. 2fl, the Daily Worker
went so far, in a column written
by A. B. Magil, to -compare Dul-
les unfavorably with Khrushchev
as a political journalist. The ar-
ticle by our Secretary of State
in Life magatine telling why it
was useless to negotiate any se-
rious agreement with the Krem-
lin is referred to with disdain.
Nearly the whole column was
given over to Khrushchev's ar-
ticle in the British New States-
man, which ended in the form
of a tetter replying to Lord Ber-
trand Russell In this case. Lord
Russell lent himself to the Soviet
game by proposing that “the
leaders of the Soviet Union and
the U. S. should meet and frankly
discuss questions of coexistence.''
This permitted Khrushcehv
to reply with the acclaim of the
Daily Worker: “We favor a
meeting between the U. S. and
the Soviet Union_lt depends,
therefore, on the leaders of the
V. S. whether or not this meet-
ing will take place.”
What is notable is that Ber-
trand Russell, who has written
books critical of communism, can
be made into an unconscious pup-
pet for the communist line. ,
THAT THE KREMLIN will yet
possibly sell us this new Munich
scheme is attested to by the ad-
vance made by another Khrush-
chev idea which goes hand in
hand with “anew summit” con-
ference. On Dec. 22, the Daily
Worker ran this heading: “U. S.,
Russians Swap Culture Despite
Dulles.”
A reading of page 23 of Nikita
Khrushchev’s famous report of
February, 1956, will show that
this interchange of • cultural
groups is counted on as one of
those developments which will
bring about the "growing weak-
ness” of “the imperialist forces”-
and advance world socialism.
The Faith in Focus
'Outside the Church
No Salvation'
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
Perhaps the most misunder-
stood of Catholic teachings is the
famous dogma, “Outside the
(Catholic) Church there is no
salvation.’’
To correct the main miscon-
ception at once, this age-old doc-
trine definitely does not mean
that non-Catholics are all doomed
to hell, any more than it means
that all Catholics will gain
heaven without fail.
What then does it mean? Inso-
far as it is at all possible to sum
up a complex doctrine briefly, a
convert put it very well when
she wrote that the dogma tells us
not so much who are saved but
rather how the saved are saved
through the Catholic Church.
However, let us hear the
Church herself on this subject.
Her official explanation of our
dogma runs along the follow-
ing lines. To render the work
of Redemption lasting, to chan-
nel His grace without which
none can be saved to man-
kind, our Savior established the
Catholic Church and commanded
that all men join her as a nec-
essary means of salvation. Hence
no one can be saved unless he
is in some way affiliated with
the Catholic Church.
Therefore, no one who knows
that the Church has been divine-
ly established by Christ and,
nevertheless, refuses to be a sub-
ject of the Church, will be saved.
By that refusal, such a person
commits serious sin, and if he
dies unrepentant. he meets the
same fate which awaits all who
die in the state of mortal sin
damnation.
What of those who, through no
grave fault of their own, do not
know that the Catholic Church
is the true Church and therefore
do not become members? They
can be saved by making use of
the graces God gives them. In
making use of these graces, such
persons, though not members of
the true Church, at least have
the desire to tbecome members
because they wish to use all the
means ordained by God for their
salvation.
In ether words, to gain eternal
salvation it is not always required
that a person be incorporated In
fact as a member of the Church,
but it is required that he be
united with her at least In desire
and leagtng.
Nor is It always necessary that
this desire he explicit When a
man is invincibly ignorant of the
true Church, God also accepts an
Implicit desire, so called because
it is contained in the good dispo-
sition of soul by which a man
wants his will to be conformed to
God’s will.
In his encyclical on “The Mysti-
cal Body of Christ” Pope Pius
XII mentions tlfdse “who unsus-
pectingly are related to the Mys-
tical Body of the Redeemer (that
is, the Catholic Church) by some
kind of desire or longing.” The
Holy Father makes it plain that
salvation is possible for such peo-
ple, although he adds that it is
more difficult for them, “since
they lack many great gifts and
helps from God, gifts they can
enjoy only in the Catholic
Church."
Those words of the Pope cen-
sure those who exclude from
eternal salvation all men who are
united to the Church only with
implicitdesire; but they also cen-
sure the false vjgw that men can
be saved equally as well in any
religion.
Note finally that for a non-
Catholic to be saved, the mere
desire of belonging to the true
Church does not by itself alone
suffice. The desire must be ac-
companied by perfect charity,
that is, by perfect love of God.
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THE QUESTION BOX
Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary, Darlington, Ramsey, P. 0., is editor of The Question Bpst.
Questions may be submitted to him for answer in this column.
Q. It is all well and good to
give to the poor of other lands
but what about our poor at
home? Is It not better to give
to American charities than to
give to New Guinea bushmen?
A. If there was ever a time in
the history of the world when we
should stress the universality of
charity, it is now. Never before
have we been so much in need of
the truth that the whole world is
one large family and that those
who have this world’s goods must
share with their brothers in
Christ who need this world’s
goods.
Nationalize charity and you will
ruin it. Charity is not American
or foreign. Charity is love and
love is not bound to a nation’s
shores.
Of course we should help the
poor at home. But there are more
poor people in other lands than
in our own; and they are much
poorer. Charity must go to them
in tremendous measure to help
meet their needs.
We must thank God in America
that we are so rich that we can
all (or almost all) give not only
to charity at home but also to
the needy poor who are our
brothers across the seas.
So long as our standard of liv-
ing is so far superior to that of
other lands, we have no right to
ask the question whether charity
should be of the home or foreign
variety. We owe it to oqr broth-
ers in Christ the world over, in-
cluding the United States, to be
generous and more than gener-
ous in our charity to them. Every
poor person in the world is a liv-
ing reproof to those who still can
give more generously.
Charity at home? Or abroad?
Both.
Q. Does the Lord help priests
directly In the answers they
give?
A. You mean of course when
they answer spiritual questions or
matters of the confessional.
No, we cannot say that the
Lord guides priests directly.
Christ has not promised such im-
mediate guidance. Priests there-
fore can make mistakes in such
matters.
However, priests are trained in
spiritualand confessional matters
and therefore are pretty skilled
guides who will not make drastic
mistakes. Their grasp on spiritual
realities, their practical wisdom,
developed in the Seminary stud-
ies and in guiding souls, help
them to give sound and correct
answers.
Even this human wisdom justi-
fies the confidence of the faithful
in their spiritual guides.
However, I think that we may
go further. Christ has promised
to be with His Church. He did
send the Holy Spirit upon her.
We are right in believing that the
abiding presence of the Spirit of
Wisdom helps the Church and her
Bishops and priests in many
ways. Every priest will assure
you that in answering the prob-
lems of souls he has received
more than once special inspira-
tion that prompted his answer.
It was not a direct revelation to
him; but the Gifts of the Holy
Spirit, especially wisdom, under*
standing and counsel, have helped
him to reply in a way beyond his
natural ability. -
Priests do not presume upon
this special help; but we pray for
it and we know that the Holy
Spirit will help us to assist souls.
Even the mistakes that a priest
might make in these matters will
not harm those who are humble
and willing to do always what is
right. If they follow the advice
they receive they will not suffer
spiritually,even if the advice was
poor.
No priest relies upon this to
justify sloth on his part; but the
faithful may confidently expect
that God will work all things out
to their spiritual profit if they be
humble and trusting.
Q. Is the pledge of the Legion
of Decency voluntary? If so why
do some parishesexpect every-
one at Mass to take it?
A. The matter becomes clear
once we understand what the
pledge requires of us.
The pledge is a public declara-
tion of our obligations in the mat-
ter of movies and the like. We
stand to declare our obligations.
The pledge does net create these
obligations. Our duty would ba
the same even if we never took
the pledge.
One then who does not take the
pledge is . not free to view con-
demned pictures. He has exactly
the same obligation in conscience
as his neighbor who took the
pledge. These obligations arise
from the natural law, and from
Catholic moral principles. The
pledge helps us to remember
these obligations and to fulfill
them more surely. • *
The pledge also encourages us
to be willing to do what we can
to support public morality. Once
we declare ourselves
we do not
like to go back on our declara-
tion.
Therefore many parishes just
take it for granted that every
Catholic is willing to declare in
public his willingness to fulfill his
moral obligations in the matter
of movie?. Since the pledge does
not create new obligations but
rather strengthens the obligations
that already exist, the pledge can
be expected of everyone at Mass.
Hence we .may say that tha
Pledge is voluntary in that one
need not make public his obliga-
tions. But it is not entirely volun-
tary since even without the pledge
the duties of each of us would be
the same in this field.
Q. So long as one intends to
hear Mass on Sunday may ono
go dancing on Saturday night?
A. I hope so, for very many do.
Dancing is not wrong unless the
type of dance or the circum-
stances lend evil to it. Hence one
may dance the night before Mass
and Communion.
In the case of the young, it is
obvious that parental permission
should be obtained and parental
rules on the hour of return ba
observed.
In Your Prayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Neuxtrk
Rev. Joseph Rolando, Jan. 13,
* 1907.
Rev. William J. Caffrey, Jan.
13, 1939.
Rev. Jerome Reichwein, 0.
Carm., Jan. 14, 1939.
Rev. Vincent Sansone, Jan. 16,
1929. ,
Rev. Theophane Leary, 0.F.M.,
Jan. 17, 1954.
Diocese of Paterson
Rev. Didacus Roberto, Jan. 13,
1951.
Rt Rev. Msgr, Peter T. Werne,
Jan. 15, 1951.
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Carmel J. Scam
lan, Jan. 15, 1952.
Forty Hours
Archdiocese of Newark
Jan. 11, ins
First Sunday Aftar Epiphany
St. Benedicts, «S Barbara St., New-
ark
Holy Ansels InsUtute, Main St.. Fort
Lee
A
City
S*lnU ' W1P*cl,lc Av *" J«r«y
"city Ro“ n'‘ 344 ® Uth ■*- Jersey
Jan. It, ISIS
~ umUr A,t*r Epiphany
St. Genevieve a. 738 Livingston Rd .
Elisabeth.
St. Bridget's. 372 Montgomery St.,
Jersey City
S
Clty
JO**Ph ’*' B*ld '"r,n Av»* Jcr*er
St. Lucy's, lsth and Orova Sts., Jer-
. sey City
Diocese of Paterson
Jan. 11, lift
First Sunday Aftar Epiphany
Holy Family, James Aye., Florham
Park
St. Joaeph. Camly Rd.. Lincoln Park
St. Joaeph. 398 Market 8t„ Paterson
Jan. It, ItSS
Sacond Sunday Aft'r Epiphany
Our Lady o< Mt. Carmel. 10 McLean
St., Paaaalc
St. Joseph's Hospital, 70S Main St..
Paterson
AROUND THE PARISH
"See!” says Jimmy Kelly. “I told you he was there!”
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Signs of Hope
International Group’s
Antagonism Waning
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director, Social Action Department, N.C.W.C,
_ In decent years I have criti-
cized European socialists in
general and certain European
labor unions and labor leaders
in particular as unfriend-
ly, not to say antagonistic,
toward religion.
Their doctrin-
aire anti-clerical
and anti-religi-
ous bias (which
is directed par-
ticularly toward
the Gatholic
Church) is, in
addition to be-
ing wrong in it-
self, a great dis-
service to the cause of organized
labor in their own countries and
one of the principal obstacles to
an effective international labor
group.
DURING a recent trip to Eu-
rope, I visited the headquarters
of the International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions in Brussels
to discuss this problem.
It would be fair to say that
"while we didn’t see eye to eye
with one another on every item,
we did agree in principle that
religious neutrality is an abso-
lute prerequisite to the success
of an organization such as the
ICFTU. Reference was made to
several of these columns which
criticized the ICFTU for alleged-
ly having violated either the let-
teror the spirit of this principle.
These allegations were de-
nied by the staff of ICFTU.
We admitted, however, that we
were not disposed to argue the
point too vigorously and sug-
gested that it would be much
more profitable to look to the
future instead of the past.
On that score we are more op-
timistic than we had been before
we went to Brussels. We are hope-
ful that the officers and staff of
the ICFTU, including
socialists, will try even harder
in the future than they claim to
have tried in the past to main-
tain a policy of genuine religious
neutrality and to prevent the
ICFTU from being used, directly
or indirectly, as a sounding board
for European socialism. ,
THIS WILL NOT be as easy as
it sounds. Nevertheless we are
hoping for the best, not merely
because of the assurances given
to us in Brussels, but also be-
cause of several other encourag-
ing developments which may be
summarized as follows:
• (1) To learh more about
Catholic social teaching, groups
of German labor leaders, includ-
ing a number of socialists, are
studying and living at the Domin-
ican monastery in Walbeberg, a
small village near Cologne. They
are doing so under an arrange-
ment made by the monastery and
the Friederich Ebert Foundation,
which is affiliated with the Ger-
man Federation of Trade Unions.
Happily the experiment is work-
ing out extremely well.
• (2) After nearly three years
of negotiations the Socialist Con-
federation of Trade Unions in the
Netherlands recently announced
its readiness to resume collab-
oration with the Catholic and
Protestant unions of that country
and re-emphasized their intention
of giving full recognition to the
religious convictions of each of
their members.
• (3) For the first time in the
history of Austrian trade union-
ism a publication of the predomi-
nantly Socialist Federation of
Austrian Trades Unions has
opened its pages to a prelate of
the Catholic Church. Archbishop
Franz Koenig of Vienna was one
of the contributors to a recent
issue of Solidarity, official pub-
lication of'the federation.
God Love You
So That All
May Be One
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
The night before He was be-
trayed and died Our Divine
Lord’s thoughts were about the
missions as He prayed thtlTT?
His Heavenly Father: “That they
all be one; that they too may
[ be one of us as
jthou, Father, art
in me, and I in
Thee; so that
the world may
come to believe
that it is thou
who hast sent
me.”
Our 135,000
mission aries
among the 1,-
100,000,000 pagans are spending
themselves and being spent to
prove that Jesus was sent by the
Heavenly Father. Why do we not
leave them with their sitting Bud-
dha, their legal Confucius? What
is the fundamental difference be-
tween their religions and Chris-
tianity? Precisely this: in all pag-
an religions man goes to God; in
Christianity God comes to man.
There is a limit of how farman
can go upwards by his own pow-
er; his darkened mind and weak
will do not allow much room for
height, to say nothing of his sins.
But in Christianity, God supplies
the power by coming to man first
in Bethlehem, then by His Spirit.
If we do not bring the truth and
power of God to these pagans
they will remain forever incom-
plete and undeveloped!
THE HOLY FATHER recently
said in his encyclical on Africa
that the best way to show grati-
tude for our faith is to help be-
stow the faith on another. That is
where your sacrifices come in. If
the Heavenly Father did not
spare His Son to redeem us from
sin, then should we not deny our-
selves daily some legitimate
pleasure to bring salvation to the
pagans?
While applying the Cross to
your lives by self-denial, let the
object of your charity be the
Holy Father. Give to him. He is
the Shepherd of all our mission-
aries. He knows best how to use
your alms. Giving to him assures
equitable distribution to all.
GOD LOVE YOU to M K. for
$lO "that I have saved from my
allowance.’’
...
to Anon, for $2.
"We are old, also poor or this
would be more.”
The lovely white statue of Our
Lady ’ of Television shows the
Blessed Mother holding Christ be-
fore the world. Your sacrifice-
offering of $3 for the statue will
help one of our missionaries bring
God to the pagans who know Him
not. Send your request and sacri-
fice to: The Society for the Prop-
agation of the Faith, Order Dept.,
366 Fifth Ave., New York 1, or to
your diocesan director.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and send it to
Most Rev. Fulton J. Sheen, Na-
tional Director, Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, 366
Fifth Ave., New York 1, or
to
your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St., Newark 2; Rt.
Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis,
24 De Grasse St., Paterson.
STRANGE BUT TRUELittle-Known Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY IWI, N.C.WC. Niwi Service
Letters to the Editor
.« :<T*» 44r»mf imlmmi Imm t* «*# EMtar.Ur /rUi-«fi-r
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'The Crisis
In Labor'
Charles J. Doerrler,
Jersey City.
Editor:
I believe every friend of labor
will agree with your editorial
(Dec. 21) ‘‘The Crisis in Labor”
and they hope, with you, that the
prayer of Msgr. George G. Hig-
gins, of the National Catholic Wel-
fare Conference, delivered at the
recent labor convention in Atlan-
tic City, will be heard.
On another page of The Advo-
cate, Msgr. Higgins, writing in
his regular column,- takes some-
what the same position in the
opening part of his article as did
The Advocate.
In the closing paragraphs of his
article, however, he departed
from the sense of your editorial
by congratulating labor and
proudly stating ‘‘that no other
comparable organization has done
as much to enforce a code of
ethical practices." One could ask:
Is there in the whole United
States any comparable organiza-
tion with anything near the power
of the AFL-CIO? And then the
Monsignor adds, significantly.
“Has the National Association of
Manufacturers, for example, ex-
pelled or even reprimanded any
of its affiliated corporations for
dealing with a Shefferman?”
Again one could ask: “Who is
Shefferman?” “What kind of a
business does he run?” Isn’t it!
alleged that Shefferman was
working “both sides of the street"
as a so-called labor consultant;
and isn’t it also alleged that this
same Shefferman gave some
“presents” or paid some “billS,”
not for any 'representative of bus-
iness, but for certain labor lead-
ers?
It is bordering on the illogic to
compare the AFL-CIO with the
NAM. Msgr. Higgins knows fully
well that the NAM is simply a
voluntary association of business-
men, formed to protect the legiti-
mate interests of business. I sup-
pose it is true that some of its
efforts are toward protecting busi-
ness against certain union prac-
tices, not by goon squads, lock-
outs and the like,, but by legiti-
mate legislative means. In no
sense can the organizations be
compared because the NAM is
practically without power while
the AFL-CIO is clothed with ex-
treme power and influence by
law.
I am not a lawyer, but if the
NAM were to act for business as
the AFL-CIO does for labor, ev-
ery force of law in the U S. would
be brought to bear against it.
Please remember thit it is only]
the AFL-CIO, by far the most
powerful organization in the coun-
try (if not in the world),'that is
exempt from the anti trust laws
by statute.
What Are Qualities
Of Sorrow for Sin?
Tbete questions and answers are taken from lesson .*0 of
This IT e Relies e\ By 7 his We Lire," the revised edition of the
Baltimore Catechism So. 3, reprinted by permission of the Con-
fraternity of Chrisitan Doctrine.
When is sorrow for sin true
contrition?
Sorrow for sin is true-contri-
tion when it is interior, super-
natural, supreme, and uijtVer-
sal. /
Scripture /
David’s sorrow fo?'idn"as ex-
pressed in Ptfalm 50 i* tme con-
trition : \
It lslnterio/
“My sacrifice,. is a
contrite spirit; a heart contrite
and humbled, O God, you will
not spurn" (v. 19).
It Is Supernatural
‘‘A clean heart create for me,
0 God, and a steadfast spirit
renew within tne” (v. 12).
It Is Supreme
The entire Psalm convey*
David’s hatred of sin and his
willingness to endure anything
rather than sin again.
It Is Universal
"Turn away your face from
my sins, and blot out all my
guilt" (v. 11).
When Is our sorrow interi-
or?
Our sorrow is interior when
it comes from our heart, and
not merely from our lips.
(a) It is not enough merely
to say that we are sorry for
our sins. We must really mean
it. We must sincerely detest
our sins and firmly intend not
to commit them again. We do
not, however, have to feel our
sorrow, for contrition is an act
of the will, not of the feelings.
When Is our sorrow super-
natural?
Our sorrow is supernatural
when, with the help of God’s
grace, it arises from motives
which spring from faith and
not merely from natural mo-
tives,
(a) "Motives which spring
from faith" are truths that God
has revealed. God has revealed,
for example, that mortal sin
will be punished in hell, venial
sin in purgatory; that sin
caused Christ to die; that sin is
an offense against the infinite
goodness of God; and that sin
is hateful In itself. If we are
sorry for our sins for one of
these reasons, then, with God’s
grace, our sorrow is supernat-
ural; it is prompted by truths
which we believe because of
the authority of God who re-
vealed them. \
(b) If we are sorry for our
sins because they injure our
health or will be punished by
the civil courts or cause us to
lose our friends, then our sor-
row is natural. It is prompted
by natural reasons. It is not
wrong to be sorry for our sins
because of natural motives; but,
this natural sorrow Is not suffi-
cient to obtain God’s pardon.
When Is our sorrow su-
preme?
Our sorrow is supreme when
we hate sin above every other
evil, and are willing to endure
any suffering rather than of-
fend God in the future by sin,
(aI We know that sin is the
greatest of all evils because it
is an offense against God. the
greatest Good, and for that rea-
son we should detest it more
than we detest any other evil.
When Is our sorrow univer-
sal?
Our sorrow is universal when
we are sorry for every mortal
sin whirh we may have had the
misfortune to commit.
(a) When mortal sins are for-
given sanctifying grace enters
the soul, and il is impossible
for sanctifying grace to enter
the soul if a single mortal sin
remains there.
All our mortal sins, there
fore, must be forgiven, or none
el them is forgiven.
How Long Should She Wait
For a Marriage Proposal?
By Father John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology at St. Louis University
How long should a girl wait /or a proposal to marry?
I realize this sounds as if I were desperate. Well, I'm not.
I just wonder if Fred and I are getting any place. We’ve
been dating for about the past six years. Every time the
subject of marriage comes up, he has some excuse. Should
14rop him?
I wonder if you realize, Ellen,
that your Freddie boy is not an
uncommon type. Ypu’re quite
right in asking whether six years
isn’t long enough for him to
make up his mind.
They tell me
that in times
past, fathers
used to have an
effective way of
handling such
situations. After
a young man
had started call-
ing steadily at
the house for
a time, father
made it a point to meet him and
ask whether his intentions were
serious. This generally separated
the men from the boys because if
marriage didn’t follow after a
reasonable time, father had to be
reckoned with. This seems a
tie unromantic, but it apparently
worked out all right. Great-grand-
mother got married, didn’t she?
Times have changed, and now
we have to deal with Freddie.
There arc several reasons why
some men continue to date a girl
for years without proposing mar-
riage. Let s see if we can discov-
er what may be tying Freddie's
tongue.
FIRST, some men are so at-
tached to their mothers or both
their parents that they never
think seriously of separating from
them. They date for the sake of
entertainment or as a matter of
course, yet they have no serious
intentions.
Some parents, particularly if
they are financially dependent on
their sops, are quite proficient in
keeping marriage out of the pic-
ture by playing up this attach-
ment. Even when there is no
question of financial support,
some “moms”, refuse to,cut their
sons loose, and they haVe been
known to suffer sudden heart at-
tacks if sonny threatens to leave
them for another woman.
Second, some men are afraid
of responsibility. They like their
freedom and arc never quite
ready to assume the obliga-
tions of marriage. Obviously,
they lack normal masculine
drives, but we must take them
as they are. Like those in the
first class, they use dating far
selfish purposes.
Third, some men find it diffi-
cult to make up their minds.
When faced with a major deci-
sion, they see so many pros and
cons that they escape by finding
excuses for avoiding the issue
completely.
They are drifters, hoping others
will make their decisions for
them, yet usually accepting the
consequences once they are
made.
DOES OUR BOY Freddie fall
into one of these classes? If he’s
“mom's” boy, give him back to
“mom” at once. You’ll never re-
ally get him from her anyway. If
he's a dodger, let him keep his
freedom. He won’t stay tied for
long even if you managed to
catch him,. If he’s the hesitant
tyrfe and you want him, make up
his mind for him. Maybe that’s
all he's waiting for.
At any rate, don’t waste any
more time on Frqddie. Either
he sets the date or drop him.
Even though you have no other
prospects in mind, you will gain
nothing by continuing to date
him. In fact, as long as you as-
sociate with him, there is likely
to be no other prospect.
Come to think of it, wouldn't It
have been better if six years ago
somebody had made Freddie de-
clare his. intentions?
Saints of
The Week
Sunday, Jan. 12—Feast of the
Holy Family. This feast, honor-
ing the Child Jesus, His mother
Mary and His foster-father, Jo-
seph, was instituted by Pope Leo
XIII in 1893 and extended to the
whole Church in 1921. Generally
this date is the feast of St. Tati-
ana, Martyr. According to the
Roman Martyrology, she was put
to death for her faith about 230.
Monday, Jan. 13—Commemora
lion of the Baptism of Our Lord
by St. John the Baptist. General-
ly this date is the feast of St. Po-
,pitus, Martyr. He is said to have
been a native of Sardinia who as
a boy was converted to Christian-
ity and succeeded in converting
his father. It is said that Emper-J
or Marcus Aurelius personally j
I conducted the trial of the boy for
rejecting the gods of Rome.
Tuesday, Jan. 14—St. Hilary,
Bishop-Doctor. He did not cm-
-1 brace the Faith until near mid
die age. He was chosen Bishop of
his native Poitiers in 333. His vig-
orous opposition to the Arian her-;
esy in several Gallic councils led
Emperor Constantius to banish!
him to Phrygia. In exile he com-1
posed his great work on the Trin-
ity. He was allowed to return to
Gaul, where he died in 3fi«. Pope
Pius IX named him a Doctor of
the Church.
Wednesday, Jan. 15—St. Paul,
the First Hermit, Confessor. He
was an Egyptian and was well
educated Asa youth he fled to
the desert country near Thebes to
escape a persecution. Delighted
by the solitary life of prayer and
penance, he remained in the des-
ert until his death at the age of
90 in 342
Thursday, Jan. 18—-Si. Marcel-
lus I, Pope Martyr. He was elect-
ed Pope In 304 The tyrant Max-
entius, who soon was to be over-
thrown by Constantine, had the
Pontiff arrested and scourged,
then assigned him to labors in
the imperial stables He was res-
cued for a time, hut eventually
recaptured and returned to the
hard labor, which broke his
health He died in 309.
Friday, Jan. 17—St. Anthony,
Abbot The "Patriarch of Monks"
was born at Coma in Cpper
!Egypt in 251. After the death of
his parents, he gave away his
►vast possessions and went into
the desert to perfect his spiritual
life. Many came to him for ad-;
vice, some choosing to remain
with him. He founded his first
monastery at Thehais. He died In
358 at the age of 105 ..4
Saturday. Jan. it—Feast of St.
Peter’s Chair at Rome. This
feast, listed in the ancient mar-
tyrologies, commemorates the
founding of the Holy See of Rome
by the first Pope The date also
marks the opening of the world-
wide Chair of Unity Octave, eight
days of prayer offered for the in
tention that all lapsed Catholics
return to the Faith and all out-,
side the Chujch be converted.
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TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS ON
lAYETTE
ITEMS
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INFANTS DIPT.
Ij<>l)cl's Youth Center
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"SHOP IN A STORI CLOSID SUNDAYS"
Pontiff Distributes Aid
Equally to Mission Areas
The Society for the Propagation
of the Faith helps all missionary
groups and dioceses throughout
the world. Every other mission
society aids only its own society.
While aid .to a particular group
is to be highly recommended, the
Holy Father is like a father of a
family who has to be equal and
just with all his children..The So-
ciety for the Propagation of the
Faith is the Holy Father’s own
society and it was established to
equalize distribution of its funds
to all areas.
The Society tries to make a
easy for those who do not have
enough to answer all appeals for
funds, so give to the Vicar of
Christ for the sake of all—while
there is still time. That means
today, for no one knows what to-
morrow may bring I
Bishop Would Like
To Build Chapels
"I have six chapels qn my list
for the New Year,” writes Bishop
S. Ferrando of Shillong, India,
“and I am sure you will help me
with one or two.” ,
Bishop Ferrando says that
more than 6,000 persons were re-
ceived into the Church in his dio-
cese. Since these people are dis-
tributed among many villages, it
can be readily understood that
chapels are needed to accommo-
date them for Mass, prayers, de-
votions, and so forth.
“God has been very good to
ns during 1957,” continues Bish-
op Ferrando, “and He has
blessed our work. The 5,000
Christians of 1923, when the
Salesians took charge here at
the mission of Assam, have now
reached the consoling figure of
125,000.
“Each missionary has Seen re-
quested to keep reminding his
flock of their bounden duty of
gratitude, so they pray daily for
their benefactors. It goes without
saying that members of the Soci-
ety for the Propagation of the
Faith top their list.”
Providing a chapel for the mis-
sions would be one way of mak-
ing a memorial gift for some de-
parted soul.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton. S.T.D., Ph.D., M.p
31 Mulberry St.. Newark 2, N. J.
Phone: MArket 2-2803
Hours: Daily, 9 am. to 5 pm.; Saturday, 9 am. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.CJ).
24 De Grasse St, Paterson 1, N. J.
Phone: ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 am. to 5 pm.; Saturday, 9 am. to 12.
Jesuit Is Training
Catechists in India
At Tongo in the Ranchi District
of India, Rev. J. Staquet, S.J.,
directs the Noatoli Elementary
Training School, students of
which are destined to work as
teachers and catechists.
“
“Asa rule,” writes Father Sta-
quet, “candidates come here soon
after their marriage. This time 22
children accompanied their par-
ents, and two more were born
within the first fortnight after the
opening of the term. If that goes
on, the Ursuline Mother Infirmar-
ian in charge of the women will
have sufficient opportunities to
teach them midwife’s work. Since
qualified nurses are rare and
most children are born at homd,
this training is helpful as too
many children in India die soon
after birth.
“The men are deeply Inter-
ested In their elassei. The can
didates teem to be well-chosen
ones. Thank God I get good
reports of all the men (who
studied) here. I expect to see
them all again when next Octo-
ber they will be recalled for a
two-week refresher course.
“With their predecessors, the
families of the newcomers are
praying daily for all of you gen-
erous benefactors. We need help
badly now since Belgian alms
have diminished considerably due
to financial pressure at home.”
Obituary
It is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be boosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the souls of the fol-
lowing who have recently de-
parted this life:
Elizabeth V. Reilly .
John Smolen
New Task Force
On A-Bomb Island
On the tiny island of Tinian in
the Pacific, American soldiers
loaded their first atomic weapons
into waiting planes in July, 1945.
After years of planning, the dead-
ly mission was underway, and in
the air over Japan, bomb sights
were checked, an order was giv-
en, and the course of history was
changed.
It is said that so great was the
destructive fire that one of the
pilots gasped: “My God, what
have we done.”
Capuchin missionaries on Tini-
an say, ‘'Today the people on the
island are Catholic to a man, and
are preparing for another world-
changing mission. Boys and girls
from this and other Mariannas
islands are training in seminaries
and convents. In 10 or 20 years,
after the island’s needs for clergy
are satisfied, another task force
will leave Tinian—this one to
spread the flame of Divine love.
“When you think of the' mis-
sions, ask yourselves, ‘What have
I done?’ One apostle can bring
more peace than a plane-load of
atom bombs. Help the missions
with your prayers and sacri-
fices."
Missioner Keeps
His Charges Cool
At Notogawa, Japan, a Mary-
knoll priest distributed about
1,000 paper tans during the Aug-
ust “dog days." On the fan was
printed the beautiful prayer of
St. Francis of Assisi, “Lord, make
me an instrument of' Thy peace."
A footnote to the prayer was
an Invitation to drop in at the
nearby 'Catholic Church. Re-
sponse? Excellent! Crowds
flocked in to learn more.
You provide the fans; the mis-
sionary acts as guide; God per-
mits the maladies, poverties and
graces to light the highway to
heaven. What a combination!
Rise in Conversions
LONDCfN (RNS) Adult con-
versions to Catholicism in Eng-
land and Wales numbered 14,077
in 1057, an increase of 1,000 over
the previous year’s record total.
WILL BE WELL USED; Sister Theresa, St. Joseph’s
Home, Jersey City, is presented with a check for $500,
gift of members of Paulus Hook Council, Knights of
Columbus, Jersey City. Grand Knight Michael A. Rus-
soniello makes the presentation as Alfred Jago, Christ-
mas party chairman, looks on. The council entertained
75 children of the home at its 11th annual party.
Kerala’s School Bill
In Top Indian Court
NEW DELHI, India The central government has
asked the Indian Supreme Court to rule on the legality of
the anti-Catholic school'bill adopted by the communist gov-
ernment in the state of Kerala.
The Red-controlletr legislature in Kerala passed the
bill on Sept. 1 and since then
it has been waiting for the ap-
proval of Indian President Rajen-
dra Prasad. Although he has not
yet acted on the measure, Ke-
rala has attempted to enforce
certain provisions of tjje bill.
Meanwhile, communists con-
tinue to snipe at the Catholic
Church because of its opposition
to communist measures. Develop-
ments include the following:
• A special report, prepared
at the request of a Hindu com-
munist member of the Kerala
legislature, attempts to blame
Catholics for the destruction of
a Hindu temple seven years ago.
• Law Minister V. ft. Krishna
Ayyar charged the Bishops with
financing a “private militia’’
aimed at overthrowing the gov-
ernment through the violence.
His ire was directed at the Chris-
tophers, a group founded follow-
ing the threat of communist vio-
lence against Catholic proper-
ties.
• The electoral court in Erna-
kulam cleared Bishop Emmanuel
Sebastian a- charge of
unfair election tactics for issuing
a pastoral letter urging Catholics
not to vote for a communist can-
didate for the lower house. Com-
munists had charged that his pas-
toral constituted undue coercion,
a practice forbidden by the con-
stitution. The court ruled that
the pastoral was merely advisory.
THE CENTRAL government’s
decision to ask the1supreme court
for a ruling on the Kerala school
bill was announced by Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru at a
press conference.
“In sending the . . . bill to
the supreme court,” he said,
“we are only concerned
whether we like its provisions
or not—to see if in the exer-
cise of its autonomy, the Kerala
government has done some-
thing which was an infringe-
ment of the constitution.”
Communist officials in Kerala,
first miffed over government de-
lay in acting on the measure, are
now voicing their “strong oppo-
sition” to the decision to refer
the bill to the supreme court.
St. Peter's Alumni
Host Juniors
,
Seniors
JERSEY CITY The Alumni
Association of St. Peter’s College
will be host Jan. 25 to the junior
class and their fathers. Following
the father-and-son dinner the
guests will attend the St. Peter’s-
Boston College basketball game
in the Jersey City Armory.
On Jan. 27, the alumni will
entertain the seniors at the an-
nual senior class reception at
which a trophy will be presented
to an outstanding member of the
class.
Oriel Society Goes
To New Quarters
NEW YORK The Oriel Soc-
iety, a Catholic cultural organiza-
tion, is moving into new head-
quarters at 72 Park Ave., it was
announced this week by Dr.
Maurice Leahy, president. For
many years the society has been
located at 108 E. 78th St.
St. Peter's Debaters
To Re at Summit CCD
SUMMIT Members of the
debating team of St. Peter’s Col-
lege were scheduled to feature
the monthly meeting of the St.
Teresa's Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine, Jan. 10.
Cana Calendar
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Anniversaries Point Up Mary’s
Role in Church Unity Campaign
GARRISON, N. Y. (NC) By
“happy coincidence” the centen-
ary of the apparitions of the
Blessed Mother at Lourdes and
the golden jubilee of the Chatr of
Unity Octave are observed this
year, it was pointed out by Rev.
Titus Cranny, S.A., of Graymoor
Monastery here.
Father Cramy is national di-
rector of the octave, observed an-
nually from Jan. 18-25. The eight
days of prayer are for the inten-
tion of the union of Christendom
and for the conversion of Jews
and non-believers.
“It is singularly fitting that the
two anniversaries should coincide
for reunion will be realized prin-
cipally through the prayers and
love of Our Lady whom St. Au-
gustine called Mother of Unity,”
Father Cranny said.
HE POINTED out that Rev.'
Paul James Francis, S.A., found-
er of the octave, had a marked
devotion to the Blessed Mother,
especially as the patroness of
Christian unity. Father Paul
founded the octave while his com-
munity, the Society of the Atone-
ment, was affiliated with the An-
glican church. A year, after he
founded the prayer movement, his
community was received into the
Church.
"Our Lady has ever been the
leader and guide in bringing souls
to God,” Father Cranny said.
"Pope Leo XIII called her “the
most zealous guardian of unity.’
St. Pius X said that ‘there is no
surer or easier way of uniting
men with Christ than Mary.’ Fa-
ther Paul said that the prayer of
Christ ‘that all may be one’ was
so often repeated by Our Lady.”
FATHER CRANNY said that as
the Mother of all men it is the
function of the Blessed Mother to
unite men with her Son and add-
ed it is a “discredit to her that
some feel that Marian devotion
is an obstacle to reunion.”
The Catholic knows the charge
that the Blessed Mother impedes
reunion is not hue, Father Cran-
ny said. He observed: “It is a
mother’s duty to keep her chil-
dren together; or, if they are sep-
arated, to bring them together
again. For as love of Mary in-
creases so will the apostolate of
unity."
IN WASHINGTON, nightly serv-
ices will be held at Nation-
al Shrine of the Iminaculate Con-
ception during the Chair of Unity
Octave. Archbishop Boland will
preside at the solemn observance
on Thursday, Jan. 23. Archbishop
Patrick A. O’Boyle of Washington
will offer a Pontifical Mass on
the first night of the Octave.
Among the speakers at the
nightly services will be Bishop
John J. Wright of Worcester,
Mass., Bishop Christopher Wel-
don of Springfield, Mass., and
Auxiliary Bishop James H.
Griffiths of New York.
Auxiliary Bishop Joseph
Schmondiuk of the Byzantine Rite
Apostolic Exarchate (diocese) of
Philadelphia will offer Divine Lit-
urgy (Mass) at the shrine Jan.
19 and will also preach. Arch-
bishop Amleto Giovanni Cicogna-
ni, Apostolic Delegate to the U.S.,
will preside at closing ceremonies
Jan. 25.
Auxiliary Bishops Stanton and
Curtis of Newarkr-amf Bishop
Justin J. McCarthy of Camden
will each preside and give Bene-
diction at a ceremony of the
Octave in St. Patrick’s Cathedral,
New York. Bishop McCarthy will
preside Jan. 20, Bishop Stanton,
Jan. 21; and Bishop Curtis, Jan.
24.
SUPPORT our advertisers.
Rise in Donations
NEW YORK (RNS) Giving
for religious purposes in the
United States for 1957 was esti-
mated at about $3,425,000,000
an increase of 4% over the pre-
vious year the Bulletin of the
American Association Of Fund-
Raising Counsel reported here.
8 THE ADVOCATE January 11, 1958
Bishop Stanton
At Linden
Bishop Stanton will make as
appeal on behalf of the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith on Jan. 12 at St
John the Apostle, Linden, Rev.
Thomas F. Mulvaney, pastor.
Bishop Stanton expresses his
appreciation to Father Mul-
vaney and to the other pastors
of the Archdiocese for their
cooperation in making these
appeals possible.
MICHAEL J. .HARRIS
ESTAIUSHED 1913
High Level Roofing Experts
Sheet Metal Construction
For Church**, School* and Initiation*
AU TYPE BUILDINGS
64S N*w Point Road, Elizabeth, N. J. EL 3-1700
THE NEWMAN CLUB
ALUMNI OF NEW JERSEY
Announce* it* program for 1958
January 17 - The Lay Mitiiont - by> Gerald Mlsche
February 21 A Symposium on Newmanitm
March 21—Unity Among Men—byi Lawrence W. Pierce
All MEETINOS AM HIIO IN THI STUDENTS' RESIDENCE lUIIDINO
SETON HAU UNIVERSITY
South Orange, New Jersey
E»r Information coll FRANK TARANTO - Wlndior 4-0343
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Advertisement
People 50 to 80
Copy Down This Nome
And Address Now J
. .
. and write today to find out
how you can still apply for a
$l,OOO life insurance policy to
help take care of final expenses
without burdening your family.
Mail a postcard or letter giving
your name, address and age to:
Old American, Ins. Cos.
3 West 9th, Dept. LII2C
Kansas City, Missouri
There is no obligation —and
no one will call on you. You can
handle the entire transaction by
mail.
A WEDDING
RECEPTION
AT THE
- HOTEL
PU2A
JOURNAL SQUARI S
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
(
PROVIDES:
• DIGNIFIED BANQUET
v ROOMS (10 lo 500)
• SUPERIOR CUISINE
• MODEST PRICES
• CAREFUL ATTENTION
TO All DETAILS
Telephone Bridal Consultant
OLdfiold 3-0100
AMPLE PARKING SPACE
AIR CONDITIONED
ESTIMATES
CHEERFULLY GIVEN
TEXTILE EXECUTIVE
TRANSFERRED TO
SOUTHERN PLANT
Returns entire household of Good Furniture, fine con-
dition to be RESOLD for Unpaid Balance.
a $288.60 X-_
Just continue the payments of $2.50 weekly.
You get SIMMONS SOFA with hidden bed, 2 BIG
chairs, 9'xl2' Rug, Tables & Lamps; Modern Bedroom
Ensemble and 5 Pc. Dinette, Refrigerator.
Also 8 other Discount Outfits. You can furnish 3 Rooms
with everything you need for a Bungalow or small flat
for
$l5O. pay it off $1.50 weekly
BROWSE BARNEY'S
FOR BARGAINS
Hollywood Bfed Outfit $29.75
Maple Bunk Bed ensemble 29.75
A Suite for Any Room,. 88.00
Everything Sold Exactly as Advertised.
Drive right in and Park
I
BARNEY'S
SUPERMART DISCOUNT
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
382 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark
right off Rt. 22 near Rt. 1
Open Mon., Weds., Fri. Nights to 9
Special Deal for VETERANS,
O.K/d by the N. J. VLA
Phone 81. 8*7900 to reserve
any outfit described above.
Paterson Drive-In Warehouse
67 River St. Open Thur., Fri. Nights
Never Open On Sundays
FREE PARKING
AIR CONDITIONED
Specializing in HOME MADE
Ravioli Cavetelli
Manicotti
Private Banquet Rooms
Undor Personal Supervision
PITER lIVSNTO
925-31 West Side Ave.
Jersey City. HI 3-194]
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ERNEST AIPSTBQ'S Swtee nnd Conllnenlol Kltchon
CWISS luncheon - Dinner
AISO'Ik IA CARTE
Pina Hall tor Portia* and Eanqsjats
Ptsanat TErtsona S-04AE
POMPTON LAKES, N. J. U. S. Reate 101 Petereee Hamburg Turnpile
THE ROUNDERS
DELICIOUS POOD
• Dinners * Luncheon
(Mama at the Traveling Mika)
Hamburg Tpke., Freak ness, N. J.
MOantaln View S-IS4I
Route No. 17 Peremus, N. J.
cotton i-m*
UT US PUN YOUR
PARTIIS POR 1
SO OR >OO OUESTS
DOROTHY DENNIS
Attnctlvf Rtitftoflftt
RESTAURANT
414 North Brood Street
Kl M»7l KUiobeth, N.
Weekday e All Year
Lanakaaes. il l* ta teg PJW
t:M 9a t: M PM
CLOUD SATURDAY
Sunday and holiday
DiNNIR SIRVBO
ItsSO to S<SO P.M.
As You'll Like
It for
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURPHY, Halt
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occasions • Open Daily
Cherry t W, Grand Ste , IBiohelh, N. J.
AULISE’S
ONE OP NEWARK'S RESTAURANTS
SIRVINO THE ULTIMATE bt Italian
Pead*. All laodt coekad par arder.
_
• ALSO PIZZERIA •
Located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Aves., Newark
One Block tram Sacred Heart Cathedral
HUmboldt S-tStt - S-5771 Closed Tuesday*
"DOROTHY and WALTER WOIT WOULD LIKE TO SEE YOU*
"Traditionally Your* for 32 Yean"
LUNCHEON ★ DINNERS
SHCIAL OCCASIONS
PIERMONT ROAD
RED COACH INN
(Rnaf M,)
CLOSj
THR ORIOINAL OPRN DAILY
SWISS CHALET Banquet and
RESTAURANT Rm.m 17. * Wedding
RAMSEY, N. J. Tratfk circle Foclflff©s
DAvta 7-OSOO
COCKTAIL LOUNOE
fre. THREE CROWNS RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD
LUNCHEONS ...DINNERS
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY
HITCHIN' POST INN
UNION, N. J.
OUR SPECIALTY
WEDDINGS
. . .
. . . BANQUETS
Dancing Nightly
MUrdock 6-9836 • Lunchoons and Dinners
AI» CONDITIONED POR YOUR COMPORT
Center for Exiles
LONDON (NC) Byzantine
Catholics are planning to set up
a London center for exiled Bye-
lorussians.
Cure Speech Defects
At St. Anne’s Clinic
By Anne Mae Buckley
FAIR LAWN A small boy stuttered and stammered
his way through a prayer as a recording machine absorbed
the sounds. When it was over his mother and teacher
listened gravely to the play-back. Not one word could be
understood.
Twelve weeks later the little
boy recorded the same prayer.
The words of the Lord’s Prayer
came back clear and intelligent.
There was joy on the face of the
child, and his mother, and Dr. A.
Edmund Turner, the teadher, who
had patiently and scientifically
trained the boy into the habits of
normal speech.
DR. TURNER conducts a
speech correction clinic at St.
Anne’s School here, and six oth-
ers in Brooklyn, Queens, Manhat-
tan and Nassau. Since last March
he has helped 75 children and ad-
ults at the clinic at St. Anne’s.
Anew session of the clinic will
begin with registration Jan. 13,
1 to 6 p.m. in the school. The clin-
ic specializes in correction of stut-
tering, baby talk, nasality, fast
speech, lisping, high pitch, low
volume, monotone and cleft pal-
ate.
The need for such clinics is
pointed up by statistics which
show that about 2,000,000 or 5%
of those oVer five years of age
suffer from serious speech diffh
culties, according to Dr. Turner.
These difficulties, he continues,
hamper educational progress and
emotional and social develop-
ment.
“Pent up, speech - neglected
children,” he points out, ‘‘grow
resentful, bitter and anti-social
and may easily be drawn into
delinquency.”
Children from five to 15 and
some adults come to St. Anne’s
forDr. Turner’s clinic from many
New Jersey towns. The clinic is
open to non-Catholics and Catho-
lics alik«.
REV. CAPISTRAN PETRIE,
0.F.M., pastor of St. Anne’s, re-
calls that the clinic was begun
after the Sisters had noticed a
number of speech defective chil-
dren in the school. They had
heard of the success of Dr. Tur-
ner’s method in St. Joseph’s
Home and School for Boys, En-
glewood.
“Dr. Turner has done marvel-
ous work here,” Father Capistran
said. “I have noticed really vast
improvement in some of the chil-
dren I know very well.” A num-
ber of the students who attended
the clinic are now completely
cured of speech defects and no
longer need its help.
Sister St. Anne, principal of
St. Anne’s School, described Dr.'
Turner’s method of speech cor-
rection. It starts with relaxing
exercises that reduce tension,
she said. Next, Dr. Turner
shows the youngster how to con-
trol his mouth, throat and lar-
ynx muscles. Finally the child
is taught thought control-
speech defects sometimes result
from a child’s habit of thinking
so rapidly that his mouth can-
not keep pace with his mind in
expressing thoughts.
The child attends 12 sessions of
the clinic, each session lasting an
hour and a half. Dr. Turner in-
sists that an adult, preferably the
child’s mother, attend classes
with the child in order to learn
the technique. Part of the thera-
py is the 15-minute drill session
conducted by the parents twice a
day at home.
Comparison of the recording
made at the beginning of the!
course with that made at the end i
shows the results, almost always
amazing.
Dr. Turner a Brooklyn-born!
former teacher of public speak-
ing, was an induction officer dur-
ing World War II at Fort Bragg,
N.C., where he came upon hun-
dreds of recruits who had to be
turned down or placed on limited
assignment because of speech de-
fects. After the war Turner, who
had a bachelor’s degree from St.
John's College, Broomyn, special-
ized in speech therapy and com-
pleted three years of speech cor-
rection research at Fordham Uni-
versity to obtain his master’s de-
gree.
Since October, 1948, he has
helped over 2,800 children in the
metropolitan area to overcome
speech handicaps.
The faces of Bobby Eckel of Fair Lawn, his mother, and Sister St. Anne reflect their
joy as they listen to the phonograph record which shows the improvement in Bobby’s
speech after his course in St. Anne’s speech correction clinic.
OurLady of the Fruit
DARLINGTON This large, vari-colored plaque of "Our
Lady of the Fruit,” suspended over the chapel cloister en-
trance at Immaculate Conception Seminary, silently welcomes
the future priests several times each day.
They pass beneath the plaque each morning for com-
munity Mass and prayers; each seminarian visits the chapel
after the • three daily meals, and is welcomed again each
night for community night prayers.
The seminarians pray to have a participation in the frui-
tion of Mary, Mother of Priests, that success in their studies
and health may lead them to their work in the vineyard of
Christ to sow and reap abundance of good fruitful souls.
Founded by Convert
1st American Order
To Mark Centennial
NEW YORK—Dedication of anew chapel building and
an additional wing to St. Paul’s College in Washington on
Jan. 15 will open a year-long observance of the centennial
anniversary of the founding of the Paulist Fathers.
Announcement of the anniversary was made here by
Rev. William A. Michell, C.S.P.,
Superior General of the Paulist
Fathers, first Catholic religious
society of priests founded in
America.
Archbishop Patrick A. O’Boyle
of Washington will celebrate a
Pontifical Mass at the opening
ceremonies at St. Paul’s, the so-
ciety’s major seminary. Auxili-
ary Bishop Philip N. Hannan of
Washington will preach at the
dedication ceremony.
Father Michell said that the
centenary will be hailed in every
major city where Paulist houses
are located and that celebrations
will be Iwd every month during
the year. Among those taking part
will be Cardinal Spellman of New
York, Cardinal Mclntyre of Los
Angeles, Cardinal Stritch of Chi-
cago, Cardinal McGuigan of To-
ronto, and Archbishop Amleto
Giovanni Cicognani, Apostolic
Delegate to the U. S.
IN NEW YORK, where the so-
ciety’s headquarters are located,
the major celebrations will be
held Jan. 25-26. On the 25th there
will be a Pontifical Mass for all
the Sisterhoods in the metropoli-
tan area with Auxiliary Bishop
Joseph F. Flannelly of New York
officiating.
,
The following day, Cardinal
Spellman will offer a Mass of
thanksgiving at which Arch-
bishop Richard J. Cushing of
Boston will preach. Those serv-
ices will be held at the society’s
mother church, St. Paul the
Apostle, at 60th St. and Colum-
bus Ave.
The same day there will be
special services at Santa Susanna
Church, a Paulist church in
Rome set aside for Americans
there. Speaker will be Very Rev.
William P. Gaudreau, C.SS.R.,
Redemptorist Superior General.
FOUNDER OF the Paulist
Fathers was Rev. Isaac Hecker,
a convert who became a Redemp-
torist priest. He and five other
priests were dispensed from their
Redemptorist vdws in 1958 by
Pope Pius IX in order to organ-
ize the strictly American society
The society now numbers
221 priests and approximately
150 seminarians. There are 24
Paulist houses in the United
States and three abroad.
Dedicated to the task of bring-
ing the teachings of Christ to
those outside
,
the fold in the
United States, the work of the
Paulists falls into five categories:
mission preaching, direction of in-
formation centers, direction of
Newman foundations at tpajor
, colleges, parish work and pub-
lishing.
The Paulist Press Is consid
ered to be the largest publisher
of Catholic pamphlets and book
lets in America, more than 5,-
000.000 a year being printed. It
also publishes two monthly mag-
azines, The Catholic World, the
oldest Catholic monthly in Amer-
ica, and Information.
New Fordham Project
NEW YORK (RNSr An in-
formation exchange program, set
up with the cooperation of the
State Department, has been estab-
lished between Fordbam Univer
aity here and the Catholic Univer-
tity of Lublin, Poland
Catholic Digest Nearing
1,000,000 in Circulation
By Floyd Anderson
ST. PAUL, Minn.—A con-
verted cow barn on the out-
skirts of St. Paul, proudly
flying the United States and
Papal flags, houses the head-
quarters of the vast operations
of the Catholic Digest. And how
they have grown in the past 20
years!
Started in a small store build-
ing in the St. Paul Loop during
the depression days of 1936—and
then only as an aid, something to
boost a lending library—the Cath-
olic Digest operations now in-
clude:
•The Digest itself, which is
nudging the 1,000,000 mark in cir-
culation.
•Foreign editions in Ireland,
Germany, Italy, Holland and Bel-
gium.
•The Catholic Digest Book
Club, which may be the largest of
all Catholic book clubs now, with
over 30,000 members.
•The Decency in Reading pro-
gram, which secures subscrip-
tions to Catholic and general mag-
azines through campaigns in
more than 3,000 schools.
•And just started, the Shrines
of the World Club, a book club
that deals exclusively in books
and pictures of shrines of the
world.
THE PRESENT status of the
Catholic Digest operations is very
impressive; its beginnings were
quite the reverse.
Father Louis A. Gales, one of
the founders of the Catholic Di-
gest with Father Paul Bussard,
now publisher of the Digest, was
an assistant in a parish near the
Loop. He had a lending library in
a store building. Nobody wanted
to borrow any books, and he
wasn’t getting enough money to
pay the rent.
He thought it would stimulate
borrowing if he got out a little
Catholic digest of the books and
magazines. Father Bussard had
just returned to St. Paul from the
Catholic University of America,
where he had received his Ph.D.
in education, and Father Gales
asked him to help with the digest
of the books and magazines—and,
as Father Bussard says, “we
were in business.”
Also associated with the begin-
nings of the Catholic Digest was
Rev. Edward F. Jennings, as the
others a priest of the St. Paul
Archdiocese, who now has with-
drawn from the Digest operation
but handles "The Leaflet Missal,”
another publication.
THE CATHOLIC DIGEST op
eration is a big one. At the peak
jof operations each year, they
have about 170 employes. Most of
| these are at St. Paul, which is the
main office.
The Digest also has an office in
New York, which is primarily for
editorial work—the contact and
development of writers; publicity
and public relations; and head-
quarters for direct mail promo-
tion. The New York headquarters
also include the office of the di-
rector of the school subscriptions
jplan.
When the Catholic Digest first
began, practically all of its arti-
cles came from Catholic maga-
zines. The percentage is changing
now; and Father Bussard attrib-
utes it to the growing interest in
religion.
“You can hardly pick up any
general paper nowadays without
an article on religion,” he says.
"Therefore, the percentage of ar-
ticles in the Catholic Digest from
the general press is increasing in
accordance with the increase in
articles on religion in the general
press.” • „
The Catholic Digest has had a
tremendous growth circulation-
wise. “We have always tried to
become professionally compe-
tent,” he says. "We use all the
techniques of publishing, the best
techniques of publishing.
"We have never resorted to
any old-fashioned methods in
circulation or editorial policy.
Old - fashioned ecclesiastical
methods are asking for articles
for nothing, or asking writers
to write as an act of loyalty.
We always pay everybody, and
always have.”
THEY HAVE USED the same
professional approach in circula-
tion methods—to quote Father
Bussard again: ‘‘We have acted
just like any other magazine pub-
lisher." And in that he means
using every legitimate circulation
means to promote its circulation.
“We have dozens of things going
all the time.” One of these, for
instance, involves getting the
Catholic Digest into the super-
markets.
The Catholic Digest has made
money on its operations—and put
it right back into the business.
One of its most laudable projects
is its Braille edition. Each month
—and this was started in 1940
1.000 Braille copies are distribut-
ed free to institutions for the blind
and to many individuals. The cost
is financed in small part by dona-|
tions—but the Catholic Digest
makes up the heavy deficits.
SOME OF THE profits have
gone into the various foreign edi-
tions. Some of these operate on a
franchise basis—that is, they are
owned by individuals in the coun-
tries and they work on a franchise
basis with the U.S. edition of the
Digest. This is true of Katholis-
cher Digest, published at Aschaf-
fenburg, Germany, which now
has a circulation of about 150,-
000; and it is also true of the
Irish edition (identical with the
U.S. one) with a circulation of
100,000. There are also editions in
Italy, Holland and Belgium, which
have been only moderately suc-
cessful.
The Digest itself started a
Spanish edition, which ran for
four years. But the venture
proved unsuccessful, and they
were finally forced to stop it be-
cause of the tremendous deficits.
Father Gales is still associated
with the Catholic Digest as pres-
ident, but the main burden
of its operation falls on Father
Bussard, who is the editor and
publisher. And to him must go
much of the credit for its tre-
mendous growth through the past
21 years.
The Digest operation refleets
the personality of Father Bus-
sard—a calm, quiet feeling of
everyone knowing what he
should do, and doing It as well
as possible.
IT PAYS to advertise In The
Advocate more than 462,000
readers, 105,000 subscribers in
North Jersey.
Father Paul Bussard, publisher of The Catholic Digest,
in a thoughtful pose at his desk in the St. Paul office
of the organization.
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SELLS
new
carpets
TOO
Famous Brand Broadlooms
at down to earth prices.
Known for Quality
Cleaning since 1936
Showrooms Open
TUES. and THURS. till 9
FREE PARKING
1070 Magnolia Ave.
Elizabeth, N. J.
Elizabeth 3-8300
my in...ONLY *1 Opens
Your Savings Account
<sl
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mm
You can start a Savings Account with a
first deposit of just one single dollar. You
can have $50...5100...51,000...ten
thousand dividend-earning dollars faster
than you ever dreamed, once you’ve dis-
covered how easy, how satisfying, how
simple it is to save at The Trust Company
ofNew Jersey. Come in to any one of our
twelve offices today!
THE TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW JERSEY
Jersey City • Hoboken • West New York
Weehawken * Union City • Secaucus
Mtmbtr Fodorol Deposit ImnMl Corporation
m
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School jackets with match-
ing cap tops his school
uniform perfectly. Caps,
jackets and uniforms at
special prices for schools.
Phone EL 2-1144, Mr.
Keimer, Uniform Man-
ager, for details. We are
represented in Elizabeth,
Newark, Red Bank, White
Plains and Stamford.
OFFICIAL SCHOOL
UNIFORM OUTFITTERS
NATELSON
BROTHERS
91 BROAD ST. ELIZABETH
■ PERSONAL LIABILITY
Richard J.
Stanton
UNion 6-9266
GEntva 8-2599
Au^TATI
T*****" •••»»■»
• TOCK
MOTICTION
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
1 16 Washington Strr> t
MA 2-5071 Nnwurfc N J
The Growth Patter
in New
continue
strong Vhat happened in New Jersey in 1957?
Industry kept right on growing, commercial
establishments kept oh expanding, and residential
areas[continued to show a year of healthy growtl
A vacujum cleaner manufacturer builtanother
in the tame town in which it had been open
Many small firms merged with large nati
known companies. Ground was broken
large indusliial research laboratories. A largi
asphalt refinery was built. Plants were constructed
for the manufacture of baby products, surgical
dressings, soup, pauper milk bottles and electric wire
and cable. Large wavehouses for storing steel fumi-j
ture and built. Major cities forgi
ahead wjjhurban redevelopment, and shipping
Port Newark and on the Delaware
enlarged and improved.
All in all, it was a dynamic year of growth Wi New
Jersey, where 50 of the top 73 "Blue Chi
ponies in America are active. We have ev|
son to believe that this growth
will continue into 1958 plant
site inquiries so indicate.
To meet this growth. Public pv/woRLI
Service continues to enlarge its
facilities. We have expended
over $500,000,000 in the last fivi
(eons, and at the presenTlfme
istructing tare'e major
electric aeneratin^stations.
AV
RKITt
MUIC SIKVICI ELECTRIC ft Oil CO., HEWARK, R.
NBC to Feature
Roman Basilican
NEW YORK—Ten of the great
Roman basilicas, with their price-
less Middle-Age mosaics and mar-
ble work, will be featured in part
two of “Rome Eternal,” over the
NBC-TV network on Jan. 12 at
1:30 p.m.
“These examples of early
church building have never be-
fore been so closely analyzed by
the motion picture camera,” com-
mented Pulitzer Prize-winner
Paul Horgan, author of “Rome
Eternal.”
“Roma Eternal," a four-part
film series, that began on The
Catholic Hour last Sunday, pre-
sents for the first time on televi-
sion a documentary portrait of
Rome and Vatican City, past and
present.
The TV series was filmed in
Rome by NBC and the National
Council of Catholic Men after
more than a year of planning.
Hold Cana Meet
In South Hudson
BAYONNE Cana priests and
key couples from five south Hud-
son parishes met at an area meet-
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Jalowski here recently.
Purpose of area meetings is to
coordinate Cana planning and
promotion on the parish level.
Rev. Walter Deßold, Cana
Family Action director, ad-
dressed the couples on the prac-
tice of reciting Compline from
the Short Breviary for Lay Peo-
ple. The group closed its meet-
ing with a choir recital of Com-
pline.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Morgan,
Oradell, archdiocesan chairmen
of , organization, conducted the
session.
Nauseous Code Violation
Marks 'Farewell to Arms'
By William H. Mooring
One is not surprised that the
National Legion of Decency, in
placing David O. Selznick’s “A
Fairwell to Arms” on its “B”
list, registers strong objection to
two major situations conjured
from Heming- 1
way’s novel ofI
World War I.
One Hollywood I
trade paper in-
terprets the Le-
gion’s comment
as ar sign that I
Catholics are to
be more strong-
ly urged to stay
away from the
"morally objectionable in part”
films. "A Farewell to Arms,”
while technically excellent in
parts, strikes qie as a good movie
to stay away frotn.
“In the guise of dramatic
realism,” says the Legion, “this
film presents material in such
sensational and excessive manner
that it is judged to be morally
unsuitable for entertainment pur-
poses.”
This objection applies to end-
lessly long, clinically detailed
and utterly nauseating scenes of
agonizing and abortive labor,
followed by unsuccessful Caesar-
ian surgery, these are clear and
certain violations of Hollywood’s
voluntary code, which rules that
“surgical operations and child-
birth must be treated with dis-
cretion, restraint and within
careful limits of good taste.”
SELZNICK may claim to have
shown good taste, according to
his standards. He cannot rea-
sonably claim to have applied any
restraint or to have observed the
slightest discretion. For more
than 10minutes his film blatantly
plays upon the mounting agony
of a brave but piteously helpless
woman. Many secular critics de-
plore his gross excess.
“Harrison’* Trade Reports,”
privately circulated to theater
owners, describes these scenes
as “at once painful and fasci-
nating to watch.” They 'may
fascinate sadists. They will
more likely sicken or disgust
most normal people who have
paid Selznick’s high admission
prices hoping to be entertained.
Dangerous and unnecessary
dread of chftdbirth may be con-
veyed to many an inexperienced
young wife. Even those who
through unfortunate, personal ex-
perience may acknowledge these
scenes as “true to life” in the ex-
ceptional case, will not likely
agree that any woman, in such
circumstances, should be made
a public spectacle.
The incident of birth is a glori-
ous one in which woman makes
her noblest sacrifice for love of
God and man. There is no valid
dramatic reason why Seiznick or
any other film producer should
go so far in describing the phys-
ical cost. This movie outrages
human dignity, disregards human
rights to individual privacy and
insults the public by inferring
that its imagination has become
so jaded and its feelings so cal-
loused that this kind of "real-
ism" is necessary to reach the
modern movie audience.
THE LEGION of Decency fur-
ther points out that in “A Fare-
well to Arms” "there is not suf-
ficiently clear, moral compensa-
tion for undue emphasis on illicit
love." What I saw in the pic-
ture was “illicit sex,” which the
Movie Code says "shall not be
explicitly treated, nor Justified,
nor made to seem right and per-
missible.”
Selznick's film does not mere-
ly report upon illicit relation-
ship. It frequently, by action
and dialogue, involves the audi-
ence in occasions. It sanctions
illicit relations as the inevitable
consequence of a great love, al-
though what actually goes on is
unbridled gratification of sex In-
fatuation between an army man
and a war nurse who in the end
are too selfish to give their un-
born child a decent name be-
cause to do so they would have
to expose their own guilt.
If the Hollywood Code Admin-
istration is going to okay mate-
rial such as Selznick gets away
with in “A Farewell to Arms,”
the movie business may soon bid
farewell to its system of self-
regulation. And after that com-
pulsory film censorship, by pub-
lic demand, cannot be too far
off.
s
The Enemy Below
Excellent (Family)
A fight to the death between
an American escort destroyer and
a nazi submarine in South Atlan-
tic waters builds slowly at first,
then with deadly strokes of com-
bat strategy reaches a highly
suspenseful and awesome finish.
Special effects suggest the under-
water deployment of the sub, ex-
pert use of models being barely
detectable; Intermittent shots
take us first to the command and
gun quarters of one vessel, then
the other, as Robert Mitchum,
commanding the destroyer, and
Curt Jurgens, captain of the sub,
play their game of death.
Each in his own way declaims
against war, the pacifist note per-
meating the whole story. In a
spectacular climax the vessels
lock, the American officer risking
his life to save his adversary.
The Deep Six
Fair (No Rating Yet)
Overly long, unduly slow and
at times hard to believe, this
romantic-adventure story concern-
ing a New York Quaker (Alan
Ladd) who renounces his beliefs
against violence and war, serves
Ladd poorly and the Quaker sect
even worse. The fellow serves
on a destroyer during World
War II, is under suspicion be-
cause of his pacifist backgrounds,
but, in combat, shows himself a
fighter, thus winning the respect
of fellow servicemen and the
greater admiration and love of
his girl friend. Dramatically, the
film misfires.
All at Sea
Fair (Family)
The subleties of British humor
are not too well employed in this
English effort about a seasick,
ex-naval officer (Alec Guinness.)
scion of a long line of distinguish-
ed sea-dogs, who acquires an old
pier and against all the schemes
of a crooked mayor and corrupt
city council transforms it into a
stationary fun ship for the rock
and roll crowd. Situations that
might have been hilarious be-
come rather ridiculous and the
accents and postures of co-star
Irene Browne, as a beach conces-
sionaire whom Guinness takes in
as a partner, invite laughter at,
instead if with her.' Guinness,
who is able to do about anything,
finds it as much as he can do
to save this one, but there are a
few chuckles if you ignore tests
of credibility.
Pontiff Remembers
An Old Courtesy
WORMS, Germany Philip
Kuhn, doorkeeper and porter
for more than 30 years at
Worms Cathedral, once showed
the Apostolic Nuncio to Ger-
many through the cathedral.
The Apostolic Nuncio be-
came Pope Pius XII. On Mr.
Kuhn's 75th birthday, the for-
mer Nuncio awarded him the
Papal medal, “Pro Ecclesia et
Pontifice.”
JanuaryIntentions
The Holy Father’s general
intention for January is:
Christian Unity.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is: -
That the Japanese will come
to recognize the universal val-
ue of Christian Doctrine.
v
Current Plays in Brief.
By Joan The llusson Nourse, Ph.D.
New Play
Fun and Magic Amiable
program alternating satiric mono-
logues by Cornelia Otis Skinner
with feats of legerdemain by
Fred Keating.
Auntie Mam* Th* marry lit* of a
Bohemian lady of the '2oa. aomeUmea
recounted with risque .humor and pro-
fanity. ,
The Bella Are Itlnalns—Breesy musi-
eal about an impulsive answer-service
Itrl who can't help mothering her cli-
ent*.On* ehorua number rather sUmp-
Ug eoatuaaed.
Career—CauaUo off-Broadway drama
pointing up th* haiarda of th* acting
trade. Accept* divorce and lncludea
profanity 'and aome crude humor.
Th* Cave Dweller*—Saroyan’* ami-
able fantaay about aome ragged, hun-
gry haabeena grandly philoaophtzing In
their abandoned-theater ahelter.
Compulsion—Clinically detailed atudy
of the perverted perpetrator* of a thrill
murder. Pander* to morbid curioalty
through overly explicit handling of ab-
normal behavior.
Country V'lf*—Restoration comedy of
extra-m dt*l Intrigue, atrong on In-
decent humor.
Th* Dark *t th* Ten *« the Stairs—
Poignant drama of an iraaclble married
pair painfully groping toward mutual
underatanding. Include* aome -quite
candid diacuaalon of marital intimaciea.
Fair Cam* Garment dlatrlct com-
.edy with young divorcee heroin* fend-
ing off determined libertines. Harps
steadily on seducUon theme and glam-
orties loose-living types.
Oeod King Charles' Oelden Day
Uninspired Shavian talk-feat with an
amusedly tolerant view of royal in-
fidelities
I Knock *t th* Door—Eloquent new
readings from O'Casey's autobiography.
Permeated with author's hostility to-
ward religion.
Ice Man Cemeth Sordid plot, per-
blatant profanity and overall spirit of
warpod cynicism render obieeUonable
this lengthy drama of barroom doro-
Beta.
Jamaica Lively calypso vehicle
for aong-atyliat Lena Horn*. Some cos-
tume* are skimpy; some lyrics, ris-
que.
Julius Caesar Fiery, compelling re-
vival by Shakespearewrtghta of great
Poetic tragedy of political conspiracy.
LPt Abnor Rollicking musical ro-
ereatlag th* sany. eccentric world ef
Dogpatcn. U. I. A. Bom* inadequate
costuming and aporadie rtaquo Wts.
Long Day* Journey Th* harrowing
recriminations of a lapsed Catholic fam-
ily disintegrating spiritually through
drugs, drink and despair.
Look Back In Anger'— A vivid atari-
ling British play about a young mar-
ried pair bitterly at odds amid the
pressures of post-war Uving. Includes
some objectionable lines, and frowns
but lightly upon extra-marital love.
Look Homeward, Angel Strong,
compassionate drama of a sensitive
youth’s progress toward maturity. Re-
count* an unhappy Illicit love affair
with neither moral condemnaUon nor
approval.
Th* Makropoules Secret Curious
old
romantic melodrama, now and then
pausing for philosophic debate. Takes
no clear moral stand on illicit affair
woven into fantastic plot.
,***/*«, *Ju.4rt ~ spirited reviv-
■•of BchiUor'a, drama contrasting th*
still fiery though long Imprisoned Cath-
oUe queen and her uneasy, vasclllating
cousin Elisabeth.
Th* Most Happy Bella Superior
adult musical about a May December
■mrrlag* endangered by a brief illicit
affair. A few lapses in test* but hand-
bag of delicate main them* shows ar-
tistic restraint.
Th* Music Man—Fresh, exhilarating
new musical romance of IBIS lowa set
to a snappy Sousa march beat. Fine
for the family.
My Fair Lady Brilliant melodle
adaptation of Shaw’s comedy about th*
Cockney flower-girl transformed by the
proud profeseor of speech. Some low.
humor In scenes featuring her
raffish father.
New Girl In Town Well mad*
Broadway musical lighter In tons than
the original. "Anna Christie." Tends to
treat Immoral affairs with sympathetic
humor.
Nude With yielln Talky. sophisti-
cated comedy' satirising modem art.
Evinces generally tolprant attitude to-
ward illicit love.
Furpl* Dust Some hilarious rib-
bing of British snobs by canny Irish
tradesman, regrettably coupled with an
MS'v^ 110,e*om* Blot situation condoning
illicit affairs.
Richard 111 Vigorous production of
Shakespeare's grim tragedy of multiple
assassination.
Remanoff and Juliet Light, whim-
sical East-West romance set In a myth-
ical kingdom. Specialises In satiric digs
at typical Russian and American foibles.
Th* Rep* Dsncera Harsh, gripping
drama of marital discord Intensified by
mutual concern over a handicapped
child. Climactic scene gets excessively
esndid on connubial matters.
Tim* Remembered Enchanting
love story In a fantastic French setting.
Helen Hayes delights as a majestic but
balmy duchess.
Tunnel of Love Limp, sleaxy farce
making much of th* marital lap*** of
the smirk set ef suburbia.
West Sid* Story Stock modem
Romeo and Juliet" muaicsl, set amid
Manhattan teen-gang warfare. Accepts
unorthodox "private" msrriag* and In-
cludes much raw language.
Television Film Ratings
(Following U a listing Of lb* movies appealing on local television for the coming week. The
rating accorded them hr the Legion of Decency appears alter each ißm.iglkr
,
The Legion of Decency rated these films when they were first released. There may be changes
in some, due to cuts made when the films were prepared for television use. Generally, bouever, the
Legion of Decency ratings may he accepted as correct moral evaluations of these television films.
SATURDAY# JAN. 11
10 a. m (Sv Mix Mink lAdulu. AdnlaaronU)
IS 30 9m. tSl—Guilty of Titunn ifunlU l
1 p.m. <») Roundup Ttmo in Ttui (Family)
1 > m. <lSi—Drum* Alone tho Mohawk ifimllirl
S p m <Sv- Ramrod (Adult*. Adoloarontai
Opm. (Si- Savon W*r* Saved (Family)
3. 430 A TSO •m. (»‘ Suaplrlon t Adult*. AdolokCOnUl
4 pm. Svßlond Savaaa (Adult*. Adoloarontai
4 p m. (llv. Overland St**o Rakdor* (Family)
5 p m. (3>—lwtM Mi** iramily)
t pm. <l3* Michael Shayno. Private Dotoctiv* (Adult*.
Adoloarontai
Opm. tit— Dawn Patrol (Family*
t p m <•>—Rif Raff lAdulu. Adoloarontai
10 pm il3>—Riark Roan (Adult*. Adoloarontai
11:13 pm. (4V-Yellow Tomahawk (Adult*. Adoloarontai
13 90 a m. (4i- HUarked (Adult*. Adoloarontai
SUNDAY,. JAN. 13
I P* <3l—l'ndorrurront (Adult*. Adoloarontai *
ISO pm. <S) Letter Trom an Unknown Woman (Ohler-
ttonahloi
ISO pm. (Si-Rovin' Tumble wood (Pamilyl
3 A 0 pm (S>—Rluo# in tho Nloht (Ohjoctionablpl
3. 430 A 10 pm. (01 Suaplrlon (Adult*. Adoloarontai
10 30 pm it* -So Youn«. So Rad (Adult*. Adoloarontai
It pm (SV-loetdont (Family>
II II PP t3v Homaromlnp <Adult*.' Adoloarontai
ItSO am (SV-Ror Prom Indian* (Adult*. Adoloarontai
MONDAY, JAN. 13
10 a m A ISO *m *») -Private, Affatra of Rol Ami
•HaptiMßag*
11 am 4Tl— Ha * Ploeauro (Adult*. Adnloarontal
ISO pm. IT*—Nurdor I* Mow* (Adult*. Adotooronlai
3SO ».m. 131—Aland Up and riant ir*mu>>
0 pm. (0» -Red River Valley (Pamilyl
TSO A 10 pat (O' -Follow tho Ptoot (Pamilyl
litis pm (3*—l»y Dream la Yourt (Adult*. Adoloarontai
lIIS p m (Tv Remanro of Iho Rodonaoda tpaaatlyi
TUOSDAV. JAN. 14
10 *m 'Ti lt* a Ploaauro (Adult* Adoloarontai
ISO pm (T*-ttprdor to Not** (Adult*. Adoloarontai
33d pm (llv-RaoahMS tno Sound Parrter tp*nul>>
* dm (lli—Pitfall (Aduita. A dole eraat»)
3 30 pm. (3V-Lat* Goori* Aploy (Family)
0 pm. .01—Aidin' Down Ih* Canypn (Family)
T 30 A 10 pm. <S>—Follow theyFloot (Family)
0 p m. (51—Rluoa in. tho Nlaht/lOUocttonabl*)
1I:1S p.m. (3i— Mortal Storm /Adult*, Adoloarontai
11(10 P.R*. <T)—Komanro of tii* Redwood* (Family 1
WRDNOSDAY. JAN. II
10 a m. A ISO p m (01-Dark Nlrror (Adult*. AdolaaronU)
10 am. (TV-It’*!* Pl*a aur* (Adult*. Adoloarontai
1 30 pm. (TV-Murder la Nowa (Aduita. Adoloarontai
•■JO ► —Nr. Drabo'a Duels (Adult*. Adoloarontai
330 p.m.(UV-Intrt«u* (Adult*. Adolaarontai
S 30 pm.ISV-Act of Vlolonro (Aduita. Adoloarontai
T3O A 10 p m (SV -Follow tho Float (Family!
0 p.m. (Si-Rluo* In Uio Nlpht (Ohiortionabloi
11 IS Pm. (Jv-Lurky Lop* (Adult*. Adoloarontai
11:10 pm. (Tv-Romanro of iho Rodwooda (Family)
13 33 am. (3V~CeuntAr-Atlark (Adußa. Adoloarontai
THURSDAY. JAN. 14
10 am. A 1:30 pm. (Si-Follow That Woman (Family)
10 a m (TV-|f* a Ploaauro (Adult*. Adoloarontai
3 30 pm. (Ill—My Dear Sorrotary (Ohiortionabloi
I 30 p.m. (Ti—Murder la Nowa (Adult*. Adolooranta)
3:30 p.m (Si—Friendly Enomloa (Family)
4 pm (111— Trndor Year* (Family*
530 nm (J> Heavenly Pody (Adult*. AdoloaronUl
S pm (Si—Under Uallfornla Star* (Family)
TSO A 10 p.m. (Si-Follow tho Fleet (Family!
}l IS pm. <3l—Fmbrareabt* You (Adult*. AdoloarontaiI3 S0 am. (3> Final Hour (Adult*. Adoloarontoi
FRIDAY. JAN. IT
'• * * ■**■■• 'Si-F*bul*u* Doraav* (Family)
10 am (Tl-to'a a Ploaauro (Adult*. Adoloarontai
i.22 *'■' ,lTl - I* Now* (Adult*. Ado I*ooool****• *OV- Whtaportna Smith **. Scotland Yard (Adult*
330 pm. Hlv-Cry Danaor lObJortionable)
4 pm. (Ill—Nan Ootwaan (OblorNanabloi
Opm tOv-Oiher Spur* (Family!
TSO A 10 p m
(ov-Follow tho Ftoot Tamlyl
10 Pm dlv Oenday Dtnnor for 4 SetdSei (Family)
II IS pm. (3)—Or. Ehrlich 1* Maple (Adußa. Adoloarontai
110 am. (Si—Court Martial (OhforUanaMe)
MOVIES
Moral rating by Hie Mew York office of MW
National legion, of Decency with coopera-
tion of Motion. Picture Department, Inter-
national Federation of Catholic Alumna*.
r*H«g by William Mooring. Advocate movie erttle
•Outstanding ••'txcoll.m ’Fair a Weak
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
NEW MOVIES: Landing; Return to Warbow
Abductor* *
Abominable Snowman
Admirable Crichton
Acroaa the Brldce ••
All at Sea
All Mine to Give
Alligator Named Daiay
Apache Warrior
April Love *•
Around the World ta
Eighty Daya
Attack -of the Crab
Monitor
Badae of MarahaU
Brennan
Bailout at 43.000
Battle Hell ••
Beginning of the End
Bernardino •
Black Scorpion *
Bolahoi i
Bombera B-Sl ••
Bridge on River Kal
Buater Keaton Story ••
Chaaing the Sun.
Cnldlta Story
Courage of Black Beauty
Crooked Circle
Deciaion Againat Tim*
Deep Six
Deeralayer
Delicate Delinquent
Destination 00.000
Dragon Wella
Masaacre ••
Duel at Apache Well
Enemy Below
Enemy from Space
Escapade in Japan
Escape from Terror
Funny Face •••
Gentle Touch
Ghost Divera
Giant Claw
Girl Most Likely
God la My Partner ••
Gun Duel in Durango
Gun Glory
Gunsight Ridge *
Half Human
Happy Road •
Hell Canyon
Hellcats of the Navy *
Hired Gun
How
to Murder a Rich
Uncle ••
If All the Guys In the
World
Invaders from Mar*
It Conquered th* World
It's Great to Be Young
Invisible Boy
Jacqueline
Jamboree
James Dean Story
Jo* Dakota
Johnny- Tremain
Kettles on Old MacDon-
ald'* Farm
Kronos
Last Stagecoach West
Lawless Eighties
Let's Be Happy ••
Lord of th* Jungl*
Man Afraid •
Man in th* Road
Men of Sherwood Forest
Monolith Mohatera
Monster from Green
Hell
Monster That Challenged
•he World
Night Passage ••
Night th* World
Exploded
No Sleep Till Dawn
Noah’s Ark
Oklahoman
Omar Khayyam ••
Operation Madball ••
Out of the Clouda
Outlaws
Pawnee
Perri *••
Persuader
Plunder Road
Public Pigeon No. 1
Pursuit of Graf Spe*
••
Raiders of Old
California
Reach for th* Sky ••
Rid* Out for Revenge
Rising of th* Moon
*•
Rockabilly Baby
Sad Sack *
Saga of Satchmo
Search for Paradis*
Seven Wonders of th*
World
Slim Carter
Spanish Affair
Spanish Gardener
**
Spoilers of the Forest
Spook Chaser
Steel Bayonet
Stopover Tokyo
Story of Mankind
*
Tammy
••
Tarzan and th* Lost
Safari
Ten Command-
ments ••••
That Night
This Is Russia
Third Key
Three Brave Men *
Thunder Over Tangier
Time Is My Enemy
Tin Star
•••
Torero
Town Like Alice ••
30 Million Miles to
Earth
Under Fir*
Voodoo Island
World Was His Jury
Zero Hour •*
Morally Unobjectionable
for Adults and Adolescents
Abandon Ship
Affair to Remember •••
Amazing Colossal Man
Black Tent
Break In the Circle
Brothers Rico •
Careless Years ••
Cartouche
Cast a Dark Shadow
Chicago Confidential •
China Gate
Copper Sky
Counterfeit Plan •
Curse of the Demon
Dalton Girls
Death In Small Doses
Desk Set
D. I. •
Dino •
Doctor at Large *
Escapade
Flood Tide
Fort Bowie
Forty Guns ••
French They Are a
Funny Race
From Hell It Came
Fury at Showdown
Fuzzy Pink Nightgown
Garment Jungle
Green Eyed Blonde
Gun Fever
Guns Don't Argue
Hard Man
Hatful of Rain •••
Hear Me Good
Helen Morgan Story ••
Hell on Devil’s Island
Hit and Run
Hold That Hypnotist
Hot Rod Girl
Hot Rod Rumble
Hunchback of Notre
Dame
Illegal
Interlude *•
Iron Sheriff
Joe Butterfly ••
Johnny Trouble *f
Journey to Freedom ’
Jungle Heat
Killer on the Wall
Land Unknown
Legend of the Lost
Lure of the Swamp
Midnight Story
Monte Carlo Story •
Mdrder Reported
My Man Godfrey •••
Naked Eye
Naked ’in the Sun
No Down Payment ••
Oklahoma Woman
Outlaw’s Son
Parson and the Outlaw
Paths of Glory
Pickup Alley
Quantez *
Quiet American
Raintree County
Restless Breed *
Ride a Violent Mile
Ride Back ••
Rock All Night
Run of the Arrow
Saint Joan *
Sayonara (See below) *••
Sea Wife
Seventh Sin •
She Creature'
She Played With Fire
Sinner
Slaughter on .Tenth
Avenue
'
So Lovely. So. Deadly
Something of Value ••
Stakeout on Dope Street
Tall T
Taming Sutton’s Gal
3:10 to Yuma *••
Tiaiuana Story
Time Limit ••
Tip on a Dead Jockey
Treasure of Panche
Villa
Triple Deception
Trooper Hook *•
Unearthly
Unholy Wife ••
Unknown Terror
Vampire
Violators •
Voodoo Woman
Way to the Gold
••
Weapon
Wink of an Eya
Witness for the
Prosecution
Woman in a Dressing
Gown
Young and Dangerous **
Young Don't Cryi
of
Cer *ai " mor*l element* which *r* found In the trentment
S«y°n»r * muat be Interpreted In the Uaht of behavior pattern* in-aigenousto a pagan culture.
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
NEW MOVIES: Girl in the Woods
-
BonJour Trlstesse
Cabins
Darby’s Rangers
Gervaise
Peyton Place •••
Time Without Pity
Wild is the Wind
MorallyObjectionable in Part for Everyone
Action of the Tiger •
Affair in Havana
Affair In Reno
As Long as They’re
Happy
Baby Face Nelson •
Bachelor Party ••
Back From the Dead
Badlands of Montana
Band of Angels •
Bayou
Beau James *
Beautiful BatDangerous
Beauty and the Bull
Fighter
Bermuda Affair
Big Boodle •
Big Caper •
Black Patch
Black Whip
Blonde in Bondage
Blonde Sinner ••
Bop Girl Goes Calypso
Boy on a Dolphin
**
Buckskin Lady
Burglar
Calypso Joe
Calypso Heat Wave
Checkpoint
Crime of Passion •
Curse of Frankenstein
Daughter of Dr. JekyU
Decision at Sundown
Deep Adventure
Delinquents
Designing Woman *
Devil’s General
Devil’s Hairpin •
Disembodied
Domino Kid
Don't Go Near the
Water •
Dragstrip Girl
IS
and Anxious •
Escape From San
Quentin
Every Second Counts
Face In the Crowd
Farewell' to Arms
Female Jungle
Fernandel the Dress-
maker
Fire Down Below •
Flesh and the Spur
Flight to Hong (Cohg-
Girl In Black Stockings
Girl In the Kremlin
Girls tn Prison
Gold of Naples
Green Man
Gunbattle at Monterey
Gunfight at O. K.
Corral •
Gunslinger
Hell Bound
Hell’s Crossroads
Hidden Fear *
Hollywood or Bust**
House of Numbers ••
Invasion of the Saucer
Men f
Iron Petticoat •
I Was a Teenaga Were-
wolf
Island in the Sun ••
Island Women
Jeanne Eagles *
Jailhouse Rock • ,
Jet Pilot •
Joker Is Wild *
King and Four Queens*
Kiss Them for Me •
Lady of Vengeance •
Lafayette Eacadrllle
Land of Destiny
Les Girls *•
Little Hut i
Lizzie ••
'
Long Haul
Loser Takes AU
Lost Lagoon
Love In the Afternoon
Love Slaves of the
Amazon
Lover’s Net
Man in the Shadow
Man of a Thousand
Faces •••
Man on Fire
Man on the Prowl
Man Who Turned to
Stone
Mister Corey •
Monkey on My Back •
Mr. Rock and Roll
My Gun Is Quick
Naked Paradise
No Tima to Be Young
Oasis z
1.000 Years From Now
Pajama Gama ••
Pal Joey x
Panama Sal
Pantaloona
Paris Does Strange
Things
Portland Expose *
Pride and the Passion
Prince and the
Showgirl ••
Quiet Gun
Rainmaker ••
Raw Edge *
Razzia
Royal Affair In Ver-
sailles
Runaway Daughtars
Scandal in Sorrento
She-Devil
Sheep Haa 9 Legs. The
Short Cut to Hell •
Showdown at Abilene
Silk Stockings *
Story of Esther Costello
Stowaway Girl
Strange One *
Street of Sinners
Sun Also Rises *
Sweet Smell of Success*
Tsrnlshed Angela
Teenage Doll
This Could Be the
Night •
Three Faces of Eve
Top Secret Affair ••
Town on Trial
True Story oi Jaaee
James *
Two Grooms for the
Bride
Untamed Youth
Until They Sail ••
Valeria
Value for Money
Wayward Bus ••
Wayward Girl
White Sheik
Winner’s Circle
Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter
Woman of the River
Young and the
Passionate
Young Guns *
Zombiea of Mora-Tan
Separate Classification
.AJU**r*u ClaaeUlcaUon la (Iren to certain fllnu which, while
i offonslT#. roquiro Mm* anslysis and explanation as a protection*•
ayatnat wronf Interpretations and falso conclusions.;
STOR* The hiahlr propafandletic nature o< thia
eoatrovenial film (book burntns. antn-ommunlam. civil llbertlea) offara a
•»«*'-otmpimo<J »Bd atronalr emotional aolutiofl to b coraploz prob-
Mm of Aaeerlean lift. Ita apocioua araumantatend
aarloualr to bo mUlaadlßJ
and mlereproaentative bp roaaoo of an Inapt and dlatortad praaantatlon.
Condemned
Adorable Creature.
Bandit. Tho
Bad. The
Bine Anaa!
Daril In the rieah
Deawe rate Woman. The
Frauen Una
Frlo-Frae
Gama of Lora
01*1
Hu.band far Anna
I Am a Camara
Letter. From Mr
Windmill
Moon la Blna
No Orrhida far Mlae
Blandlah
One Summer of
Happlnem
Seven Deadlr Sine
Slna of the Borclaa
Snow la Black
Son of Slnbad
Yeuns and the Damned
• uuna aau tna Uimnw
ln. w'OM*N IFr -Kingaley) — Objection: The theme
1 lhl* film, developed in ,n atmoaphere of aenauallty. dwell
without relief upon euiceativenea* In coatumim. dialogue and aituaUona. In
J .Sfn.U° .0?k.P CiU? entertainment the extent and Intenalty of the
tradUlona*bmora°Uythl* PlCtUr* “naUtute an open violation of ChrlaUen and
fl 1 ™<Cr**kl — ObJecUont The them* and treatment of thla
,, 5 ol "• developed in an atmoaphere of aheer
llSVSLSTt Wt*Lnut jmdence upon augieaUveneaaln aituaUona.
costuming and dialogue. Excessive brutality. • *
la 00X1 — Objection: The aubiect matter, a* treated
*" “nfelU' unacceptable for entertainment motion picture the-
m°l*' ,ton* throughout, augfeatlv* eltuation* and
actions and unmitigated emphasis on sensuality. ,
Catholic Radio. Television
TELEVISION
SUNDAY. JAN. !|
Noon IT) Christopher Program.
Dennis Day.
tl«s pm. til) The Christophers.
1 TO pm. 14) Catholic Hour. Rome
Eternal
TUESDAY, JAN 1*
•JO a m III) RUhnp Fulton J. Sheen.
-Ufa b Worth Uving -
PRIDAY, JAN. IT
S.as P m <U>—Blue Army ef Our Lady
of Eatlma
, RADIO
SUNDAY. JAN. It
•IS am WNEW—"Sacred Heart.-
TIS am. WICA Hssr of SC Trenrls
• am WOB—Marten Theater
•« am. W sent—Hour ef Be Praacia
lI4S am. WABC—Christian baa AaNaa.
Rev. Bertie Roll. OPN. Cap.
WBCA Cathelie Hour “In
•J# pm. WMCA Ave Marta Hour.
Story ef Nether Laurens, re fenhdes
ef Oraymear.
•30 pm WVNJ—The Uving Rosary.
“ MONDAY, JAN. II
• pm. WSOU trw Sacred Heart
Program.
TUESDAY, JAN. If
S am. WSOU IPMJ - Sacred Heart
Program.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. IS
•am WSOU irw sacred Heart
Program.
MSmm. WINS _ st St.phee'a
Church. Nevana.
THURSDAY. JAN. IS
Ip.m. WSOU tPM> - Sacred Heart
Pregram
•JO am WSOU ITN) _ Ave Marta
Hour.
PRIDAY. JAN. IT
I p.m. WSOU (PM) - Sacred Heart
Program
MS pm. WBNX Perpetual Help
Nevena.
•JJMmpi. WSOU iPtf) _ Nee, ef St
*cj2mid w,ou - "•» •*
SATURDAY. JAN. IS
1 4S Pm WVNJ «. Ugtoh «f Harp.
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Special Weekday Banquet Arrangements
* SHOWERS •
l
i
RESTAURANT
Str**t
- SAMPLE MENU -
SOUP DU JOUR
Choice ofi
ROAST BEEF, Au Jui or
ROAST TURKEY, DRESSING
GfBLET GRAVY
VEGETABLE WHIPPED POTATO
ICE CREAM COFFEE
$1.50 PER PERSON
Alio Include! Flowers, Perm and Candiet
OTHER MENU ARRANGEMENTS AVAILABLE
4 Privet* Dining Rooms Accommodations to 500 I
Call Banquet Manager • ORANGE HIIJ • Ample Free Parking Area J
ADULT EDUCATION
ST. PETER'S COLLEGE
SPRING TERM
OPENS JANUARY 23
COURSES IN
Bookkeeping Classics English Italian Polish
Russian Investments Philosophy Public Speaking
Reading Improvement Theology Special Courses
in Digital Computing and Electronic Data Processing.
Send For Bulletin
ADULT EDUCATION DIVISION
2641 Boulevard DE 3-4400 Jersey City 6, N. J.
V
fcmrMl tollo,ooB.
fcy Mail
•r hi Parian.
WaPtyPaftaf#.
3i P«WsrCmphiMQUARTERLY
Accounts Invitod from $5to $lO,OOO
NEWARK FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
DIRECTORS OPFICIRS
Hu*h B*rn«* HARRY J. STEVENS Pre.ld.nt
HABKV J. Trvrpii, JR Vlc.Pre.ld.nt
R(rhiM° nH
olriti!rimn>. WALTER A. HUGHES .. Executive Vice-icnara . Fitzdmone President and Secretary
“’2" Jr- JESS 1. WASHERMAN Treaaurer l
Harold Leveen WALTER A. HUGHES. J» Comptroller
Richard A. McDonouch. Jr. FRANCES HILKO Aaa't Secretary
H* rrs'„*’; Tepperman
'
CATHERINE E. DALY . .Aaa’t TreaeurerDr. Ereeat Weater MARGARET KEPPLER
.. Aaa’t Treaeurer
COUNSRLi LOUIS BONDY L HENRY COYNE SAMUEL DRIjSKIN
508 CENTRAL AVI. cor.* Bth St., NEWARK 7, N. J.
Tel. MArket MMI Haunt Dally, * te 41 Friday, until t p.m.
FRIR PARKINO at 47 Se. It* St. .»• luat nerth at eur efflce
BARRA'S
for Banquets and Weddings
‘*********r“"rrrmfffrrrrrriffffff«
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED
/ »« >.
* »
»^urvrfffrrf»<
**oo Liberty Ave. UNIon 3-6758
North Bergen UNIon 3-9739
Consult Banquet Mgr. 8> Bridal Consultant Mrs. Barra
• HOME REPAIRS •
Carpentry Masonry Painting
JOE GOLDEN
BUILDER and
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
KENILWORTH, N. J.
39 N. 22nd STREET
RRidgs 6-9187
Tsl.i RRldgo 6-4914
• SINCf 1892 0
SCHRECK &
WAELTY
SNOW'GUARDS - VENTILATINO
ROOFING and
SHEET METAL
NIXAIITE - Bird larriar
LIGHTNING RODS
25-27 HAGUE STREET
JERSEY CITY 7, N. J.
OLdfield 9-4068 •
YEARS OF
SOUND
MANAGEMENT46
3\%
PEIARRIN
IfftcHv* July 1 , 1957
CONVENIENT
OFFICES...
HACKENSACK: Mtiit A ferry Sts.
*»• I Mr—’Miwl(«
CUFFSIDE PARK: 740 Andm An
TEANECK: CtdwUm K Urt* Am.
Oftm iKi m»
MIISADES PARK: 25) Frond An.
* 4||«l|
ovrr stt ,000,000
* Savnift Inturtd U flOfiOO
PUNTS FORIMOST IN PROVIDING THE FINEST...
• STORING • ALTERING • REPAIRING • INSTALLING
Tacked Down Carpets Cleaned
in Your Home
...
CAU THE PUNT NEAREST YOU NOW...
JANCOVIUS ■ BREHM'S I RELIABLE
Scy Clearnng Cos
196 So Oronqe Ave,
Neo rk, N J
1070 Moqnolio Ave.
Eliiabeth, N J.
Mitchell 21335
Mizobeth 3-8300
tyg Clean *g Cos
845 River Strec t
Paterson, N J,
MUlberry 4-3790
READY FOR THE PASTOR: Mayor Albert Moskin of Englewood, third from left,
purchases the first ticket for the dedication Party in St. Cecilia’s parish, Englewood’
The party, to be known as “Father Hubert Night,” will be held Jan. 25 in the new
auditorium. The affair will complete the parish celebration of the dedication of the
new facilities in the high school. Archbishop Boland will bless the facilities at 11
a.m., Jan. 18.James Fannin g. chairman of ticket distribution, makes the sale as C.
Floyd Coffin, treasurer of the businessmen advertising committee, and Rev. Hubert
McCarren, O.Carm., pastor, look on.
Two Swiss Priests Established
U.S. Capuchins 100 Years Ago
MILWAUKEE—The successful
efforts of two Swiss secular
priests to establish the Capuchin
Order in the United States were
recalled here at a special Mass
commemorating the centenary of
the establishment.
Very Rev. Mark Stier, 0.F.M.,
Cap., -rector of St. Anthony’s
House of Theology, Marathon,
Wis., filled in the history during
his sermon at the Mass offered
by Archbishop Albert G. Meyer
of Milwaukee.
THE TWO SWISS priests were
Haas and Rev. John
Frey. Noting the popularity of the
order in Switzerland, they became
convinced that it was needed in
America and sold Bishop John
Martin Henni of Milwaukee, an
old-time friend, on the idea.
Penniless strangers in anew
land, they arrived in 1856 and
Bishop Henni helped them select
a site for their friary, the corner-
stone of which was laid June 25,
1857.
But Dec. 2 Is known as the
order’s birthday, because it was
on that day that the two Swiss
priests became Capuchins. Fa-
ther Haas became known as
Father Francis, and Father
Frey as Father Bonaventure.
Father Bonaventure landed In
jail for one night when he bor-
rowed $2,000 from a local money
lender at a fantastic 36% interest
and was unable to make a pay-
ment on time. The court freed
him on Bishop Henni’s surety, but
once the monastery was complet-
ed Father Bonaventure ran into
more trouble—on Christmas Day
in 1869 the structure burned to
the ground.
But the order progressed and
in 1882 the midwestern province
was established to be joined in
1952 by the , newly-created New
York province.
THE BEARDED, sandled Ca-
puchins sometimes are called
“brown robes” because of their
ankle length habits, girdled with
white cords. They are one of
three Franciscan groups, each of
which has followed the rule of St.
Francis of Assisi, who lived sev-
encenturies ago.
There were 30 friars when the
Capuchin Order received approv-
al at Rome in 1528. The order is
now the fifth largest in the Cath-
olic Church with some 15,000 fri-
ars, including 900 in the United
States where the order has 30
monasteries.
Pray for Them
Fr. Kenan Cary Dies,
Passionist Author
UNION CITY - Rev. Kenan Carey, C. P., was buried
Jan. 7 at St. Michael’s Monastery, here after a Solemn
Requiem Mass at Immaculate Conception Monastery Church,
Jamaica, L. I. He died Jan. 4, at St. Mary’s Hospital, Brook-
lyn, after a lingering illness.
For the past 33 years, Father
Carey has preached missions and
retreats along the eastern sea-
board, being stationed for the
past five years at Holy Family
Monastery, West Hartford, Conn.
Father Carey was the author of
“Tinker’s Dam,” a successful
play presented at the Blackfriars
Theater, New York.
On the centennial of the Pas-
sionist Fathers in America, he
wrote the script for nationwide
dramatization of the life of St.
Paul of the Cross, their founder.
Among his best known works
are “The Cinderella Saint,” writ-
ten at the time of the canoniza-
tion of St. Maria Goretti, and
“The Apostle of the Second
Spring," life of Venerable Domi-
nic Barberi, an English Passion-
ist who received Cardinal New-
man into the Church.
Son of the late Arthur and Jape
Hawke Carey, he was born in
Brooklyn; attended St. John’s
University; was professed a Pas-
sionist in 1919 at St. Paul’s Mon-
astery, Pittsburgh, and was or-
dained at St. Michael's Monas-
tery Church here in 1924.
Surviving are two sisters, Jen-
ny Carey and Mrs. Nell Fitzger-
ald, both of Brooklyn.
Fr. Sheehan, O. P.
JERSEY CITY - An assistant
during holiday school vacation pe-
riods at Sacred Heart Priory here
for the past six years, Rev. Jo-
seph B. Sheehan, 0,P., died Jan.
3 at the priory. The funeral was
held Jan. 7 with a Requiem Mass
in Sacred Heart Church.
Father Sheehan at the time of
his death was a teacher at Aqui-
nas High School, Columbus. Or-
dained in 1926 after two years of
study in Jerusalem, he became
master of students at the Domini-
can House of Studies in Washing-
ton.
He is survived by a brother,
Rev. Austin C. Sheehan, 0.P.,
stationed at St. Catherine of Siena
Priory, New York, and three sis-
ters.
Sister M. Angeline
NEWARK A Requiem Mass
for Sister M. Angeline was of-
fered Jan. 8 in the chapel of St.
Michael’s Hospital here. She died
Jan. 5 after a long illness.
Sister M. Angeline was director
of the hospital X-ray department. I
Born in New York, she took her
vows as a nun in 1899 in St.
Claire’s Convent, Cincinnati. She
served as X-ray technician at
hospitals in New York, Jersey
City and west coast cities before
her assignment to St. Michael’s
29 years ago.
There are no immediate survi-
vors.
Sister Dolores
CONVENT A Requiem Mass
for Sister Gertrude Dolores was
offered Jan. 8 in St. Anne’s Villa
Chapel here. She died Jan. 5 at
All Souls Hospital, Morristown.
The former Mary Clynes, Sis-
ter Gertrude Dolores was born in
Jersey City, the daughter of the
late Matthew and Honora Healy
Clynes. She entered the Sisters
of Charity of St. Elizabeth on
Mar. 25, 1911, at Convent.
After assignments at St. James
and St. Columba’s Schools, New-
ark, and St. Agnes, Paterson, Sis-
ter Gertrude Dolores went to St.
Aloysius School, Jersey City, in
1934, and taught there for 23
years.
She suffered a stroke in Jan-
uary, 1957, and since that time
had been at St. Anne’s Villa here.
Surviving are two brothers,
Thomas and James Clynes.
Sister Louise Gaudet
CONVENT—A Requiem Mass
for Sister Louise de Paul Gaudet
was offered Jan. 3 at St. Anne’s
Villa here. She died Dec. 30 at
All Souls Hospital, Morristown.
Daughter of the late Paul and
Malvina Gaudet, she entered the
Sisters of Charity in 1904 and was
professed in 1907. Following her
novitiate training, she was as-
signed to Star of the Sea Acad-
emy, Long Branch, where she
served until she was retired to
St. Anne Villa, Convent, in 1948,
because of illness.
Besides two brothers and a sis-
ter of Newton, Mass., she is sur-
vived by her sisters, Sister Rita
Malvina of Blessed Sacrament
Convent, Jamaica Plain, and Sis-
ter Mary Eleana of Immaculate
Conception -Convent, Montclair;
and three nieces, Sister Anna
Jose, Sister Jeanne Bernadette,
and Sister Marian Therese, all
of the Sisters of Charity*
Frank J. O’Brien
NEWARK The funeral of
Frank J. O’Brien, 155 N. 15th St.,
East Orange, was held Jan. 8
with a Requiem Mass in St. Rose
of Lima Church here.
A member of St. Rose of Lima
Church Holy Name Society and
Father Washington Post, Catho-
lic War Veterans, Mr. O’Brien is
survived by his mother, Mrs.
Edith Schmidt O'Brien; a brother
and a sister, Sister Teresa Mi-
chael of Holy Trinity Convent,
Westfield.
Mrs. Bridget Archer
JERSEY CITY The funeral
of Mrs. Bridget Damey Archer,
formerly of Hoboken and Jersey
City, took place Dec. 28, with in-
terment in Holy Name Ceme-
tery. She died Dec. 25 in Wayne.
Predeceased by her husband
John, three sons and two daugh-
ters, she is survived by another
daughter, two sisters, 10 grand-
children including Sister Jean
Michele, All Saints Convent, Jer-
sey City, and four great-grand-
children.
W. J. Peterson
NEWARK Father of two
religious, William J. Peterson, 87
South Eighth St., died Dec. 28 at
home after a heart attack. A
Requiem Mass was offered Dec.
31 in St. Antoninus Church by his
son, Rev. Thomas R. Peterson,
0.P., Providence College.
Also surviving are his wife,
Mrs. Mathilda Collins Peterson
and two other sons including
Brother Stephen Peterson, 0.P..
a student for the priesthood at
the Dominican House of Philoso-
phy, Dover, Mass.
Mrg. Ellen Devlin
BOGOTA A Requiem Mass
for Mrs. Ellen E. Devlin, 58 Third
Place, was offered Jan. 4 in St.
Joseph's Church here. Widow ofi
the late James Devlin, she died
Jan. 1.
Surviving are two daughters
and two sisters, including Sister
Mary Catherine, Divine Passion
Convent, White Plains.
End Work on Spire
After 25 Years
ANTWERP, Belgium Work*
men arc removing the scaffold-
ing from the 400-foot spire of
the Cathedral of Notre Dame
here for the firjt time in 29
years.
The spire, built between 1420
and 1430, has been bolstered.
Holy Name
St. Anne's, Fair Lawn—Danny
O’Connell, second basemen of the
San Francisco Giants, will speak
at the January breakfast-meeting
Jan. 12.
St. Aloysius, Caldwell Msgr.
Cornelius J. Boyle, archdiocesan
director of the Council of Catholic
Men, will address members of
this group Jan. 13. Msgr, Boyle is
also spiritual director of the Es-
sex County Federation.
Sacred Heart Cathedral. New
ark— Maniio J. Polci was in-
stalled as president Jan. 10. Oth-
er officers are Samuel Sica, An
thony Ballotta and Anthony Pet
rozzino.
Arrange Public
Relations Talks
NEW YORK—The fourth annu-
al Public Relations Seminar spon-
sored by the Catholic Institute of
the Press will be held Feb. l kt
Cathedral High School, 50th St
and Lexington Ave.
Inaugurating "Catholic Press
Month," the seminar will consist
of a aeries of group lectures and
workshops conducted by public
relations/authorities for Catholic
religious, educational and frater-
nal organizations.
The 14th annual Communion
breakfast of the institute will be
held Feb. 2 at the Hotel Rooae-
velt, with Robert A. Morris, chief
counsel to the US. Senate Inter-
nal Security Subcommittee, as
principal speaker.
Apostolic Delegate
To Korea Named
VATICAN CITY (NCI-Msgr
Eganp Righi Lambcrttni. coun-
»lor of the Apostolic Delegation
in Great Britain, has been ap-
pointed Apostolic Delegate to
Korea.
He will HI! the post that has
been temporarily cared for by,
Biahep Thomas Quinlan. S.S.C.
Says Both Church and Faithful
Should Mirror Mary’s Ideals
DAYTON Both the Church
and the faithful should mirror the
ideals personified in the Blessed
Mother, Rev. John F. Sweeney,
S.J., of Woodstock, Md., declared
here as the Mariological Society
of America held its annual con-
vention at Dayton University.
The faith of the Church is des-
tined to grow, after Mary’s ex-
ample, by explication and puri-
fication until it gives way to the
vision of God, he said.
However, he noted, the differ-
ence in holiness between Mary
and not only the faithful but the
Church itself is that both can fall
below Mary’s ideal. There is al-
ways the fear, he said, that “the
ideal of personal holiness en-
shrined in Mary’s earthly life will
not come to the same full flower-
ing in a Church made up of sin-
ful men.”
FATHER SWEENEY drew an
analogy between the virginity of
Mary and the purity of the!
Church’s doctrine.
“The Church is virginal above
all,” he said, “because she has
as spouse never betrayed the
Bridegroom’s trust by the adult-
ery that is apostasy or heresy
. . . In the virginal purity of faith
born of love, she brings forth sons
and daughters unto God, and with
maternal solicitude guards and
guides them, as Mary guarded
and guided the Son of God Whom
she brought forth.”
AMONG THOSE honored at the
convention was Rev. Juniper B.
Carol, 'O.F.M., of Paterson. Fa-
ther Carol, executive secretary,
founder and past president of the
society, received its Marian Li-
brary Medal for his book, “Fun-
damentals of Mariology,” pub-
lished by Benziger. He was re-
elected to a two-year term as
secretary. /
Also honored was Rev. Cyril
Vollert, S.J., of St. Mary’s Col-
lege, St. Mary’s, Kan., given the
Mariological Award for signifi-
cant contributions to Marian the-
ology.
Father Vollert said that Mar-
iology stands in the foreground
of theological interest today. A
deepening interest in the
Church, he asserted, is paral-
leled by a deepening interest in
Mary.
“The most fundamental princi-
ple of a theology of Mary,” he
contended, is “the divine mater-
nity of the Blessed Virgin.” All
the other attributes of Mary, he
maintained—including her virgin-
ity, her Unique place as a media-
tor, her intimate association in
the Passion and her positioh aa
“Mother of us all”—can be de-
duced from her divine maternity.
Re-elected with Father Carol to
two-year terms as officers were:
Rev. Eamon Carroll, O. Cam.,
Washington, president; Rev. Wal-
ter Burghardt, S.J., Woodstock,
Md., vice president, and Rev. Ar-
mand Robichaud, S.M., Framing-
ham, Mass., treasurer.
Rev. Vincent Nugent, C.M., and
Rev. John Harvey, 0.5.F.5., were
named to the hoard of directors.
St. Peter’s Adult
Courses Open Jan. 23
JERSEY CITY The Spring
term of St. Peter’s College Adult
Education Division will begin
Jan. 23 with six five-week courses
and nine 10-week courses. Sub-
jects include bookkeeping, clas-
sics, English, Italian, Polish, Rus-
sian, philosophy, public speaking
and theology.
The special course in reading
improvement will be repeated.
Students will be divided into two
sections, one on Tuesday* and
Thursdays from 7:30 to 8.30
p.m.; the other from 8:45 to 9:45
p.m.
St. .41oysius Players
Plan Variety Show
[ JERSEY CITY A variety
show for the benefit of the church
building renovation fund has been
scheduled for three performances
by the St. Aloysius Players here.
The show will be given Feb. 9,
13 and 14, with a cast of parish-
ioners directed by Freddy Sleck-
man.
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Donahue's Florisl
170 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
HUmboldt 3-2224
NEWARK NEW JERSEY
In Time of Need '
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
| ESSEX COUNTY
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
PLymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntrlair 2-0005
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
ROBERT LEE FUNERAL HOME
394 PARK AVE. cor. High St.
ORANGE, N. J.
OR 3-0935
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
•ERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.\
,
HUmboldt 3-073
PETER J, QUIF
Funeral Dir
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
JOSEPH J. FINNERAN
102 SO. CLINTON STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. ).
ORange 3-0022
L V. MUHIN ft SON
976 BROAD STREET
•NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3 0660
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboJdt 2-3333
GORNY * GORNY
MORTUARY
$99 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
BERQEN COUNTY
JOHN J. FEENEY
70 MONMOUTH ROAD
GLEN ROCK, N. J.
. MUIberry 4-4396
THOMAS J. KELLY, Inc.
37 WEST MAIN STREET
BERGENFIELD, N. J.
DUmqnt 4-1286
THOMAS J. DIFFLY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbiter 2-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
*
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATlai 8-1362
LAWRENCE G. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOurnal Square 4-0579
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD 1 BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
HUDSON COUNTY
james a. McLaughlin
: 591 JERSEY AVENUE •'
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
*
•
JOurnal Square 2-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
THOMAS M. O BRIEN
A SONS FUNERAL HOME
984 AVENUE C
BAYONNE, N. J.
FEderal 9-0220
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
HOboken 3-1455
HOboken 3-1456
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
UNION COUNTY
DANIEL J. LEONARD & SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N.' J.
ELizobeth .2-5331
MILLER FUNERAL HOME
Leo F. Bonnworth, Director
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
EL 2-6664
PATRICK l WERSON
635 NORTH WOOD AVENUE
LINDEbIrhM,
Linden 3-4119
'
-
OORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELizobeth 2-1415
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PUCE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
OORNY * OORNY
.MORTUARY
319 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-3400
Per listing in this section coll The Advocate, MArfcet 4-0700
Classified
MATTRESSES
■HAND NSW FACTORY ISJSCTS
Full, to, Twin, Sinn In Cnt
Alto Sonin OnnO Trndn-lnt
ALBEN BEDDING
MANUFACTURING
H> Nn. Fork St., Snot Ornnnn
Daily f am. In * n.m. Sun Mr. Rrav
Tn»n* man, 11 ynarn nM, doairot
laurdna tkit nwmmnr, an a «#m-
>OX ISO. TNI AOVOCAII.
II CUataa St , Nnwark 1, N J.
NOUS! KM UK, NORTH ARUNOTON
OUIIN OF FIACI FARISH
3 badtuoma. huh on aorond. nun har-
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York, jnronr CM* aad iaral Cronoaorta-
tlaa. and all oohooU and charohaa.
CaH kSARNY t Salt
lor aptxrintmrnl Na adnata.
FURNISHED ROOM
WROT. SUNNY, frivati room.
ROWVIUI SKI lON a- NTWARK
RUSINWS WOMAN OR NURSI.
HU 2-24 M
ASTIR 7 F. M.
Modern
Air-Conditioned
BANQUET FACILITIES
available for
• WEDDINGS
• COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• ALL SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
For retervationt phone
MA 2-1000
- ROBERT
TREAT
•
A KNOTT HOTEL •
50 Park Place, Newark
bysov® •orr'
A*
J*N
Irorn
Sm rn w by Ml ~,«•pay
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SAVINGS mu w
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■UKM2-HM
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Om*t, *-4j WfO. (VII. la • FJM. I
NOW Your opportunity
to get the Right Deal
on an OLDSMOBILE
FROM THE RIGHT DEALER
•
STOP IN SOON AND FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
CADILLAC • OIDSMOBILIV^cOMPANY
Paterson • Passaic-Clifton • Ridgewood
c
rt\J^DREDTH ANNual
THE HOWARD SAVINGS
INSTITUTION
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
December 31,1957
ASSETS
Cash onHand and Due from Banka..
United States Bonds .. J
Other Bonds* f...
Corporate and Bank Stocks
Mortpaco Loans: Conventional*
V. A. Guaranteed.
.
F.H.A. Insured . ..
Other Heal Estat#
Other Loans
Banking House Properties
Other Assets
•Not, m(\»r RtMrvM
Par Vk/u« ot Bond*plmdg+d to Mcurt
fiduciary lUbilittM . . . #500.000.00
$ 11,902,256.89
53,267.541.44
74,541,028.68
12,353,464.95
105,310,979.42
106,133,272.14
29,265,554.81
2,796.98
670,456.61
3,675,000.00
7,147,717.85
$404,270,969.77
LIABILITIES
Due to Depositors $367,035,597.56
Dividends, Interest Payable, Accrued 893,029.19
FundsHeld in Escrow 3.331,188.73
Other Liabilities U43.427.12
Reserve for Contingencies 3,000,000.00
Surplus 28,767,727.17
' $404.270,969.77
rrke
HOWARD SAVINGS
institution
TktLnr[tit Sefinji Bank In Stw Jtruy
F.itiblithed 1857
MAIN OFFICE, 788 BROAD ST., NEWARK 1, N. J.
BHANCHES IN NEWARK,
Bloomfield Ave. it Clifton Ave. South Orange Ave. at SindfordAve.
Springfieid Av*. it Bergen St. Pline St. itRiymood Blvd.
IN SOUTH ORANGE: South Orange Ave. nearLackawanna Station
Atrmtur Ftdtral D/posit /nsurantt Corporation
SPEECH DEFECTS
CORRECTED
The six Catholic Speech Correction Clinic* in Fair Lawn,
N. J., Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queen* and Na*tau will
register children and adult* afflicted with ituttering,
baby talk, lisping, nasality, fa*t speech, low volume,
high pitch, monotone* and cleft palate, this week.
TENTH YEAR
OVER 3.700 STUDENTS
READ CAREFULLY:
These clinic* have attracted so many people because
they ore getting results. Parent* and children are both
trained In the correction process. Recording* are made
of the beginning and end of each course to measure
improvement. Prayer is on important part of the therapy.
In New Jersey registration will be held at
St. Anne's Scheel, Fair Lawn, on
Menday, January 13th from I to 6 F.M.
TUITION:
$42 00 per course of 13 session* for children and
,
$73.00 per course of 13 sessions for adult*.
For further information call the Director, A. Idmund
Turner at MOW* 4-00*1 In Now York City
10 A M. to Noon.
New Contest for New . Year Provides Young Advocates
With Food for Thought; Opportunity for Painting
A NEW CONTEST for the
new year! Read about it now,
and we hope you’ll love it
The contest concerns ttfo
very wonderful things, two of
the most precious possessions
of people. The contest is all
about truth and love. ,And ifs
for both divisions of the Young
Advocate Club.
DID YOU EVER stop to think
what it would be like if there
were no such thing as truth?
We can’t see truth, or touch-
or smell it. Yet even the
youngest among us in the
Young Advocate Club knows
what truth is.
We know that the things God
has told us about Himself, and
His Church, and His saints are
true. We know that it is
wrong to speak against the
truth to tell lies. We know
how good it is to know people
we can believe our parents,
Sister in school and other good
people we know.
Just imagine how it would
be if we could believe no one,
if we had to find out every-
thing for ourselves, if no one
spokfe the truth, but only lies!
WE CANT SEE love either.
Nor can we touch it or smell
it. Yet we know what love is;
we know how very nice It is to
be loved. And how nice it is
to love.
Wouldn’t it be horrid if we
did not know that God loves
us? Suppose He'had not sent
His Divine Son out of love to
save us? How lost we would
all be— without God’s care
and protection, without His
Church and the Sacraments,
without His kindly ear to our
prayers.
And what if people did not
love each other? Suppose you
didn’t have the love of your
parents, of your friends? Sup-
pose you never wanted to do
kind things for people simply
because of your love for them?.
Without love, not only nations,
but also individual people
would be constantly at war.
DIVISION I of the Club
(gather ’round all you fifth,
sixth, seventh and eighth grad-
ers) will concentrate on the
truth section of our new con-
test. You advanced scholars
are more aware of the dangers
to truth that are abroad in the
world today. *You have read in
newspapers about communist
domination of people’s bodies
and minds. You know of the
thousands of people behind the
iron curtain who never have a
chance to hear the truth.’
Possibly you elder members
of the Young Advocate Club
have come to realize that even
in our own dear land we are
sometimes subjected to lies in
the press, in movies, on radio
and TV. No doubt your teach-
ers have begun training you to
see the difference between the
true and the false. And no
doubt they have begun intro-
ducing you to helps in finding
the truth.
ONE OF THESE helps is the
Catholic Press. Now you have
a strong clue to the matter of
our new contest! It’s January
now, but February is not far
off. And February is Catholic
Press Month. And the slogan
of Catholic Press Month this
year is “Get the Whole Truth
—Read the Catholic Press.”
The secret is out. Division I
has for its new Young Advocate
Club project a poster -contest
on the Catholic Press!
ON PAPER or cardboard—-
which must measure 12 by 15
inches—paint, crayon, or pencil
your original idea for promot-
ing the Catholic Press. You
may take advantage of the slo-
gan: “Get the Whole Truth-
Read the Catholic Press.” You
may show what the Catholic
Press means to you or to your
family. Or you may advertise
your favorite Catholic publi-
cation.
'
You need not be an artist to
succeed in the contest. You
need only a good idea neatly
presented.
You’ll want to get busy soon
—last year’s Catholic Press
poster contest drew 777 entries
competing for the three prizes
of $5, $3 and $2. Let’s hope
our new contest may be just as
successful, or more so.
AND NOW for our bright
young members 1 Attention pu-
pils of kindergarten, first, sec-
ond, third and fourth grades.
Your Young Advocate assign-
ment is love.
Perhaps yop remember last
year’s Jjnuary-February con-
test in which Division II mem-
bers made valentines for their
parents. Maybe you >«re one
of the 803 children frho entered
the contest to illustrate them
love for their parents and to
compete for the prizes.
Because last year’s valentine
contest was such a heart-warm-
ing success we are trying the
same thing again. And we are
offering three prizes to Division
ll—ss for first, $3 for second,
and $2 for third.
ARTISTIC ABILITY is not
necessary in this section of our
contest any more than it is in
the poster section. What we
want is your own idea of what
a valentine for your parents
should be.
Would you like to decorate a
big red paper heart with lace?
Would you like to paint roses
on a white background and
write of your love for your Mom
and Dad inside? Would you
like to write a little poem un-
der a picture you’ve drawn to
tell your parents how dear they
are to you?
'
,
The important thing about
your valentine is that it be all
yours. Kits for making val-
■ entines are available in Stores
but for the contest we do ppt
want these we want some-
thing you have thought up,
drawn and lettered all by your-
self out of love for your par-
ents.
BOTH DIVISIONS of the
contest begin right now. It’s
never too soon to get your en-
try into the hands of the
judges. It will close Wednes-
day. Feb. 12.
So start thinking, Division I
members, of the Catholic Press
and truth and your poster.
And get busy, Division II
members, with love and a val-
entine for your parents.
The Young Advocate box on
this page will give you all the
details.
We’d love to receive your
entry soon —and that’s the
truth!
A Column for Growing-ups
Let’s Make Things
By Norah A. Smaridge
DO YOU GET many bookmarks in your mail? If you
are a “great reader” this is probable! People seem inclined
to bestow bookmarks on omnivorous readers who—amus-
ingly enough—are the last people who need them; usually,
a "great reader” can find his place without any trouble.
A priest I know encloses charm-
ing bookmarks with his letters;
most of them nave verses by the
Trappist monks of the Abbey of
Gethsemani.One
of them, receiv-
ed on a gloomy
day, began very
appropriately,
“God grant that
I may see the
humorous side
of things —The
little things'that
bother me now
and then . . .
”
An original bookmark popped
up in a letter from a Poor
Clare nun, whose community in
Wales is trying to build anew
convent. It showed a wall, a
pile of scaffolding, a little
shrine of Our Lady, and a Poor
Clare nun with her hands
raised in prayerful entreaty.
A teenager I know has a fine
collection of bookmarks. One very
old one is of the ribbon variety,-
with a hand-embroidered mono-
gram down the center; it com-
pares nicely with a recent ver-
sion, machine-embroidered with a
gay Christmas Resign. An un-
usual one is made of heart-shaped
celluloid, with blue forget-me-nots
surrounding a text from the New
Testament.
YOU CAN MAKE pretty and
individual bookmarks yourself,
for your own use, for party fav-
ors, or to tuck into letters to
your friends. Hunt up materials
first, and practice with old
Christmas cards, using such
things as decorative foil.
Contact wall coverings (which
come In wonderful colorings and
designs) and plastic tapes are
easy to shape and as strong as
leather. You will find some that
look exactly like leather, in
shades of green, brown and
wine. Others look like birch bark
or other woods.
Personalize them by adding
your friend’s name or monogram,
using embossed metallic letters.
Or try velvety cut-out decora-
tions, glueing them on securely
with rubber cement.
Scraps of felt, colored plas-
tic from old handbags, gros-
grain ribbon, all make good
bookmarks. Glue two pieces to-
gether, back to back, to make
both sides attractive. If nec-
essary, stiffen them by gluing
them over thin cardboard. Add
decorative touches with paints,
machine stitching, cutouts, or
decals in tiny patterns.
A novel, easy-to-make book-
mark can be fashioned from two
triangles of supple leather. Make
sides of 3V4 inches, and curve
the third side. Sew the straight
sides with an overlapping stitch,
using strong thread. Leave the
curved edge unsewn so that the
bookmark can be slipped over the
corner of a page. Any kind of
ornamentation can be applied; a
pretty idea is to paint a geo-
metrical design on it in gilt paint.
MAKE YOUR MOTTO perma-
nent —then you can hang it
in your bedroom as a daily re-
minder. Here is a good way to
do it. Take a board, about a foot
long and 9 inches wide. Get your
father or brother to cut the edges
“square” and rub with sandpa-
per (if you're not the handy
type!).
Next, print the wording of
your motto in pencil on the
face of the board. Do this as
neatly as possible, keep to
straight lines, and be careful
of the S|iaclng. When all the
words are on the board, Une
them In with steel nails, of the
kind used for soleing shoes. If
the heads of the nails are so
close together that they touch,
the effect will be surprisingly
clear and attractive.
Parents Group
Slates Lecture
Bt. John's, Orange—The St. La-
Salle PTA will meet Jan. 14 for
a talk on Catholic education by
Brother G. John, director of West
Philadelphia Catholic High
School.
St Adalbert’s, Elisabeth A
Christmas party was the featured
event at the recent meeting
of the PT\. About 390 mothers
attended.
Lives of the Saints
America's Saint
This is the fifth in the series
of "Lives of the Saints" for
children. We are indebted to
the Sisters of the grade schools
of the Archdiocese of Newark
andthe Diocese of Paterson for
their help in preparing chil-
dren for the acompanying
photographs.
THE THRILLINGthing about
this week’s saint is that she
spept many years of her life in
our vPryown country, the Unit-
ed States' St. Frances Xavier
Cabrini, the first and only
American citizen to be named
a saint of the Church, walked
on American ground, spoke our
language, looked on the very
same surroundings that we see
St. Frances Xavier Cabrini
is portrayed by Catherine
Capone of Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel School, Jersey City,
which is staffed by the
Religious Teachers Filip-
pini. St. Frances Cabrini’s
feast day is Dec. 22.
in our country. And all the
while she was working toward
her sainthood.
St. Frances Cabrini, whom
you may have heard called
Mother Cabrini, did not have
an easy life. She had to over-
come difficulties, disappoint-
ments and opposition. But by
accepting the will of God and
working as hard as she could
for God and for people who
needed her, she attained great
holiness.
HER STORY begins in July
where she was born in 1850.
(She became an American lat-
er when she brought her reli-
gious community to the United
States.) The youngest of 13 chil-
dren, Frances Cabrini always
dreamed of becoming a mis-
sionary Sister in China.
She used to dress her dolls as
Sisters. She liked to make pa-
per boats and float them in the
river—she would load the boats
with violets and pretend they
were Sisters sailing to foreign
lands. She gave up eating
sweets because in China she
would not have them.
But when Frances grew up
and tried to enter a Sisterhood
she was turned down because
of poor health. Finally she was
asked by her Bishop to found a
community of Sisters to take
care of an orphanage. Later
they became known as the Mis-
sionary Sisters of the Sacred
Heart. ,
STILL SHE WAS not to real-
ize her dream of going to Chi-
na. People began urging her to
take her Sisters to the United
States to help Italian immi-
grants, and though St. Frances
did not want to come here, she
went to Pope Leo XIII to learn
God’s will in the matter. Pope
Leo said she must forget about
going to China and travel in-
stead to America.
St. Frances Cabrini arrived
in New York harbor-on Mar.
31, 1889, with six of her Sisters.
Imagine bow she must have,
felt! This was a strange land
whose language she did not
know. For the first time she
met people who were not Cath-
olics. And even the convent in
which she and her Sisters were
to live was not available when
they arrived.
She may have been afraid
and discouraged but she said,
“The Pope sent me here, and
here I must stay.” And she did.
SHE FOUNDED orphanages,
hospitals and schools across the
country. Her work took her to
Chicago, New Orleans, Seattle,
and even to South America.
Sometimes people opposed her
as she tried to found new mis-
sions, but with great energy
and purpose she overcame dif-
ficulties.
She felt that it was not her
work, but Our Lord’s, which
made It possible to try difficult
things with confidence.
And the work she undertook
in this spirit was blessed with
success. From 18801 to 1907
just 27 years—her Sisterhood
had grown from eight members
to over 1,000 in eight countries
of the world. St. Frances Ca-
brini had founded more than
50 schools and hospitals.
Her health, no doubt strained
by the rigors of her life, began
to fail in 1911. She died Dec.
22, 1917, in her convent in Chi-
cago with no person present
in
her room.
Because Dec. 22 is the data
St. Frances left the world, it is
that day upon which the Church
honors her. She was canonized
in 1946.
PRAY TO ST. FRANCES Xa-
vier Cabrini when you have dif-
ficulties to face. Remember
how firmly she sought the will
of God and how loyally she
tried to fulfill it.
And as our country, which
she adopted as her own, faces
the beginning of another year,
ask St. Frances Xayier Cabrini
to bless America, to pray for
her statesmen, and to Intercede
for the spiritual well-being of
her people.
St. Frances Cabrini
Gift for Pope
VATICAN CITY (NC) Six
children representing the 400,000
members of the association of
Italian Catholic children, recent-
ly presented Pope Pius XII a
fund of $2,400 for the African
missions.
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CONTINENTAL
BICYCLE SHOP
Schwinn Columbia Huffy
and Assorted English Bicycles
Hobbies
BICYCLES
Repairs &
Accessories
T. A. KERNS, Prop.
OR 3-3776
Free
Parking
91 RIVER DRIVE PASSAIC, N. J.
Be sure you get the BEST.. always ask for
FISCHER'S
enriched BUTTERCUP
Sm that your children get enough nutritious
extra enriched Buttercup Bread with metis, ss
sandwiches or at an after school snack. And.
try Pitcher's Buttercup yourtell and you’ll see
why more and more families are enjoying the
healthful benefits of this deliciousbreed.
i
mm
U
Ifil
Your Neighborhood Pharmacist Says
...
BRING YOUR
m/>% •(fit
TO US...
NEWARK
Lite PHARMACY
• A (R*rw Mfrtwnw. PriH
Eotohluhod ovOr 30 pun
Pour RodioMrod Phnrmortoto
Pro* Dollvorr Ooon Evorr Dor
Prom • am to II pm
PM Mt. Pro*port Avonuo cor.
AAOfllClolr Avonuo
HO M7« Nowork. N. J,
ELIZABETH
OLIVER * DRAM
OIUORIITI
•- •• Lrono. too. Mur.
EoUbllohod 1170
Proof ripltono Collod (or
ond Dott'orvd
m N. Brood »».. Iliuboin. N. I.
ti lllioboth 1-1114
WESTFIELD
CRNTRAL PHARMACY
Mlohool J. Cormolo. Ron Pkor.
ProofrtptU.no ( orofultr
Compoundod
Druoo Porfumoo - CoomoUco
- Rick Room SoppUot
4*4 Control Avo.. Wltttiot* MOM
NUTLEY
BAY o*u« CO.. INC.
ProoerlpUono Promptly PlUod
(MM Dm ' "l>ru*o ond CoamoUco
Bohr Noodo
An. Nyiior *■**#*
OKANGI
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I. Polmoro. Ph.B.
ProorrlpUon PhormorDlo
< Blolodcol Sick Room SuppUoo
s ■ CooaooUco
PVoorrtpUnns CoUod tor
ond Dollvorod
7*l Borton Avonuo
Joroot City. N. J. HR >4Oll
JERSEY CITY
• VALINTTS PHARMACY
Jooooh Volonlt. Rot. Phor.
Proof rtpttano Hoby Noodo
Photo Dopt. Proo Dollvorr
Ml Woot lido Avo. opp Potrvlow
Jortov City. N. J.
JERSEY CITY
Dlloworo HIM
RAY'R Tho Phormoty With
A Proocription Roputotlon
Proorrlpunno Collod (or
ond Dollvorod
111 Woohlnoton ttroot
ioroov City. N. J.
HR 411*4
JERSEY CITY
OWIN'! PHARMACY
Tho Phormoty Loyol to Rthttol
POkCPR DRUB ITOII
Pout Don lot. Pti.R.
Proo Dollvorr
OrontO. N. »i
I- Boynton* Rtonordl
Mtrhool I Burundi
Amollo B. Rlrrtordl
Moot* City «. H.*r
Phonoi Dlloworo 10*71
Young Advocate Club
Truth-Love Contest
For January and February the Club has a two-section con-
test: older members will make posters for Catholic Prfess Month
which has as its theme, "Get the Whole Truth Read the Cath-
olic Press”; younger ihembers will make valentines to show their
love for their parents. 1
Division I (Fifth to eighth graders): Make a poster for Cath-
olic Press Month, or advertising the Catholic Press. All posters
must be original and must be no larger than 12 inches by 15
inches. >,
Division II (Kindergarten to fourth graders): Make a val-
entine for your parents. You must make the entire thing your-
self, no valentine kits must be used.
Rales: Entries should be sent to: June V. Dwyer, Young Ad-
vocate Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes
you a member.
Entries must be in The Advocate offices no latter than Wed-
nesday, Feb. 12.
AJI entries must be accompanied by the attached coupon, or
by a copy of it.
(Clip and attach to your letter)
Name Grade....
Address
City
School i Parish
Teacher .;
I am a member □ I would like to join □
WORD LADDER
Climb down the ladder from
REST to YEAR. Change only
one letter on each step and make
a real word each time.
REST
YEAR
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Convent Station, Now Jortoy
Secondary School for glrli. 94th yoar.
Roildont and Day. Exceptional record
for college preparation. Vocational
courtet, Muilc, Art, Dancing, Dramatic*.
Sport! and Activity program.
Information! JEnerion 9-1600
5»
I ABBEY
NURSING
1
, HOME
NEWARK
86 VAN NESS PLACE
OH Clinton Avo.
MALE and FEMALE
AOED, CONVALESCENT and
CHRONICALLY IU
Bigelow 3-0303
llconiod by Stato of Now Jor»oy
FARKINO AREA
STILL Hw SAFE WAY
.. Thl Eye Physician
and
The Optician
33 CENTRAL AVENUI
NEWARK. N, J.
* FILMS DEVELOPED *
t Exposure Rolls
with on* Glossy
Docklo Id go Print
of oach oxposure.
35c
mpthmH
4(H. M«k
or
t Glossy Slio 40c:
Enlargements.
mfim
Glossy Finish. • «n. m*
Writ# for mailing envelopes
Wo hove • color sorvfco
x
Ryaa Foto Bob 2*4
Chatham, Now Jersey
WORD SQUARE
i
Y
4
! Om of the prophets
2 Led the Wise M*p
IS We hear with them
4 An old word for lint
HViA—WIN—IVIN—if IN—AVIV
viaavi oiiom
AIM!
I1 V I
VV 1 «
I■ * •
lvvnov a«OM
JosephH. Browne
Company
1904 - OUi 53rd Y(AI - 1957
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
POLISH • OtOOMS • OKU SHIS
ASH CANS • MATS • SOAP
WAX • SPONGES • FAILS
• TOlirr PAPER
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPte • paper Towns • cups
278 Ways* Sfmt
, J«rt*y City, N. J.
Mmhmm 1-4470
Camp St. John’s
' A LAKESIDE MOUNTAIN CAMP
Boye 6-14, 2,300 ft. alt. Sandy Beach an Huntar lake. 100 milat from N.Y.C.
Mod.rn building., lavatory in aacb cabin. Mot thowert. Excellent mealt. Divert i-
fiad activitiac, recreational and inctnictional. Mature, profeetienal tenth.rt and
caachet from top-ranking colloget and prep echeale. One ceuneellor far every
four baye. Jeeuit Chaplain. One all-inclutive fee. Catalog.
Write: Robert X. Geigengack, Yale Unlv. Athletic Au'n, New Hoven, Conn, or
phone ORogon 7-7007 (N.Y.C.); Volley Stream 5-1 US (long Itland)
★ EARN MORE *
ON EACH DOLLAR YOU SAVE
im PER ANNUMON ALL SAVINGS
Accounts Insured Up To $lO,OOO
NUTLEY SAVINGS and
LOAN ASSOCIATION
244 CHESTNUT STREET
NUTLEY, NEW JERSEY
PRAYERS AMID POVERTY!
The molt recent appeal that we have received from Rome la for
the village of Maitara In India. The Pariah Prieat haa written to
Rome at the request of hla Bishop and
the appeal reads aa follows, “1 am the
parish priest of this village and the pres-
ent Chapel shed U too small to accommo-
date the faithful. Many have to remain
C 4 O outside due to a lack of space. 1 desire
v> very much to enlarge the tiny chapel. My
catholics here are very poor and many are
without work. Hence I cannot ask them to
help. If I could receive |2,500 I would be
able to enlarge the chapel shed, construct
a wall around our cemetary and buy a
metal tabernacle for the altar.” We hope
our benefactors will help us fill this worthy appeal. Any little gift
will be more than precious to this mission need.
The Holy Father’s Mission Aid
BE GOOD TO GOD AND GOD WILLBE GOOD TO YOU.
The Sacred Heart Sisters In Palal, India, are
praying for a benefactor for each of two novices
who Just began their two years training—SlS-
TEß M. JEROME and SISTER THOMAS
AQUINAS. Won’t you help by sending one the
1150 needed each year of her training. Blessings
will be yours for your charity.
HAS GOD HIS PLACE IN YOUR WILL? REMEMBER HIS NEAR
EAST MISSIONS.
YOUR MEMBERSHIP OFFERINGS are gifts to help the Holy
Father meet mission needs. Living and deceased are enrolled. In-
dlviduals-fl yearly and 129 perpetually. Famllles-|5 annually fnd
$lOO perpetually. They share In 15,000 Masses yearly and In the
prayers and sacrifices of thousands of Near East missionaries.
MASS OFFERINGS ARE PRECIOUS HELP TO OUR PRIESTS.
Today we must beg for kind benefactors
to help two young seminarians who are
studying for the Priesthood. SAMI and
OKLAH are at the Latin seminary In Jor-
dan. We need $lOO each year for their six
years training. If you can help one of theae
seminarians, his dally prayers will bless yon
and you will share In his priestly future.
WHAT YOU PUT IN THE HAND OF OUR HOLY FATHER YOU
PUT IN THE HAND OF CHRIST.
OUR SUSPENSE CARD will be a guarantee that Masses will bo
said for y*ur Immortal soul. Ask us about It today.
OUR DOLLAR A MONTH MISSION CLUBS help meet the varioui
mission needs of Our Holy Father. PAMIEN LEPER FUND helps
the lepers In India. We have CHRYSOSTOMS to
help the seminaries train priests. MARY’S BANK
goes for training naUve missionary sisters, whlls
ORPHAN'S BREAD feeds and clothes several
.thousand orphans. MONICA GUILD adorns and
equips mission chapels. CHAPEL OF THI
MONTH dollars build a tnodest mission chapel
while our PALACE OF GOLD CLUB helps nuni
who shelter the abandoned old folks.
GOD REWARDS THE CHEERFUL GIVER
lll,teg refugees la the Holy Land! These unfortunate souls tool
to our Holy Father la all their miseries. Many are hoerrnihlnt hla
for food. sls will buy a FOOD PACKAGE which wIU be distribute*
by our HOLY FATHER’S. RELIEF MISSION FOR PALESTINI
UIMBL u
GIVE TO SAVE THE WORLD FOR CHRIST.
l&%ar£ist(nisstonsj*i
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN, President
M*r. PeHr P. Tushy, Null See>
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
410 Uxington Ayr. at 46th St. Now York 17, N.
With North Jersey Women
Parties and Planning
Parties and plans provide a
New Year impetus to Catholic
club women who are setting
sail on 'BB with zest and imag-
ination.
StartingThings
Christmas starts the year for
the Junior Rosary Society of
Sacred Heart of Jesus Church,
Irvington, whose Yule party
will be Jan. 12 at 4 p m. Mem-
bers and their families will at-
tend. . . .
Members of Court Patricia,
OTA, Maplewood, will mark
their 21st anniversary Jan. 15
at a dinner in the Millburn
Inn under chairmanship of Mrs.
William Holton. Second party
on the Court’s slate will be a
polio fund social Jan. 24 in St.
Joseph’s parish hall at 8 p.m.
• A tea in honor of the Sisters
of St. Joseph at Our Lady of
the Valley, Orange, will be pre-
sented Jan. 12 by the Rosary
Society in the high school audi-
torium at 3 p.m. Mrs. Michael
Condron and Mrs. John Stu-
derus
are chairmen of the
party at which mothers and
teachers will get together, . . .
Rosarians of St. Cecilia’s,
Kearny, are planning already
for a Valentine Dance to be
held Feb. 15 in the school hall.
Mrs. Betty Robertson is chair-
man
A family Communion break-
fast will begin 1958 for Ro-
sarians of St. Luke’s, Hohokus.
Msgr. John J.' Dougherty of
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary, Darlington, will speak at
the breakfast Jan. 12 after
8:30 a.m. Mass. Chairman is
Mrs. Myles Maratene. . . .
Programming
Interesting programs feature
January meetings at which
plans for the new year will be
made.
,
.
.
“Canon Law in
Mixed Marriages” will be the
topic of Rev. Alexander Soko-
lich as he addresses the a’Kem-
pis of N. J. Jan. 14 at the Rob-
ert Treat at 2:15 p.m. . . . Jr.
a’Kempis will view movies of
Sun Valley, Idaho, at its meet-
ing Jan. 19 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Robert Treat. , . .
Elections will highlight the
Jan. 27 meeting of the Blessed
Virgin’s Sodality at St Casi-
mir’s, Paterson.
International
Alumnae Unit
To Meet Here
NEWARK Catholic college
alumnae' from( throughout the
United States and Mexico will
meet here Aug. 20-24 for the tri-
ennial convention of the Interna-
tional Federation of Catholic
Alumnae.
Mrs. Ernest P. Tibbitts of
Montclair, international president,
announced the convention plans
this week. Convention sessions
will be held at the Hotel Robert
Treat and the convention Mass at
Sacred Heart Cathedral.
Delegates to the convention will
600,000 members of 550
Catholic college alumnae associa-
tions. An election to be held at
one of the sessions will name a
successor to Mrs. Tibbitts who
will have completed her three-
year term.
Mrs. Tibbitts is also president
of the Newark Archdiocesan
Council of Catholic Women.
Georgian Court
Gets AEC Grant
WASHINGTON (RNS) The
Atomic Energy Commission has
awarded a $2,000 basic research
grant to Sister Mary Peter Coak-
ley of Georgian Court College,
Lakewood.
The grant will finance research
into the absorption spectra of
compounds of the metals beryl-
lium, magnesium, zinc, nickel,
copper and mercury. In the
course of the study in the college
laboratory Sister Mary Peter
hopes to learn more about the j
properties of these metals in their j
molten and gaseous states.
IFCA of State
To Meet Jan. 19
NEWARK The New Jersey
Chapter, International Federation
of Catholic Alumnae, will hold its
annual meeting Jan. 19 at 2:30
p.m. at St. Vincent Academy.
Plans will be made for the
chapter's convention to be held
at Caldwell College for Women,
Caldwell, in October. A nominat-
ing committee will be selected
for forthcoming elections.
Charlotte Kunst of Nutley, state
governor, will preside.
Housekeepers With Vows' Help
Solve Dilemma of Missionaries
NAGOYA, Japan (N) —A sec-
ular institute of “housekeepers
with vows” shows promise of
solving a problem which has
harassed missioners in this
country for many years.
As mission stations are set
up in pagan areas, missioners
find it difficult to get suitable
housekeepers or to get rid of
one who has proven unsuita-
ble.
French missioners who first
came to Japan years ago usual-
ly hired a married couple to
live in a small house in the
mission compound and take
care of the priest’s residence.
While solving the priest’s need
for properly cooked meals and
a clean house and church, it
also protected the good name
of the missioner and the Church
by having a married couple and
not a single woman.
HOWEVER, difficulties arose
especially if the man of a fam-
ily died. In this case, the priest
would find himself, according
to Japanese custom, obliged to
care for the dead man’s family.
Several years ago, a Divine
Word Father here founded the
secular institute, of Catechists
of Mary, Virgin and Mother.
The institute was formed to
provide well-trained catechists
for mission stations and now
has a special "domestic sec-
tion,” aimed at making avail-
able to missioners housekeepers
with vows.
Candidates are trained for
about a year in a Catholic in-
stitution to acquaint them with
their duties and test their suit-
ability. After their novitiate,
the young religious are given
specialized training before be-
ing sent to a mission station.
THE HOUSEKEEPERS de-
pend entirely upon their mis-
sion statiort' for support, while
the institute takes Care of their
religious discipline. If a mem-
ber of the institute becomes too
ill or too old to work, the in-
stitute cares for her.
If a housekeeper proves un-
suitable, the mission need only
inform the institute. Further,
priests may present candidates
to the institute. After training
and religious profession, they
may be sent back to the mis-
sion station if the priest de-
sires.
IT WORKS LIKE THIS: Dr. Irving M. Riffin, left; head of St. Vincent’s Hospital
department of anesthesia, demonstrates the use of anew electronic instantaneous gas
analyzer. Valued at $2,000 and one of the first of its kind in the state, the equip-
ment was presented to St. Vincent’s by the N.J. Department of Health. Mrs. Ger-
trude Bower, operating room nurse, is the "patient.” Looking on are Sister Cornelia
Agnes, superviser, Dr. Marion R. Stanford, who made the presentation on behalf of
the Division of Chronic Illness Disease, and Dr. Marvin Bierenbaum of the State De-
partment of Health
Women
around the
World
Saving sailors from “spiritual
shipwreck” is the work of 250 girl
hostesses at the Apostleship of
I the Sea residential center in Liv-
erpool, according to Archbishop
John Heenan. The Archbishop
told the girls recently that by
their example they preach a bet-
ter sermon than priests could to
non-Catholic seamen.
A large flatbed, stake-railing
motor truck has been presented
to the nuns of Fanny Allen Hos-
pital, Burlington, Vt., by the Eth-
an Allen Air Force Base.
•
A school for girls In Speyer,
Germany, has been dedicated to
the memory of Edith Stein, con-
vert from Judaism who became
a nun and was executed in a nazi
concentration camp.. Bishop Isi-
dore Emmanuel said the school
should stand as a symbol of the
shame of the German people and l
their determination to make 1
amends for nazi crimes.
•
After a century of service to
St. Vincent's Hospital for women\
and children in Philadelphia, the
Daughters of Charity of St. Vin-)
cent de Paul are leaving the In-
stitution in the hands of the
Medical Mission Sisters of Fox|
Chase, Pa , and the Daughters ofj
the Heart of Mary, a congrega-j
tion which has no distinctive re-
ligious habit.
•
The superior general of the So-!
ciety of the Sacred Heart, Mother
Marie Therese de Lescure, died ;
in Rome recently at 73.
•
Ursuline Day will be observed '
in Illinois Jan. 26 by proclama-
tion of Gov. William H. Stratton!
to mark the centenary of the!
founding of the Ursuline Convent!
of St. Joseph in Springfield.
•
•j1 Women of Columbus, Ohio, will
b<p acquainted with the purpose
and programs of the Diocesan |
Council of Catholic Women
through four institutes this month.
Start Formation
Program for Nuns
EVERETT, Wash. (NC)—Twen-
ty young nun* of the Providence
Juniorate here are taking part
in a significant new Juniorate
program, designed to increase the
professional skill* of religious.!
The 20 are Sisters of Charity of |
Providence. Now in their first
year of juniorate studies, they
are completing requirements for
the B.A. degress at Seattle Uni
vernty. conducted by the Jesuit
Fathers, which is cooperating
with the community In the new
program.
The program, planned during a
Sister Formation curriculum
workshop here in the summer of
IMS, follows the religious pro-
fession of the nuns. 1
Lourdes-Cured Woman
To Lecture in Paterson
PATERSON A woman cured of a chest tumor at
Lourdes will tell her story under sponsorship of the Pater-
son Diocesan Council of Catholic Women. Mrs. Winifred
Feely will speak on the "Miracles of Lourdes” at Eastside
High School Jan. 22 at 8:30 p.m.
| This is a return engagement
for Mrs. Feely who addressed the
Council and its guests last year.
Arriving in this country from
Lourdes Jan. 11 she will spend
six months in the U. S. lectur-
ing during the centenary year of
Our Lady's apparitjons.
Born in China of British par
ents, Mrs. Feely has been en-
gaged in Catholic Action in
Britain and France since early
in World War 11. After the death
| of her husband, who had been
(interned by the Japanese, Mrs
' Feely discovered she had a ehest
tumor whielr doctors termed "in-
operable and inaccessible." She
traveled to Lourdes to serve the
sick and prepare for her own
death.
On her second visit to the
baths at the shrine of Lourdes
Mrs. Feely was cured. Since then
she has dedicated herself to vol-
unteer work at the I/nirdes Med-
ical Bureau.
Honorary co-choirmen of the
lecture are Bishop McNulty and
Msgr. John J. Shanley, modera-
tor of the Diocesan Council Mrs
Eugene Klein of Riverdale is
handling arrangements and Mrs
Vincent W. Basile, Paterson,
tickets.
Expelled Sister
Returns to China
SANTA CRUZ. Calif. (NC) A
missionary nun forced to flee Chi-
na almost six years ago after 21
years of service will soon be re-
turning to that country.
She is Mother Mary Leola. su-
perior general of the Franciscan
Missionary Sisters of Our Lady
of Sorrow. She and two Chinese
Sisters of the community will go
to Hong Kong to investigate the
possibility of establishing a mis-
sion at Kowloon, across the bay.
If prospects are good, they will
remain in Kowloon and four more
members of the community will
join them in June.
Mother Leola had to flee the
Red persecution in China in 1952.1
While in the United States, she
founded St. Clare's Retreat House j
near here and the motherhousej
and anew novitiate of her com-'
munity in Oregon.
Flag From Capitol
Presented to Nuns
WEST CHESTER, Pa. (NC)—
The United States flag flown over
( the Capitol in Washington on
the dav more than 35 years ago
when four missionary nuns left
the country to found a now-flour-
ishing Peruvian mission, has been
presented to their community.
It was presented to Mother
Maria Pads, Mother General of
the Sisters, Servants of the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary, at the
community’s motherhouse here by
members of the Spanish club of
Immaculate College, Immaculate,
Pa
Among- those present at the
ceremony was Sister Joseph Ma
rie. one of the first four nuns
who sailed for Peru Nov. 30.
1022 Sister Joseph Marie now
teaches English at Immaculate
College
Shortly after their arrival In
Peru the four nuns established
Villa Maria Academy in the ctty
of Gallao, The Sisters, Servants
of the Immaculate Heart of Mary,
have also founded thraa parochial
schools la Prfru
The historic American flag pro
•anted to the community wUI be
flown them for the first Una;
Mar. IS, the 35th anniversary of
Um founding of VUla Marta.
St. Mary’s Nurse School
WinsTop Accreditation
PASSAIC St. Mary’s Hospital School of Nursing
has been granted full accreditation by the National League
of Nursing Education, it was announced Jan. 4.
The school was surveyed last September by two repre-
sentatives of the National League. This accreditation pro-
gram was inaugurated by the
National League in 1951 and is
intended as recognition to those
schools of nursing throughout the
country that have met its rigid
standards.
St. Mary’s has been approved
by the New Jersey State Board
of Nursing since it opened in
1900.
The new $2,000,000 school of
nursing and educational building
was opened July 2, 1956. Present
enrollment is 110. Sister Eileen
Teresa, administrator of St.
Mary's Hospital, said this week
that there are 139 applications
for the 1958 class.
The accrediting officials, who
spent a full week at the school
making their survey, were: Illar-
ion F. Roberts, assistant director
of the National League’s diploma
and associate degree program;
and Sister St. Magdalene, direc-
| tor of education in St. John’s
(Hospital School of Nursing,
jBrooklyn.
! Sister Catherine Maria, R. N.,
jis director of St. Mary’s. Assist-
i *>nt director is Ellen Keenan,
R.N.
IT PAYS to advertise in The
Advocate more than 462,000
readers, 105,000 subscribers in
North Jersey.
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An increase in
our dividend It
anticipated to
X
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BEGINNING JANUARY Ist
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LAKE MOHAWK
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
SALES RENTALS BUILDERS
LAKI MOHAWK (111
■OX 1(41 • SPARTA. N. J.
• MAKE MONEY •
It*! easy—thaw Catholic motion picture
praaramt. Our plan ouarantooaroculta.
An Moal way at ralslno fund* anddelno
an apoatollc work! Lot's not only com-
plain about tha bad films—lot's help put
an tho load onotl Wrlfo or call today
for datalls. Koop this ad.
CATHOLIC PILM LIBRARY SIRVICR
la non-profit orpanlsatlan)
•M North tth (treat
HUmboldt 1-111S Nawark. N. J.
DOLLY MOUNT
NURSING HOME
1* VAUIY ROAD, CLIFTON, N. J.
Under State license
An established homo that It quiet,
restful and luxurious, located on
spacious (rounds. Far the aged,
chranicolly ill, and canvaleccontt.
M Haas Nursing Staff
SYLVIA NOLL BOLSTER, R.N.
Direct rots
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Society Of Tho Divine Word
WEEK END RETREATS
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It Can Be Done
The reasons for the formation
of a New Jersey Catholic High
Schools Athletic Association oc-
cupied this space a week ago; to-
day, we’d like to take up the
means which may be used to
make this dream a reality.
To begin with, Catholic schools
have been organized in the past
and are organized today in lea-
gues. Right now, three such loops
exist in North Jersey; the Bergen-
Passaic Catholic Conference;
North Jersey Catholic Confer-
ence; and the newly-formed tri-
county Catholic “A” Conference.
In these three leagues are 24
schools, including 20 of the 31
North Jersey Catholic members
of the NJSIAA. In addition,
three Hudson County schools
St Michael’s (UC), St. Peter’s
Pr«P and Holy Family are
linked by league bonds in the
HCIAA and presumably would
look favorably on -any, move to
strengthen Catholic school ties.
There is also the North Jer-
sey Catholic Track and Field
Conference, an organization
which embraces any school ac-
tive in this
i sport. In other
words, the movement toward
federation has been. growing for
some time now; it is not simply
a personal whim of this depart-
ment.
NOW IT WILL be pointed out
that moves of this kind have
been tried in the past there
was an active NJCHSAA in
the early 40’s —but they
did not persevere. Why, it will
be asked, is there any reason
to believe in success now? What
ehange has been made that will
overcome the twin enemies of
federation in the past; simple
inertia and the lack of man-
power to.efficiently run the or-
ganization?
We believe that the organiza-
tion of the BPCC, NJCC, TCCAC
and NJCTFC, all within the
past five years, answers the ar-
gument about inertia. The spirit
and energy is there; it merely
has to be channeled into the
proper directions.
The answer to the second
problem has also been met, we
feel, within the last four years,
tt lies in the introduction into
this area of the' teaching Broth-
ers, Marist and Irish Christian,
in schools like Marist, Essex
Catholic and Bergen Catho
lie. Here are a group of men,
dedicated to the service of
youth and many of them experi-
enced in athletics, both as
coaches and organizers.
WHEREVER THE CATHOLIC
leagues have been successfully
formed throughout the country
—notably in New York City—-
the Brothers have taken a lead-
ing part. For in addition to the
two precious qualities mention
ed above dedication and ex-
perience they also have a
third time —and this may be
the most precious of all. For we
have long had dedicated men
in our Catholic sports picture
—if we hadn’t, there wouldn’t
have been a picture to see at
all—but they lacked the time
'to devote to the mammoth task
of successfully organizing and
running such a large associa-
tion.
The first step which must be
taken- toward the formation of
the NJCHSAA, as we see it, is
a general meeting called at a
suitable time and In a central
location. To this meeting could
be invited representatives of the
CHSAAs to describe how their
organizations operate. The first
meeting might be held in the
Spring, committees formed to
meet through the summer and
then a second meeting sched-
uled for the Fall to draft a con-
stitution, the articles of which
would be composed by the com-
mittees.
RATIFICATION OF the con-
stitution might best be done by
a mail vote, after each school
has had a chance to study it
thoroughly? By Spring of the sec-
ond year, a third general meet-
ing could be held at whith formal
organization of the league would
take place. In about a year and a
half them, the NJCHSAA would
be ready to go into business.
We are, of course, oversim-
plifying the procedure, for there
are many heady problems to be
faced, number one of which is
the matter of athletic scholar-
ships. Existing CHSAAs, how-
ever, are plagued by the same
problem occasionally, but man-
age to hold together and run
comprehensive programs which
often are far superior to those
conducted by public school
leagues In the same area.
There are very few Catholic
•chools in the itate which give
athletic acholarahipi, after all,
and there is good reason to be-
lieve that there will W fewer in
the very near future. The large
IT PAYB to advertise in The
Advocate more than 462,000
readers, 105,000 subscribers in
North Jersey.
number of applicants who must
be turned away each year has
forced all schools to raise their
entrance standards, a pros-
cedure which, in itself, will
guarantee that only good stu-
dents gain admittance. And, if
a good student happens to also
be a fine athlete, what’s wrong
with that?
ONE LAST WORD. As of now
r
we’ll admit that the Catholic
schools can afford to look on the
NJCHSAA as something which
would be very desirable, but is
not absolutely necessary. They
are served pretty well by the
NJSIAA, those which belong to
it.
Our point is that what is true
today, may not be true tomor-
row. We feel personally thaf
the NJCHSAA is necessary
right now, for various reasons.
But we also know that it could
become absolutely necessary
any day the New Jersey .State
Board of Education decides that
it wants to run sports In the
public schools, not leave it up
to the NJSIAA. That almost
happened several years ago; it
could happen any time. If it did,
the Catholic schools would all
of a sudden find themselves out
in the cold.
Another point. The NJSIAA
might itself decide that the
growing number of public
schools in the state—ls in the
last five years have become
members, many more are al-
ready In existence, others
planned—are more than enough
for it to handle and it would be
the freezer again.
Let the NJCHSAA exist with-
in the NJSIAA or let it exist
outside and allied to - the
NJSIAA, as is the Independ-
ent Schools Association. But let
it exist!
HANK GRETKOWSKI
Immaculate, Eagles, Aloysians, Queensmen
Capture Christmas Holiday Tournaments
PATERSON To Pope Pius, Immaculate Conception,
St. Aloysius and Queen of Peace, the 1957 Christmas season
was particularly fruitful, as all four won major holiday
basketball tournaments in convincing fashion.
The Eagles claimed their second Seton Hall Patterson
Diocesan crown with a string of
three victories, capped by a 59-48
defeat of a surprising St. Joseph’s
quintet; Immaculate gave a les-
son to three Group IV rivals in
the Montclair festival; the Aloy-
sians swept through the HCIAA
holiday affair and the Irish clob-
bered New Jersey and New York
rivals in the St. Luke’s invita-
tional.
Exciting as always, the Pater-
son festival reached its peak this
time in the semPfiqals when St.
Joseph's upset Don Bosco Tech,
51-48, after taking St/'Bonaven-
ture in the first round, 6D$4. Lit-
tle Joe Daly was the sparkplug
for Jack Reardon’s club in these
victories and also proved troubled
some in the finale for Pope Pius
as the point of a 1-3-1 rone.
But the Eagles packed too
much height and strength' for
their foes as Ted Knothe ana John
Ebner showed the way with 19
and 15 points, respectively.
Knothe won a close ballot for
most valuable player as he/scored
50 points for three tournament
games. >
,
IMMACULATE got off to a fast
start against both Thomas Jeffer-
son and Montclair, barely hold-
ing on to top the Elizabeth team
in the first round, but having a
lot less trouble against their fel-
low townsmen in the finale. Jack
Mount was the whole show
against the Jeffs with 31 points,
but it was a four-pronged attack
which topped Montclair as Bob
Lamb, A1 Scaff and Cyril Tyson
joined Mount in double figures to
lead the 48-34 victory.
Vinnie Ernst was hot, cold and
blazing in turn as St. Aloysius
toppled Holy Family, Memorial
and St. Michael’s (UC) on tho
way to the HCIAA title. The
Blond Bomber had 25 points in
the 63-46 rout of the Bishops,
only four in the lethargic 37-30
conquest of Memorial, and then
a big 35 in the 67-54 defeat ol
St. Michael’s.
N
AT HOHOKUS, St. Luke’s
bowed out in the first round to
St. Patrick’s (Newburgh), but
Queen of Peace was able to sal-
vage New Jersey honor as it top-
pled the interlopers, 81-75, after
an 84-70 conquest of Holy Trin-
ity (H) in the first round. Tom
Kurzal was the big noise for
Tommy Muller’s boys with 46
points in the two games, but
Bones Barrett and Pete Dimler
also helped a lot against St. Pat-
rick’s with 19 and 20.
Marist also made a bold bid in
the “B” division of the Marist
Brothers tournament in New
York, taking its first two starts,
but bowed in the finals to Bishop
Dubois, 71-59. Bill Kennedy of the
Knights earned MVP honors with
61 points in three games, while
Joe Cron nfade the tournament
all-star team.
Aside from these five tourneys.
the holiday efforts of North Jer-
sey Catholic schools were unre-
warding. St. Michael’s (JC)
topped St. Anthony’s for third
place in the Jersey City affair
after both were handily beaten in
the first round by public school
rivals; Bergen Catholic and Don
Bosco exited in the first round
of the latter’s invitational; Our
Lady of the Valley finished third
in a four-team affair in the Am-
boys.
LoBalbo Has Another Powerhouse
(What Else?) at St. Mary's (E)
ELIZABETH In his own, unquiet fashion, A1 Lo-
Balbo seems to have molded another precision-like basket-
ball machine which must be rated the team to beat for both
the Union County and NJSIAA Catholic “B” tournament
titles this season.
The Hilltoppers may have come
as close to defeat as they will all
winter in the 44-43 conquest of
Seton Hall on Jan. 3 at the Pony
Pirate’s home court. It took a
20-foot push shot by Pat Doherty
with 28 seconds left to go to pull
this one out.'
Another major obstacle to be
overcome was Ihomas Jefferson
on Jan. 10 at the Elixabeth
Armory, but after that, the Hill-
toppers apparently have to fejy
only a road game with Immacu-
late Conception on Jan. 17 before
tournament time.
THIS IS a typical Loßalbo team
In all respects. It plays a shrewd,
cautious defensive game, commit-
ting a minimum of. fouls (only
six against Seton Hall). On
offense, the Hilltopperf have a
classy ballhandler in Doherty,
two good big men in Ed Petro-
vick and Jim Manhardt, a hard
driver in Joe Deßella and a boy
who is apparently at home any-
where on the court in Mike
Polny.
Reserves there are none—or
at least none appeared In the
Seton Hall game—but St. Mary1'
share* this deficiency with its
chief rivals in Catholic "B" circles
this year. St. Aloyaiua and Imma-
culate. When a team can keep
its fouls under control the way
St. Mary's dhes and pace itself
to prevent running out of gas,
there is actually little need of
reserves, save in emergencies
caused by Injuries.
Another big game listed for
Jan. 10 brought St. Aloyaiua out
to Queen of Peace, thus matching
the only undefeated team, outside
of St. Mary's, in the area. This
will be a rough week for the
Aloyaians as they fact the other
three Catholic holiday tourna-
ment winners in succession: first
Queen of Peace, thee Immaculate
on Jan. IS and finally Pope Pius
on Jan. IT. Moreover, all of them
are on the road.
UP IN PATERSON, things ire
beginning to jell In the Bergen-
Passaic Catholic Conference with
two upsets on Jan. 5, St. Luke’s
over St. Joseph’s, 60-51, and St.
John's over St. Bonaventure,
57-50. Prior to these games, St.
Joseph's and St. Bonaventure had
ranked 2-3 behind Don Bosco
Tech in the league, with the
former holding a non-loop, tour-
nament win over the leaders.
Now St. John’s defending champs
have moved into second, followed
by St. Luke’s.
A Don Bosco Tech-St. John's
game Jan. 9 is missing from the
accompanying standings and, of
course, had great import on the
league race. During the coming
week, St. Bonaventure faces Don
Bocso Tech Jan. 14 and St. John's
meets St. Joseph’s Jan. 16.
BERGEN-PASSAOG
CATHOLIC CONFERENCE
W L Pet.
Don Boko Tack S 0 1.000
St. John’* S 1 .007
St. Luke’a 1 1 .300
St. Jowph'a IS .SOO
St. Bonav.ntur«‘a 1 S .333
St. M.rjr'a OS .000
School, College
Sports
COLLiei BASKITBALL
Salwrday. Jan. II
Salon'Hall at St. Patar'a
Saton Hall (P> at LIU
Sunday. Jan. II
Poat at Saton Hall IP)
Wadnaaday, Jan. IS
Saton Hall at Loyola (Baltimore)
SCHOOL BASKI-TBALL
Saturday. Jan. II
Paddia at SI. Benedict's
Jesuit Tournament Finals
Sunday, Jan. It
Bergen Catholic at St. Cecilia's <E)
Valley at Don Beeco
St. Aloyaiua at Immaculate
Barlsr-XUard at Sacred Heart
St. Mlchael'a IN) at Walsh
Monday. Jan. It
St. John’a at St. Luke'a
St. Mary's <P> at Holy Trinity (HI
Tueaday, Jan. 14
Marti! at CurUa
Valley at Baylay-Kllard
Queen of Peace at St. Michael's (JO
St. Benedict's at St. Mary's UU
St. Joseph's at Memorial •
Suftern at Dee Basra
St. Bona venture’s at Don Boaca Tech
Good Counsel at St. James
Holy Family at St. Michael's (VO
Sacred Heart at Holy Trinity <W>
St. Peter'i at Snyder
Jefferson at Seton Hall
St James at Harrison
Delbarton at Carteret
St. Mary's (K> at Dickinson
Wednesday. Jan. IS
Holy Trinity (W> at St. Anthony's
St. Michael's (N> at St. Cecilia's Ot>
Clorkatenn at St. Luke's
St. Patitek's at Stevens Academy
Delbarton at Mountain Lakes
Thursday, Jan. I*
Sacred Heart at St. Jamee
St. John’s at Bt. Jsaaph'a tPI
St. Michael's IUC) at St. Joseph's
tWNYt
Holy Trinity tw> at St. Mary's tpl
Friday. Jan. IF
St. Mary’s tß> at lai macula If
Mortal pt St. Anlhooy t
Oratory at featlewood School
Valley at Oranse
St. Atorsi ua at Papa Plus
Holy Trinity iM> at horses CathetM
Pearark Valley el Dad Boise
Oeed counsel at Heir Trinity tW>
»t Peter's tMB> at Quean of Pease
Mat Hall at at. Locum's <K>
Bt. Michael's UC> at Sc Mery's (JU
Uncoin nt Bt. Peter's
a wwtwwm v ii Jiiftrnw
Montclair CMB at DaWartad
St. Peter's in Unfamiliar Role
As Favorite Over Seton Hall
By Ed Grant
JERSEY CITY Something new will be added to the
ancient St. Peter’s-Seton Hall rivalry Jan. H at the Jersey
City Armory as the Peacocks enter the game a strong fa-
vorite to cha.se the Pirates right back to South Orange.
Only three times in history has St. Peter’s copped the
duke in this series and each
time the event was labeled an
upset of mild or major propor-
tions. The first such triumph
came long, long ago in the early
30’s by a point or two; the second
tvas a 69-62 victory in 1950 and
the third a resounding 66-45
thumping in 1954.
Now the Pirates will have their
first chance to spring a surprise
as they enter the game with a
4-7 record, while St. Peter’s is
8-1. Seton Hall ip heading for
its worst won-lost mark under
Honey Russell since the 11-15 of
1949-50, possibly the worst since
the 5-10 of his first season, 1936-
37.
ST. PETER’S has yet to lose at
either of its home courts this
season and has a chance to equal
its 18-4 record of last winter.
The latest triumphs were a good
54-41 conquest of previously un-
beaten Wittenberg on New Year’s
Eve, a poor 57-55 victory over
Fairleigh Dickinson on Jan. 3 and
a grand 92-66 rout of St. Francis
Jan. 7.
What a lesson there was in
these games for a basketball psy-
chologist! Against Wittenberg, a
slow, deliberate club, the Pea-
cocks had to fight from behind
and, once there, used the Ohio
club’s pokey tactics to force fouls
and openings in the last few min-
utes, outscoring its foe, 18-4, in
the process.
Against Fairleigh, the Peacocks
broke into a big lead, were coast-
ing comfortably, when the
Knights decided to go into a
tight zone in the second half.
Coach Don Kennedy had his boys
hold the ball out again, but this
time the result was quite the op-
posite as the St. Peter’s offense
completely chilled, while Fair-
leigh went on a 14-1 romp which
almost pulled the game out.
That the Peacocks learned their
lesson was evident in the St.
Francis rout. With BUI Dooley
playing his best game of the sea-
son, the Peacocks moved to a
43-24 halftime lead, but then kept
right on going after the intermis-
sion. Tommy Gaynor was high
scorer with 25 points, while Doo-
ley had 21 plus 12 assists.
PERSONNEL WISE, the big
news out of these victories has
been the play of Bill Prettyman
and Marty Walsh, both sopho-
mores. Prettyman has tempo-
rarily clinched a starting berth
with Hank Morano, Gaynor,
Dooley and either Jay Olm-
stead or Don Kennedy Jr. Walsh
has come along as a fine spot
reserve to sub for Dooley on
the front line. His heckling tac-
tics drove the Wittenberg ball-
handlers to distraction.
Morano and Gaynor are leading
the Peacock scoring parade with
179 and 136 points, respectively,
with Olmstead right behind
them. Seton Hall has no one
to match their consistency and,
in fact, the identity of Russell’*
starters will be a mystery until
game time as he picks among
Paul Szczech, Tom Crogs, Jack
Rowley, Don Roberts, Seth Hicks,
Barry Epstein, Ron Berthasav*
age and Phil Samuels.
After the big game, St. Peter’s
has a week off, but the Pirates
journey down to Baltimore on
Jan. 15 to meet Loyola. Mean*
while, Seton Hall (P) has a busy
weekend with games lined up
against the twh branches of Long
Island University/ On Jan. 11,
the Bucs face the Brooklyn
branch, called LIU, while on
Sunday they meet the Long
Island branch, called Post Col*
lege.
Name Carlesimo
To Valley Post
ORANGE—Vince Carlesimo of
Newark has been named head
football coach and athletic di-
rector at Our Lady of the Valley
the appointment to be effective
Sept. 1, 1958.
Presently football coach at
Kearny, and before that at Har-
rison, Carlesimo was appointed by
Msgr. John J, Feeley, administra-
tor of Our Lady of the Valley
parish.
Rev. Francis F. Boland will
continue in his role as athletic
moderator. Carlesimo succeeds
Charlie Craig as football coach at
the school.
Coen Places Thrrd
In Met AAU Met
NEW YORK Ken Coen, SL
Peter’s College junior, placed
third in the metropolitan AAU
senior 60-yard dash, Jan. 4 at
the 168th St. Armory.
The Immaculate Conception
alumnus was led to the tape by
Bob Thomas of Brooklyn College
and Bob Barratta of Adelphi.
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2 door
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R. 4 H. Automatic tram.
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Montoroy. Coupo.
R. 4 H. Automatic tram.
STATION WAOON
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*1395
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*1095
*1095
*595
*295
*495
*295
*395
*395
*695
*695
*295
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«*T ON THf RIGHT ROAD WITH
Petrucci Ford
•31 MAIN AVINUV
•R PASSAIC. N. J.
cc.
2 door
Hardtop
Conv. R. 4 H.
Full powor
4 door
Full
Conv. R. 4 H.
4 door
the Time of YourLife
Family Day
By Rev. Gabriel W. Hattord
. whnU 21* H»y !'*m,ly Day - 11 «*>ouid moana ole lot to all of us, for It is God’s seal of
t”™* ° ri ly may h « v« *ome oddideas about the family life lived by Jesus, Mary
Sod^eS
h’ beca“se the mode of family living
20centuries ago is not too well known to us.
They did live a normal family
life, though; that is important
to keep 1in mind. The neighbors
knew nothing of what was go-
ing on in their Family circle,
because they thought that the
Holy Family was just an un-
usually fine family. Don’t
think your family life is unim-
portant because it seems dull.
Be Original
It is just about time to
be thinking of the semester exams so it ought
fW
be*JUSt th* right time t 0 remind youthat this year you should make it a point
£J°t y
°Ur °Wn CoPymB an assignment
may keep y ou out of hot water for a few hours,but it will add nothing to your fund of knowl-
«dge. Do your own work; it is the only way
you will advance in wisdom and knowledge.
The Big Four
Some people think of prayer only as a
means of asking God for special favors. That
is the last point of prayer. The other three
should also come in for their innings. The first
three divisions of prayer are: adoration, thanks-
giving and reparation. Don’t just ask for things*
adore God, thank Him, and beg His pardon!
Then think of your petitions.
, Sacrifice
The great sacrifice is the Sacrifice of Mass.
Converts always wonder why Catholics don’t
attend Mass each morning of the week once
they realise that the Holy Sacrifice of Mass
is said each day. It would be a very good Idea
for you to think Over this matter and see how
many Masses you can attend this year. In many
instances one could get out of the house a half
hour earlier than usual and attend Mass with-
out missing a bit of sleep. Try it.
Decent 0/ska and Suitable Senge
Barbara Jean—Baby Doll (Victor) Barry de
.Vorzon; On and On Sayonara (Mercury)
Miyoshi Umeki: The Cflrl With the Heather
Green Eyes Straw Hat (Dot) Frank Fields;
Cole Slaw The Hour of Parting (Victor)
Hilton Jefferson; Land of Beauty The Strdll
(Mercury) The Diamonds; Sugar Train Yel-
low Dog Blues (Dot) Johnny Madox; “Good-
night, My Someone” “The Night of the
FeOMh” (Capitol) Les Paul-Mary Ford; "Good-
night, My Bomeone” Song of Gervalse” (Dec-
ca) Felicia Sanders; “Belonging to Someone”
“Bring Us Together” (Mercury) Patti Page; “A
Heart and a Ring” "Tell Me Again” (Decca;
Bobby One; “The Teen Age March” River
Kwai March” (Capitol) Carlson’s Raiders; “I
Can’t Stop Lovin’ You” Oh Lonesome Me”
(Victor) Don Gibson; “Angel Smile” “Back
in My Arms” (Capitol) Nat “King” Cole.
High Fidelity Department
, All the King’s Saxes (Disneyland) Hymie
Shertzer and All Star Sax Section; “Sayonara
(Victor) a Soundtrack Recording; Hi FI Christ-
mas Party (Camden) Domenico Savino.
Special Lifting
'
"Hlldegarde Sings for the World’s Mother”
(Columbia) Ave Maria Institute, Washington,
N. J. This record has been cut for the good of
the Blue Army to popularize its work in spread-
ing the Fatima Devotion. Records may be order-
ed directly from Washington, N. J., if your local
director of the Blue Army does not have copies.
CYO Members to Solicit
For Polio, Starting Jan. 12
MONTCLAIR Hundreds of CYO members from
every Essex County unit will go begging on Jan. 12 as they
begin their 14th annual campaign for the March of Dimes
drive.
Rev. Thomas C. Davis, Essex County CYO director, has
hopes that this campaign will top
all past efforts. He pointed out
that the CYO has topped the $lO,-
000 mark in the past six years,
but that, for the first time, there
was a decline in 1957 when $lO,-
314.59 was collected.
Youngsters will be stationed
outside of churches on Jan. 12 to
approach those leaving Mass. But
the drive will not end there. All
during the week which follows,
there will be basketball games,
socials, parties and other affairs
for the benefit of the March of
Dimes.
IN CALLING for the all-out ef-
fort, Father Davis attributed the
drop-off last year to the compla-
cency about polio which hit the
public with the success of the
Salk vaccine. He then pointed out
that even though the vaccine to
a great extent prevents new
cases, there are still the old ones
to care for.
“The hundreds of pre-vaccine
victims still need care and spe-
cial treatment,” Father Davis
said. “Many of them are young
people. For that reason, CYO
members feel a special obligation
toward them. The CYO welcomes
this opportunity to prove that it
is indeed aware of its social re-
sponsibilities.”
In the 13 years to date, the
CYO has raised $114,772.67 for
the National Foundation for In-
fantile Paralysis. Leading in the
effort has been Our Lady of the
Lake, Verona, with $1,416.58 last
year and $9,259.64 all told. Close
behind are St. Peter’s, Belleville;
Blessed Sacrament, Newark; and
St. Leo’s, Irvington.
St. Paul's Shares
CYO Cage Lead
With St. Aloysius
JERSEY CITY St. Paul’s
(Greenville) and St. Aloysius
(Jersey City) are In dominant
positions as the Hudson County
CYO boys basketball leagues
reach the halfway mark of the
1657-88 campaign.
Already, the first half seasons
have completed In the two gram-
mar school and junior loops and
in the intermediate "B” division.
St. Paul’s took'the junior “A"
division, St Aloysius the gram-
mar "A'’ division and, in each
case, they served as runner-up in
the loop they didn’t win.
In the intermediate"A” group,
where St Aloysius has no entry,
St. Paul’s is tied with St Aedan’s
(Jersey City), each boasting 8-1
records with two games left to go.
In the senior league, St Paul’s
(5-1) holds a half game edge over
St. Aloysius (4-1) with a good
part Of the schedule still to go.
The St. Paul's juniors (5-0) and
St Aloysius grammar school (7-0)
shared with St Anne’s (Jersey
City) juniors and St Michael’s
(Union City) intermediate the
honor of going through the first
half undefeated. St. Anne’s cop-
ped the Junior ”B’’ league with
a 5-0 mark, while St Michael’s
took intermediate "B” honors
<*h 7_o_
.t all cases, save the senior
league, the first half champions
will meet the winner of the sec-
ond half at the end of the season
The senior loop also has a second
half to come, but it is restricted
to the top six teams in the first
half standings. The 7 winner of
this short round robin then fares
the champion of the present 10
team league.
Clear-cut champions emerged
in all of the first half races com-
pleted to date, save in the gram
mar “S’* division where Mt
Carmel, st Bridget's and St
John's, all of Jersey City, finished
in a three-way tie with identical
S-l records. This tie will be play
jd off at season’s end.
Mice Cause Furor
Minnesota Judge Has Puzzler:
Science vs. Humane Society
AUSTIN, Minn. Which is more important the
development 6f interest in the sciences among high school
boys or the possibility that white mice may have been
treated inhumanely?
That is the question which a Minnesota district judge
will Viatra 1* °ill have to answer as the result
of his issuing a temporary court
order restraining the Austin
Rocket Society from using live
mice in “Motllenik” space experi-
ments.
- District Judge A. C. Richardson
issued the restraining order and
told the rocket society to show
cause at a hearing Jan. 17 why a
temporary injunction should not
be issued. The state and national
humane societies which requested
the order charged that the teen-
age rocket group has “caused un-
necessary inhumane and cruel
treatment and death to at least
two white mice."
THE AUSTIN Rocket Society
is composed of science students
at Pacelli Catholic High School
and has, as its faculty adviser,
Sister Duns Scotus. Its latest at-
tempt to launch a mouse-carrying
rocket failed on Dec. 31 when the
rocket never got off the ground.
In previous experiments, there
had been 35 successful launch-
ings in 90 attempts, one of them
involving a itiouse which was
killed when foam rubber padding
inside the rocket failed to provide
sufficient cushioning when the
rocket returned to earth.
Paul Germer, Gary Solus and
Richard King, officers of the
rocket society, denied the cruelty
charges. “We are sorry that the
humane society feels that we have
been cruel to animals,” they said,
“but if they had investigated they
would have seen that rather than
practicing cruelty, we took every
precaution to see that the mice
did not suffer unnecessarily.
“We had hoped by these experi-
ments to learn first hand of the
effects of acceleration on animal
life,” they added.
A SECOND MOUSE was an in-
direct victim of the unsuccessful
experiment. It died from the
effect of too much ether. Another
mouse, Ulysses 11, was then put
in the rocket which failed to take
off. The boys later sent up a
rocket with a rubber mouse in-
side and successfully parachuted
a mouse-carrying capsule to earth.
The imitation mouse was used
due to the cold weather, not to
the Injunction which had still to
be issued.
The court order will not pre-
vent the boys from continuing
their experiments with rockets
which do not carry live animals.
But the boys apparently feel that
their work has reached the stage
where such trials are necessary
if they are to progress any fur-
ther.
A STATEMENT from the Mow-
er County Humane Society in
Austin said that it had not re-
ceived any complaints about the
Mousenik experiments. It said
the complaints apparently origin-
ated in the East “where persons
who are opposed to experimenta-
tion with animals are more active
in the humane society than in
the Midwest."
At the time that Russia sent
“Muttnik” into the air, there was
also a great outcry from humane
societies. Rev. Francis J. Connell,
C.SS.R., noted theologian, called
the outcries "nonsense,” and add-
ed that the theological principle
involved in conducting tests on
living animals is that if these
experiments can benefit human
beings, they are “perfectly per-
missible.”
He added that he wished that
those who protest so loudly over
the dog would make their cries
meaningful “and protest the
exile, torture and death of the
hundreds of thousands of persons
who have been victims of com-
munist tyranny.”
Parisha CYO Briefs
More than 40 senior CYO
members in Union County have
signed up for the first annual
winter sports weekend excur-
sion to the Poconos. to be held
Jan. 31-Feb. 2. Reservations
can be made with John Zande
of Westfield, president of the
Senior CYO Council, or at
Union County CYO headquar-
ters, 889 E. Jersey St., Eliza-
beth.
The third annual Snowtrain
dance will be held at St. John’s
(Orange) on Jan. 11... On the
same evening, the junior CYO
of St. Joseph’s (Roselle) will
have a dance at its parish hall
...
St. Michael’s (Union) will
induct Elliott Roth as president
of the Carroll Club, senior CYO
unit, Jan. 12 . . . Other new
officers there include Louis
Cassella, Helen Erla, Aloysius
Ring and Joseph Catena.
Memorial of the St. Mary’s
(Nutley) CYO have adopted the
junior CYO unit of St. Bridget’s
(Newark). Memorials of St.
Mary’s spend Tuesday evenings
with the St. Bridget’s group,
which is just starting their CYO
unit. Any other parishes which
would wish to help in this big-
brother activity will be wel-
comed. 1
St. Theresa’s (Kenilworth) re-
ports a profit of $lOO on its
Christmas dance, attended by
over 275. The money will be
used to purchase uniforms for
the basketball team and for
other CYO projects
. .
. Plans
for an intramural basketball
program were made at the Jan.
7 meeting of the Junior Holy
Name Society of St. John the
Apostle (Linden).
Members of the senior CYO
at St. Mary’s (Elizabeth) are
helping with the instruction of
the blind in bowling at St.
Michael’s (Elizabeth) parish
hall each Sunday . . . Winter
and Spring programs for the
junior CYO and Chi-Rho So-
ciety at St. Michael’s were dis-
cussed at a meeting of the par-
ish adult advisory board Jan.
7, with officers of both youth
groups in attendance.
Claire Callan and Bobby
Byroc won a dance contest at
the St. Francis (Ridgefield
Park) juniorCYO Celestial Ball
on Jan. 4, attended by close to
100 .. . St. Francis was host
to four nearby parishes at a
Holy Hour on Jan. 5.
Alumni Celebrate
ST. MARY’S. Calif. Univer-
sal St. Mary’s College Night will
be observed on a nationwide basis
by 30 regional alumni chapters on
Feb. 5. A 15-minute radio, pro-
gram will follow..
Hudson CYO Plans Trip
To Quebec for Feb. 20-24
JERSEY CITY Plans are now completed for the
seVenth annual Hudson County CYO winter weekend and
pilgrimage to the Shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre, to be
held Feb. 20-24.
4
According to the schedule outlined by Rev. Henry
J. Murphy, director, a special
train will leave Grand Central
Station on Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m.,
with the return scheduled for
6:45 am. on Feb. 24, In past
years, over 5,000 CYO members
and friends have made the ex-
cursion.
The group will have reserva-
tions at the Chateau Frontenac
in Quebec, with special bus
transportation being provided to
the Basilica of St. Anne de
Beaupre. On Sunday morning.
Archbishop Maurice Roy will
celebrate Mass at the cathedral
for the entourage.
Among the sports and social
events planned are ice skating,
tobogganing on the slopes of Buf-
ferin Terrace, sleigh riding in the
streets of Quebec, skiing at the
Lake Beauport area, bus parties
and the annual CYO dance In the
Grand Ballroom of the Chateau
Frontenac on Feb. 21.
An Invitation has been extend-
ed to aH residents of the metro-
politan area who wish to make|
the excursion, particularly to
members of the CYO in the other
dioceses of New Jersey, New
York and Connecticut. Applica-
tions should be directed, to the i
Jersey City CYO Center, 380 Ber-
gen Ave., Jersey City, 4, N.J.
Jan. 17Deadline
Set on Entries
For Snow Queen
MONTCLAIR—Jan. 17 has been
set as the deadline for entries In
the Snow Queen contest being
conducted by the Essex County
CYO in conjunction with its 11th
annual Snow Ball dance.
The dance will be held Feb. 1
at Seton Hall University In South
Orange with the Essex County]
Council of Catholic Youth as co-
sponsor. Coronation
will take place at 11 p.m. with
Harry Sullivan of Belleville serv-
ing as master of ceremonies.
Sullivan will nave the unhappy]
task of seeing his niece step down I
as queen. Lois Conklin of Belle ]
vilte last year became the first;
girl outside if Newark ever to]
win the queen title and she’ll have ]
one last moment in the spotlight
as she places the crown on her
successor.
The new queen will be show-
ered wiUvgifts valued at $lOO, in-
cluding an evening gown and oth-
er accessories, flowers, a loving
cup and a watch. There will be
special awards for the two run-
nerup contestants and all other
entries will serve as the queen's
court of honor during the half
hour ceremonies.
Behind the scene arrangements
for the dance will be mado by
Ceil O'Connor of Sacred Heart,
Vailsburg assisted by Mary Lou
Daly, also of Sacred Heart, who
served as dance chairman last
year. Two bends will provide con
tinuoua music from 8 p.m. to 1
am.
Selection of the queen will be
made on the basis of votes cast
in her name by those selling tick-
ets.
BRIGHT BOYS - Five Regis seniors who earned semi-
final berths in the National Merit Scholarship competi-
tion pose with Rev. William C. McCusker, S.J.,
principal. Clockwise from left are James Oberthaler of
Ridgefield, William Meisch of Hasbrouck Heights,
Dennis Smetana of Clifton, Kevin Mansfield of River
Edge and Robert Sandling of Maywood. All told, the
New York Jesuit school had 17 semifinalists.
To Organize Alumni
OMAHA—Creighton University
plans to organize at least 40 alum-
ni clubs throughout the country
through its newly organized Divi-
sion of University Relations,
headed by Rev. Henry W. Linn,
S.J.
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BROTHERS OF MERCY
A nursing order tooklns telf-secrlficlng
youno mon between the eges of 17-17
veers to llyo e Religious Life to secure
eelvetlon for their own souls leborlng In
His vlneyord In verlous duties of coring
for tho tick end infirm. >
Address RRV. BRO. PROVINCIAL
Renton Rd, Clerence. N. Y.
MARY
SERVE her at a
MARIST BROTHER
In the Society of Mary
R*v. Director of Brothort, S.M.
St. Mary'o Manor
Ponndol, Bonn.
THE FRANCISCAN
FATHERS
:FR. STEPHEN, T.O.R.
► Third Order Regular of St. Fronde
■Offer to young Men and Boys
.ipecial opportunities to study for the
fPrlesthood. Leek of funds no ob-
stacle. Candidates for the religious
lay Brotherhood also accepted. For
further information, write to
P. O. Bok 289
! HOUIDAYSBURG 11, PA.
Fr. Dugan Named
NEW YORK—Rev. Edward T.
Dugan has been named coordi-
nator of the Young Christian
workers in New York.
The Oratorian Fathers
Work lor conversions
In South Carolina with
the Prleata and Broth-
era o1 the Congrega-
tion of the Oratory
of St. Philip Nert! The
Oratorlana live a
community life: do not
take vowai preach,
teach, conduct parlah-
ea and do pioneer mlaaion work
at home. Lack ol lunda la no ob-
atacle. High School Oraduatea ac-
cepted aa candldatea lor Priesthood.
Brotherhood candldatea accepted af-
ter their J6th birthday. Per com-
plete Information, wrltei
RBV. DIRECTOR OP VOCATIONS
The Oratory of It. Philip Nerl,
P.O. mill • Dept. 4, Reck Hill.l.C.
THE
HOLY TRINITY
FATHERS
offer on opportunity to young men
and boys of Grammar School and
High School to become a priest or a
Brother In the Trinitarian Order, lack
of funds no Impediment. Write toi
VOCATION DIRICTOR, O.S.S.T.
• Box SMI
Baltimore 8, Maryland
Benedictine Missionaries &.
Young men who fool called to the monastic and missionary life as
priests and Brothers of the Order of St. Benedict may apply. Make up
courses for- those lacking Latin.
FATHER RECTOR St. Paul's Abbey Newton, N. J.
V!
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Bost to Steakt
out FAMOUS
For tho
MANERO'S. Filtis' *2.50
"ALWAYS BtINO THI CHILD!IN'
DIDIUII!
Member Dissert- Club
PARAMUS BOOT! Ne. 17-Nerlb of No. 4
COIfae 1-101 J
BUDGET HEADQUARTERS
GOOD,'*'YEAR
TIRES
EASY
TERMS
GOODYEAR SUBURBANITE
SNOW TIRES
AS LOW AS.
‘l.OO DOWN, <l.OO A WEEK
r. a. McDonough & co.
MILLBURN NEWARK MONTCLAIR
6AO MIUBUHN AVt
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Get the MOST From Your Savings
in 1958 Save at Hayes
l annual dividend
to ba
0 compounded
and paid...
QUARTERLY
• Saving* inured
to $lO,OOO
• Save by i
wepaypotfofe
955 Broad Straat
Nowark 2, N. J.
Vocation Notes
Princess in White
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
Joanni wanted to be a nun. But the wa« a prince**; her
father wti Alfonso, King of Portugal, and he had entirely dif-
ferent plana for hit daughter. While her father was a big obsta-
cle in the way of her vocation, her crown prince brother, John
waa even a bigger one. Both wanted her to marry into a royai
family. And among thote who tought her in marriage were
Maximillian, King of the Romans; Louis XI
King of France; and Richard III, King of Eng-
land.
After much coaxing, 10-year-old Joanna
finally persuaded her father to give her per-
mission to enter the convent. On Aug. 4, 1472,
she was admitted to the priory of Avelro, and
was clothed in the white habit of the Domini-
can nuns. She received the nsme Sister Joanna
of the Crown of Thorn*, because she wanted
to wear Christ’s crown rather than a jeweled
golden crown of a queen.
*> ,d BOt her vows when her fatherd ed and her brother became the king. He always opposed tohi* slater’s becoming a nun and now, he thought, he was in a
position to do something about it. He arranged for her to marry
an English prince, and ordered her to come home
She came heme, bat she told him that she would not
many the English prince, er for that matter, anyone else.
Farther”ere, she told him that she could not marry the
English prince because he was dead. Her brother laughed
at each an absurd statement, but while he laughed, mee-
aengers came — the English prince was dead!
King John was more than just a litUe frightened He began
to realise how dangerous it is to interfere with Cod's plans
especially when the plan is for a boy to become a priest or a
Brother or for a girl to become a bride of Christ Emperor
Frederick II was much wiser. When Blessed Agnes of Bohemia
refused his proposal of marriage because she wanted to become
a nun, he said, “If she had left me for a mortal man, I should
nave made my vengeance felt; but I cannot take offense If
she prefer* the King of Heaven to myself"
I suppose it is difficult for many girls to understand how
Joanna, whom the church has since beatified, could give up all
the worldly ,p#nd#r ,h,t «**• »“h being • queen, for all the
worldly nothingness that goes with being a nun. To really under-
stand. however, they would first have to be nuns.
„A postdate for Vocation*
„ ,
N*w»rt
.
Archdiocese. Msgr; William F. Furlong, geton Hall
Unlvmlty, South Orange. N. J. Telephone: SOulh Orange 2 0000
Edward J. Scully, 24 Da Grease
tL, Paterson. Telephone Mountain View S I606.
GEORGIAN COURT
COLLEGE
Conducted by the Siiteri of Mercy
FOUR-YEAR COURSI LEADING 10
B.A. and I S. DECREES
Well-integrated program In liberal
Arti, Fine Arti, Science, Muilc, Home
Economies, Buiinait Administration.
Teacher Training For Elementary and
Secondary Schooli, Fully Accredited.
Addrew: SISTER SECRETARY
Georgian Court College
Lakewood. New Jeney
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
, Fully Accreditsd - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree
College of Saint Elizabeth
Fcraadad in 1899 by tha Sirnn of Charity
Convent Station, New Jersey
WHOLESALE - FINEST NAME BRAND QUALITY - RETAIL
MEN'S . . . LADIES
. . . CHILDREN'S
BUY DIRECT FROM
HATS
FACTORY AT LOWEST PRICES
Men's Genuine
FURFELTS
‘4.00
Value* $7.30 to $2O
LADIES' FINEST IMPORTED
Italian & French Velours
JUIfflENBlUic „„
Other Velvet*, Feather* and Fur Felt
Hat* $1.79 - $3.00
MODERN HATTERS V?
313 THIRD STREET, JERSEY CITY, N. J.
(Downtewn, off Newark Ave.) 01 9-9300
&
Seventh Annual
WINTER WEEK-END TRIP
FEATURING
A Pilgrimage to Shrine of St. Anne
Three Days of Winter Sports in Quebec
During Spectacular Quebec Winter Carnival
FEBRUARY 20-24
Leaving New York
Thur. FEB. 20
(7:30 7. M.)
Returning to
New York
Mon. FEB. 24
(7 00 A. M.)
SFONSORKD «Y
Hudson County
Catholic Youth Organization
330 Bergen Ave., Jertey City
FOR INFORMATION CAU
HE 3 3313
ALL EXPENSE
TRIP
S72°SL
.50
Pullman
MO6!
Price for 3-6
in Hotel Room
Sponsor Hopeful Legislature
Will Act on Scholarship Bill
TRENTON —. Passed without a dissenting vote by the
New Jersey Senate, but buried without action by the 1957
Assembly at its final session, the State Competitive Scholar-
ship Act is expected to fare better this year, according to its
sponsor, State Senator Thomas Hillery of Morris County.
Introduced by Senator Hillery
last Apri), the measure, known
last year is Senate Bill No. ,239,
provides for establishment of
1,000 state-supported college
scholarships per year to be
awarded on the basis of ability
and need.
In December, the New Jersey
Senate voted favorably on the
bill, 20 to 0. It was then sent
to the Assembly for action. Com-
ing up toward the very end of
the session, the bill could have
been acted upon only by an
“emergency” vote. This requires
acquiescence of three-quarters of
the assembly. The legislative
body failed to act and the meas-
ure was lost for 1957.
SENATOR HILLERY told The
Advocate he expects things to be
different this time. He will re-
introduce the bill Jan. 14, and
with the Senate’s previous rec-
ord of acceptance no difficulty
in its passage is anticipated.
“I’ve been told by Demo-
cratic leaders,” he said, “that
they will vote for It. So I’m
completely optimistic.”
Senator Hillery nevertheless
emphasized the importance of
public support.
“One of the most important
parts of the bill is that we get
a diversified education program
afforded by private colleges.”
While the scholarships would be
awarded by the state, the recipi-
ent is entitled to choose to at-
tend any recognized four-year
college in the state.
"Anyone who has children of
forthcoming college age,” said
Senator Hillery, “should be per-
sonally interested in this bill and
should contact their legislators to
see that they vote for it."
UNDER TERMS of the bill,
1,000 scholarships, each valued
at $4OO per academic year, would
be awarded by competitive ex-
amination conducted under spon-
sorship of the State Board Of
Education. Eventually there
would be 4,000 such scholarships
in force each year.
Eligible for the scholarships
are those high school graduates
who demonstrate financial need
and also “high moral character,
good citjzenship and dedication
to American ideals.” The recipi-
ent is not directed to any college
but makes his own choice.
THERE IS definite evidence of
strong public support for the bill.
Following a recent sampling of
1,300 persons, the Princeton Re-
search Service revealed that an
average of 75% favored the ac-
tion.
The poll covered a represent-
ative cross-section of New Jer- '
sey’s population, including peo-
ple of different religious be-
liefs, political associations, in-
come brackets, and geographi-
cal locations. Among Catholics,
forexample, 78% registered ap-
proval; Protestants favoring the
measure totaled 74%.
Supporting the measure, Dr.
Alfred D. Donovan, vice presi-
dent in charge of student person-
nel services at Seton Hall Uni-
versity, declared:
“If enacted into law, the bill
will establish a precedent In
New Jersey. It will mark the
first time when state-supported
scholarships have been avail-
able for use in Catholic colleges
in this state. It will be of great
importance in aiding Catholic
students to attend Catholic
colleges. It is a measure long
overdue In New Jersey."
Serra Vocations Mass
To Be in Cedar Grove
NEWARK—The monthly Mass
for vocations sponsored by the
Serra Clubs will be celebrated at
8:30 a.m., Jan. 11, in St. Catherine
of Siena Church, Cedar X3rove.
Celebrate Sunday
Masses in Shrine
At De Paul School
WAYNE Celebration of three Sunday Masses at the
Shrine of the Miraculous Medal, De Paul Catholic Regional
High School, has been authorized by Bishop
Besides the desire of the Bishop to increase devotion
to the Blessed Virgin under the title of her Miraculous
Medal, the three Sunday Masses
will also serve as a convenience
for the people in the vicinity.
The Masses will be celebrated
at 7 and 11 a.m. and at noon.
Rev. John P. McHugh, director of
De Paul High School and chap-
lain to the Sisters of Charity, has
been appointed by Bishop Mc-
Nulty to take care of the new
devotion and Sunday Mass sched-
ule. The Masses will be offered
in the school auditorium.
IT IS THE WISH of Bishop
McNulty, said Father McHugh, to
duplicate at the Oratory of St.
Catherine Laboure in the school
the devotion at the famous
Shrine of the Miraculous Medal
at Rue du Bac in Paris.
“It was in this same chapel
back in 1930,” he said, “that the
Blessed Virgin first appeared to
St. Catherine Laboure, who was
then a novice of the Daughters
of Charity, on the eve of the
feast of St. Vincent de Paul,
founder of the Daughters of Char-
ity.
“In succeeding apparitions, the
Blessed Virgin explained to St.
Catherine her desire to start a
devotion to the Miraculous Medal.
She described the medal in de-
tail, giving a visual picture of
it in one of the apparitions. The
many miracles that followed the
promulgation of this medal, plus
the extent of the devotion today,
is now history."
In the Oratory of St. Catherine
Laboure at De Paul will be the
altar and relic of St. Vincent de
Paul, and the Shrine of the Mir-
aculous Medal after the pattern
of the original in Paris.
DIAMOND JUBILEE: Rev. Luke Moosburger, O.S.B., of St. Mary’s Priory, Newark,
receives the congratulations of Archbishop Boland on his completion of 60 years in
the priesthood. From left are Rev. Gregor Schramm, O.S.B., Auxiliary Bishop
Martin W. Stanton, Abbot Patrick O’Brien, O.S.B., and Rev. Louis Seiser, O.S.B.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 15
7 p.m., Meeting of Advisory
Board of Marylawn of the
Oranges.
SATURDAY, JAN. 18
11 a.m., Blessing of new ad-
dition, St. Cecilia's High
School, Englewood.
Dr. Charles L. Brown
Named to Committee
JERSEY CITY Dr. Charts
L. Brown, dean of the Seton Hall
College of Medicine, has been
elected to the Committee on Na-
tional Formulary for a five-year
term by the Council of the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association.
He has been assigned to head the
subcommittee on pharmacology
and posology.
New Chancery Office
Openedin Trenton
TRENTON
y-
The new two-
story chancery office for the Dio-
cese of Trenton opened at 701
Lawrenceville Rd. here Jan. 10,
just 22 months after fire had
destroyed the old chancery of-
fice and St. Mary’s Cathedral.
Since the fire the chancery of-
fice has been located in the Tren-
ton Trust Building.
Rutherford Parish
Plans Fund Drive
RUTHERFORD In preparation for the 50th anni-
versary of the founding of St. Mary’s parish here, a fund-
raising campaign has been anaugurated by Msgr. Charles
Demyanovich, pastor.
It is hoped that the campaign will raise'half of the
estimated cost of a major re-
building of the old grammar
school building and provision of
a cafeteria in the high school.
Each wage earner will be asked
for a minimum pledge of $l2O
or $lO a month.
General chairman is Arthur F.
McCormack. Raymond J. Kerwin
is co-chairman, and Madeline
Hoffman, fund secretary.
“Prayer plus participation
equals progress'* was selected as
the slogan of the Golden Jubilee
year, and won an award for Mary
K. Dunphy, a high school junior.
Graymoor Nun's
Story on Radio
NEW YORK The »lory of
Mother Lurana, co-founder of the
Graymoor Community and pro-
moter of the Chair of Unity
Octave, will be presented in two
parts on radio Jan. 12 and Jan.
19 at 6:30 p.m. on the Ave Maria
Hour.
Mother Lurana wks an Episco
palian nun who became a Cath-
olic and hetped found missions
"Three Knots in a Cord” is the
title of the first episode in her
story to be presented on the Ave
Marla Hour Jan. 12. The second
episode, "A Woman of- Unify,”
will be broadcast Jan. 19.
Progress in Japan
TOKYO (NC) During 1987
the Jesuits in Japan erected two
new churches, anew high school
and an auditorium.
Start Spring Course
For Lay Catechists
NEWARK The Spring session of courses for lay
catechists, conducted by the Newark Archdiocesan Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine, will start this month at
five centers, it was announced this week by Rev. Roger A.
Reynolds, executive secretary.
The courses are arranged to
train the laity to teach religion
classes in parish confraternity
schools.
A program of 10 weekly classes
are provided for in the forthcom-
ing program, according to Father
Reynolds. The first five classes
will explain the doctrine of the
Church. The lay catechists will
then have the opportunity of
choosing a course in high school
or grammar school method* of
teaching.
Although courses were begun
last October, registrations will
be accepted, Father Reynolds
said. Certificates will be award-
ed to those who successfully
complete the 20-week courses.
Teachers already qualified are
welcome- to attend the classes,
particularly the course in meth-
ods of teaching which begin the
week of Feb. 16.
LOCATION and starting dates
for the courses are as follows:
Newark—Seton Hall University
College, 31 Clinton St., Tuesdays
at 8 p.m. Jan. 14.
Westfield—Holy Trinity High
School, First St., Tuesdays at 8
pm, starting Jan. 14.
Teaneck St. Anastasia’s
School, 1103 Teaneck Rd.,
Wednesdays at 8 p.m,. starting
Jan. 15.
'
Union City - Holy Family
School. Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.,
starting Jan. B.
Bayonne—St. Joseph’s School,
Thursdays at 8 p.m., starting
Jan. 16.
Bishop Stanton
To Preside at
Trinity Forum
WESTFIELD Auxiliary Bish-
op Martin W. Stanton will pre-
side at the opening lecture in the
third annual Trinity Forum,
George E. Keenan Jr., committee
chairman, has announced.
The forum will open Jan. 22 in
Holy Trinity High School Audi-
torium with Rev. Leopold Braun,
A.A., as speaker.
'
Father Braun
.vas chaplain for American Cath-
olics in Moscow and pastor 'of the
last remaining Catholic Church in
Russia from 1936 to 1945. /
This year’s forum has been de-
dicated to Newark's two new
Auxiliaries, Bishops Stanton and
Walter W. Curtis.
ARRIVAL OF THE KINGS: An Epiphany pageant
featuring arrival of the three kings was presented for
children last Sunday in Immaculate Heart of Mary par-
ish, Elisabeth. The Kings, who arrived from Staten
Island, are welcomed by Rev. Anthony Llabres, T.O.R.,
They are, left ,to right, John Otero, Caspar; Michael
Abraham. Baltasar; and Ernesto Velez. Melchior. The
pageant was arranged by the Holy Name Society in ac-
cordance with a custom long standing in Latin
American countries.
FIRST IN NEW JERSEY: The Seton has established the
first dental fraternity in New Jersey with receipt of a charter from Psi Omega,
national professional organization. Officers of the new Sigma Eta Chapter (the
Greek letters represent Seton Hall) receive the congratulations of Dr. Paul Vinton,
second from left, deputy counselor of the chapter. The leaders are Spyros Gevas,
secretary; Theodore Grawehr, junior grand master; Joseph Schiavone, treasurer,
and Robert P. Forte, grand master.
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How glad you’ll be
she learned to play
RENT A PIANO
Brgnd
New
AT GRIFFITHS
ibbiji
Full Scole
SPINETS "
pay as little as
$
9
Notes
per month
(Pkn Cartage}
Excellent maka*—Latest Model*
If
you decide to buy the piano within 6 months,
all money paid for rental and delivery will be
deducted from the purchase price and be applied
to the down payment. So simple—you don’t nave
to visitour atore—phone ormail thecoupon below.
COUPON
I am interested in renting i..
(indwelt Urand. Spinet or Upriiht)
Nome
Addrmt.
Phono MArket 3-5880
"Ifo Mtnlt Confer ©F Mdw Jtns Y*
*
GRIFFITH PIANO COMPANY
STIINWAT a ISa ISSN TATI VIS
60S BROAD STRUT, NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY
OP** WIDNISOA V IVIMINOI UNTK MINI
1958
PILGRIMAGES
LOURDES
ROME
Hi* Excellency, Tb« Mott Reverend
THOMAS A. BOLAND, S.T.D.,
LL.D., Archbishop of Newark
SailiiOr from New York, July 2, 1958
SS
QyEEN MARY
Pilgrimage touri Irom 27-49 day*
By Air Iron* New York. July 6, 1958
15-40 day*
:
.
- ri
Hl* Excellency,* The Most Reverend
JAMES A. McNULTY, D.D.
Bishop of Patersop
Sailing from New York, July 22, 1958
SS INDEPENDENCE
Pilgrimage tours from 45-62 days
By Air from New York, July 29, 1958
25-44 days
With Their Excellencies, you are there—Worshipping with them gt
Daily Mast . , . Participating in the International Marian Congress
at Lourdes . . . Celebrating the solemn majesty of the first Centenary
(1858-1958) of the Apparitions of Our Lady to Bernadette Soujuroua-
• • • Sharing with them, all that is beautiful and sacred in Rome.
With Their Excellencies, you are there—everywhere . . . enjoying
the never-to-be-forgotten sights and sounds of the Old Worlds. . .
rejoicing with them at the Shrines of Europe for the greater glory
of God.
2btn Pilgrimogn At* Eifitrinlly PUmotJ lor Nru1 Jtrtty Prrubiomm
Call or Writ# for Complete Information
«lOS. M. BYRNE CO.
V Ravel service
828 BROAD STREET NEWARK 2, N. J. MArket 3-1740
"Spocioliiing in Pilgrimages to th« Shrines of Europt ond North Amoriea*
CATHOLIC TRAVEL LEAGUE
'PttyUHt&ye* fo
and featuring visits to ROME and BRUSSELS
IRELAND, FRANCE, SPAIN, ITALY and BELGIUM
BELGIAN iLfelfy AIRLINES
REV. JOHN HEWETSON, PASTOR REV. JAMES SHARP
St. Joseph's, Mendham, N. J. St. Peter The Apostle, Riveredge, N. J.
DEPARTING NEW YORK \ • DEPARTING NEW YORK
JULY 3, 1938 JULY 31, 1958
17 DAYS $995
EXTENSIONS TO ENGLAND, PORTUGAL
(FATIMA) AND SWITZERLAND
'OTHER DEPARTURES APRIIPTHRU SEPTfAIER
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS, WRITE.
CATHOLIC TRAVEL LEAGUE
1141 IROADWAY, NEW YORK S3, N. Y. . COlnnkui 1-7100
OK,
OK
W
and take advantage
of Emigrant’s *«
EXTRA
DIVIDEND DAYS
You couldn’t make a wiser New Year’s resolu-
tion
...you couldn’t pick a better tame to get
started saving! Just stop in at the nearest
Emigrant office on or before January 15th . ..
and open a savings-account or make a deposit.
In January you get an interest dividend figured
from January Ist on deposits made as late, as
January 15th!
DIVIDENDS FROM
DAY OF DEPOSITI
At other times your money starts earning in-
terest the very same day you open an account or
make a deposit... no waitingperiod at Emigrant!
4 BIG DIVIDENDS A YEARI
Emigrant pays quarterly interest dividends on
balances of$5 to $lO,OOO in individual accounts,
to $20,000 or more in joint or trust accounts.
LATEST QUARTERLY
INTEREST DIVIDEND
3*LX
( R.,ul*r dWrnd 3% pJu*
credited to Maikm c/tSv mart
Hi d«potit tltitief diwdud ptrmi. )
108 Yeart of Uninterrupted* Dividend*
EMIGRANT
Industrial
SAVINGS BANK
I One of America’* Great Saving* Dutitution* ——.
En<let«S h t. *o apt* an account
Convenient Ofcn:
51 Ch««hers St.
m ma now* at - city hau.ionc
«a«a Itnd pauboak and fra* potia«* paid DMhMNMktIA
ky **•“ 5 lest 42ed St.
etHTPM. lOM
. 1 ' 7tfcAve.iJl*»st.
*«<•<* OTATIOM COM|
iMitoitafCMKptaaMuMtafWMadMaN *»hSm Md M b t-M t a
MlMlia tlOttAl DItOIIT INSUIANCI COItOtATION
